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In northern Italy we find several hundred short examples of writing by an ancient
people the Romans called Veneti and Greeks Eneti. Written mostly in several

centuries after 500BC, these inscriptions borrowed the Etruscan alphabet, modifying
its use to suit their language. Sentences were written continuously with dots inserted
into the text in a frequent manner that does not represent word boundaries like dots
did in Etruscan and Latin. Owing to there being less than 100 complete inscriptions,

during the history of attempts to decipher the inscriptions, deciphering them has been
tentative –mostly involving plenty of discussion as to what this or that might be, and

has been approached as if Venetic was an archaic Latin and generally Indo-European.
. Since 2000, the author has pursued the interpreting of the inscriptions from a new

angle –that they were Finnic, and established as a consequence of the ancient amber
trade, and initiated from northern traders analogous to, for example Phoenicians in

the Mediterranean, but speaking the language of northern boat peoples (the legacy of
the dugout-boat cultures that arose at the end of the Ice Age). The following article
summarizes the results of my analysis in three categories –phonetics, lexicon, and
grammar. It is written to be readable by archeologists and other non-linguists, as the
subject of the Veneti covers many fields, including ancient history and archeology.

*not to be confused with POST-Roman era peoples with Veneti-like names,
historically connected to Roman, Celtic, Slavic, etc languages and cultures
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1.
INTRODUCTION

improved to Sept 2011

1.1 The Inscriptions of ANCIENT Veneti

In northern Italy we find several hundred short examples of writing by an ancient
people the Romans called Veneti and Greeks Eneti. Written mostly in several centuries
after 500BC, these inscriptions borrowed the Etruscan alphabet, modifying its use to suit
their language. Sentences were written continuously with dots inserted into the text in a
frequent manner that does not represent word boundaries like dots did in Etruscan and
Latin. Owing to there being less than 100 complete inscriptions, during the history of
attempts to decipher the inscriptions, deciphering them has been tentative –mostly
involving plenty of disussion as to what this or that might be, and has been approached as
if Venetic was an archaic Latin and generally Indo-European. . Since 2000, the author has
pursued the interpreting of the inscriptions from a new angle –that they were Finnic, and
established out of the ancient amber trade; initiated from northern traders analogous to
Phoenicians in the Mediterranean, but speaking the language of northern boat peoples (the
legacy of the dugout-boat cultures that arose at the end of the Ice Age).

The Roman Empire disrupted the ancient trade world. They brought an end to not just
the ancient Veneti long distance traders of northern and interior Europe, but also the
Phoenician and Greek traders of the Mediterranean. The Greek and Phoenician trade
colonies everywhere eventually melted into the cultures and languages of their local
regions, and that was the case with Veneti.

The end of the Roman era, saw a period of major competition between war-lords of
different ethnic groups to fill the void the collapse of Roman power created. History shows
the “Goths” expanding north into Scandinavia where they assimilated established peoples 
there, and east where they clashed with Slavic powers moving west. Nowhere was Veneti
able to survive in its original form even “Veneti”-like names survived through it all even as
the people now spoke–evidence shows–the regional language like Latin, Celtic, Slavic,
Germanic. A common occurrence in the process of assimilation is that a people intensely
preserves their identity even if they now no longer speak the language. (Example, today’s 
Livonians)

It is important the reader understands–to avoid the confusion - that our subject of study
are the inscriptions of the ancient Veneti not to be confused with the later manifestations
where the original language was lost –Vindo, Wends, etc. This is important because there
are people who include the post-Roman manifestations into any description of Veneti. The
question of the fate of the Venetic language into and beyond the Roman era, is not of any
concern in this study, and we will only look at true original ancient Venetic as written
before the rise of the Romans, mostly in a period between 500 BC- 100BC, when Europe
was not dominated in any large scale political manner, but was unified only by long
distance trading activity, including tin from Britain and amber from the north to Greece.
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1.2 The Inscriptions and What They Say

The region where the Venetic language inscriptions were found are in the north Adriatic
plain mainly from the Adige to Piave Rivers. The area as a whole represents the

destination of three trade routes over the Alps - from west Europe via the Po, from
directly north via the Adige, and from the northeast via the Piave and other descent paths

from Raab, Drava and other rivers. The Venetic writing is mainly related to the trade
route from directly north, which can be seen as the Jutland amber route.

The texts made by the ancient Veneti have been found by archeologists in the form of
short sentences written on various objects and serving special functions relative to the
objects and their use. Most have been around the north Adriatic plain, in the region from
Adige to Piave Rivers. Already in ancient Greek times, the Veneti were recognized as
people who had been around a long time and were distributors of amber. . . where the
Imani and the Menori live, the River Eridanus is producing the nicest amber. . .close to the
River Padus or Eridanus the Eneti live, rich and mighty people possessing no less than 50
cities (attributed to Scymnus the Chief ca. 373 B.C.)

The first major discovery of Venetic artifacts was made in 1876 at Este when two burial
tombs were discovered containing numerous cremations and bronze artifacts. Hundreds of
such burial vaults were subsequently discovered and investigated in the next six years.
This practice of placing many cremations and artifacts in a tomb, explains one meaning of
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the Veneti word v.i.ougonta which we interpreted loosely as ‘collection of bringings’. The 
archeology affirms that this could be right, as a tomb could contain many cremations and
objects–a collection.

The early discoveries led to the rich world of archeological finds of the Este area,
particularly those at Baratela, considered to have been a sanctuary to a goddess that
scholars have come to believe was named “Reitia”. It doesn’t make sense that Veneti 
would invent their own deity, instead of, like everyone else, following the deities long
established in Europe. I found that the deity was actually the widely known Rhea.

The Veneti were materially wealthy. Metal goods ranged from practical tools like axes,
hoes, shears and so on, to household items like containers, and of course arms of war –
shields, swords, helmets, etc. Notable among the finds was the bronze container referred to
as a  “situla”. The situlas were formed from two sheets of bronze, combined and worked, 
and then stamped with the designs. Ceramics was used to create vessels for all purposes.
Some containers of terracotta were used to conserve cereal grains and legumes, to cook
food, and of course table ceramics for eating and drinking. The techniques of making
ceramics were varied and sophisticated. Much pottery was decorated before or after firing.

If some objects had writing on them, the writing had to have a purpose, as is the case
even today. While there are some examples of ordinary texts like the name of the object, a
saying suitable for trail riders stopping at a tavern, a reminder to water the contents of a
vase, etc, most of the inscriptions are serious prayers or sendoffs connected to either
sanctuaries or cemeteries and tombs. This does not mean the people were abnormally
concerned with writing prayers to a deity or sendoffs to deceased – it’s the illusion we
have from the fact that archeology finds these in concentration once they find a sanctuary
or cemetery site.

The following pages will describe the Venetic language as I see it from a new
perspective not pursued by anyone before. As an introduction to what I found, I will give a
sense of the nature of the sentences. I found they were appropriate for the object and its
purpose. Let’s consider the cremation urns –ceramic urns into which the cremated remains
of the deceased were placed, before the urn itself was placed in a tomb.

Although urn inscriptions fall victim to
Romanization near the end and the Roman alphabet
inscriptions are quite useless for deciphering the
original Venetic, the earlier urn inscriptions give
proper sentences that are personal and creative.
Writing does not appear on all urns, so one presumes
it was something special and that there was no
established convention in the early period as to text
formulas to be used. Messages found from our Finnic
approach, included: ‘to go to the heavens’which
refers to the spirits who were presumed to go skyward
through the smoke of the fire, ‘till the beginning’
(presumably meaning the deceased returns to his
origins);‘become ash’(referring to the cremation ash presumably);‘in the direction of the
space-way’(which also speaks ofthe journey of the spirit); ‘to go toward, to the heavens
to go’ (which also sends the spirit upward). 
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This sampling demonstrates that for the most part, the urn sentences wish the deceased
spirit well in their journey via the smoke of the pyre, into the clouds, into eternity. Other
sentiments –like the ones mentioned concerning returns to origins or ash –are the
exception. Veneti were creative. They tried to make their inscriptions unique, personal, and
original, instead of repeating the same formula.

The urn then would be put in a special family tomb, representing a collection, a
v.i.ougonta where the urns and other objects were left. Archeologists excavating in the
Padova area, however, discovered an additional use of funerary writing, at least in that
area. People wrote texts on egg-round seashore or river stones. Archeologists say these
were placed on the floor of the tomb. The content of these round stones for the most part
reflect the same sentiments –mostly wishing the deceased spirit fly out of the tomb and
into the sky. Here are some examples of what our manner of analysis found (we try to
write it as close to the Venetic as we can):

 ‘Hoist from out of the tomb, into the open-
world’  Another says ‘To join the clouds, and 
up to the tribe’s eternity’A third says simply
‘Onto wing, to fly’While the message on the
urns given earlier, were in relation to the
cremation, the message on the round stones
were in relation to the tomb.

People had a very strong sense of an eternal
afterlife, and a Goddess in the sky, and had a
profound wish that the spirit of the deceased did

not remain on earth but traveled to eternity. The ash remaining on the earth in the urn,
represents a return to origins. Possibly the urn symbolized a womb.

Also connected with tombs, are obelisques marking underground tombs. They were
like small pointed gravestones. See the illustration.

The obelisque texts commonly begin with the
word .e.go, which traditionally scholars have
thought – because they assumed Venetic was an
archaic Latin–meant ‘I’ and that the deceased was 
speaking ‘I am......etc’ But a first person message is
peculiar for grave markers. The history of
gravestones says that the common sentiment was as
it is today, either ‘rest in peace’ or ‘in memory’ 

In our translations .e.go means ‘let remain’
which reflects the ‘rest-in-peace’ sentiment.Here
are some typical examples. Note how they are
similar to what is on the urns or round stones, but
more elaborate and formal. The formality is mainly
demonstrated by the repeated use of .e.go. for
example .e.go vo.l.tiimno.i. iuva.n.tiio.i which says
(as literally as possible) ‘Let remain, to go to the 
heavens, to infinitely extend in the eternal direction’Another says ‘Let remain, to be 
carried to the side of infinity’Another says, ‘Let remain to carry until the sky’  Another 
says ‘Let remain, to being eternally to enduring eternally’. Another says ‘Let remain, to 
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disappear, till forever’A couple of inscriptions appear to speak of an oracle (u.r.kle)
which I believe was a synonym for the Goddess. As I scan all the results, all of the
obelisque texts are such that they could serve as markers for a tomb holding many
cremations, and that is how it should be. If we used Latin ego and interpreted .e.go as ‘I’ 
that would contradict the fact archeology is finding several cremations in a tomb. Indeed
one inscription makes reference to the collection of urns and objects ‘Let remain, to the
collection, to Oracle’s infinity.’

As we can see, the sentences on the oblelisques all express the same thing once again –
wishing the deceased fly off into the sky, to eternity, to the Goddess. What are the chances
that I would just happen to find basically the same sentiment on all the funerary
inscriptions?! This cannot occur by random chance. While there may be errors in details, in
general these translations must reflect truth.

Getting away from funerary inscriptions
(which are sad) we can look now at sentences
surrounding relief images on pedestals. These
look and sound like memorials, and perhaps some
of the memorials relate to deceased, but many
celebrate secular events–marriages, armies going
off to war, distinguished visitors depart. All of
them seem to relate to beginnings of journeys,
and have an end tag .e.kupetaris which must mean
‘happy journey’ or ‘bon voyage’. . For example, 
the event of the visit of a religious elder. Upon
departure, a fisherman-hunter gives the elder a
duck. That is what the image depicts, and the
inscription reads‘Let remain, to the elder, a duck, 
happy journey!’(see image at right)

Another image shows warriors in chariots. The
inscription reads [undecipherable] army to go to the (Carnic?) mountains, happy journey,
let remain’

Another inscription celebrates a‘Veneti person happy journey to climbing the Alps’
There may be a memorial to horses in Convey to infinity, horses to infinity, happy

journey!’
All of the complete inscriptions we

studied were in Venetic writing, but
there was one written in the Roman
alphabet. Some text is broken off, but
the image and the word GALLEN
probably meaning ‘dear’ suggests it 
celebrates a marriage. (see image at
left)

Another category of objects are
objects left at sanctuaries, religious
places.

According to ancient Latin and
Greek authors, the sanctuaries in the
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north Adriatic landscape included groves in a natural state often fenced in to define their
boundaries. Inside the sanctuary space one would find the facilities –including pillars,
statues, pedestals, etc –for practicing the religion whether it be processions, rituals,
prayers, offerings. Gifts and offerings, including sacrifices, accumulated in such places.
Permanent temple structures were only built in more important sanctuaries in the larger
cities. Religious rituals carried out at the sanctuaries included purification rituals involving
liquids, and sacrifices of animals to deities. There were sanctuaries associated with
important urban places–marketplaces, ports, etc. There were public sanctuaries associated
with political and military centers in a region. Communities too might establish
sanctuaries in association with natural features like springs.

At the Baratella sanctuary
near Este archeologists found
large numbers of bronze
styluses. Most of these three sided writing instruments had no writing on them, but some
did. Why the accumulation of them? Why did people leave them with their offerings with
or without inscriptions? The answer is they must have used the stylus to write a prayer at a
shrine, probably on a thin soft sheet of bronze–a few examples of which have been found
–but mostly in the form of the oeka sheets we speak of later in this Introduction.

So the visitors would come, perform their routines, which would have involved a ritual
involving burning something even an animal sacrifice (sacrifice in ancient times was in
fact a nice way of slaughtering an animal for eating), and write with the stylus a prayer
onto a bronze sheet, and then leave the stylus in a ‘collection’ place (the use of the word 
v.i.ougonta again)

And here are some of the prayers to a deity which traditionally scholars have assumed
was “Reitia” but who is really the well known Goddess dating back to earliest times, which 
the Greeks acknowledged as the Titan Rhea.

'Our (my) bringing (for offering) in bearing to take into eternity's start, extending to
unite with you, in godly form, Rhea'

'The collection of conveyances, as ingratiation-producers remains'
'Our brought conveyances as ash remains'
Our bringing(=offering) to Rhea, as humble warm-feeling producers'
Our brought carryings as (our)things-taken, unite to you divine Rhea - up into the sky-

vault fly!'
Convey, as a granting, the bringing(=offering) extending to Rhea'
'In the direction of forever, our bringing (offering) , extending to Rhea'
And so it goes on the styluses but also on the several bronze sheets that have survived.

Note how consistent is the tone of the inscriptions. All of them suggest two things –that
there is a burnt offering that is intended to fly up to Rhea in the sky via the smoke, and that
there is a place for leaving object offerings where the stylus message itself represents a
continued ingratiation producer even after the visitor leaves.

Once again, the inscription messages in this category are similar. They are
communications with the Goddess, and for the most part wish the offering and prayer
travels into the sky to Rhea. One again, while I may have mistakes in the details, in general
it has to be correct. It is impossible to achieve such consistency of meaning by chance.
Nowhere do I find a departure from the sentiment appropriate to a prayer to Rhea.
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The inscriptions reveal a great deal about Veneti cosmology, and about their Rhea-
oriented religion. Rhea, or Goddess, religion, according to ancient Greek historian
Herodotus was becoming rare in his day, as the male-oriented Mars-worshipping Indo-
European cultures were viciously against it. But the inscriptions reveal that the Veneti
worshipped her intensely, and apparently Rhea was worshipped in the north too at the
sources of amber, since the Roman historian Tacitus noted that the Aestii (and presumably
Suebi) worshipped the ‘mother of the gods’ which was how Greco-Roman mythology had
developed the pre-Greek Rhea. (We discuss this further in 2.2.3)

Last but not least there are the inscriptions on miscellaneous objects –isolated finds,
often of a very common secular nature. I believe writing was widely used, but few such
secular writings have been found for two reasons –they are not accumulated in one place
like the funerary and sanctuary ones are, and because most writing was not on durable
materials that could survive a couple thousand years in the ground. But those random finds
there are demonstrate the same kinds of everyday uses as one sees in some ancient
Etruscan or Greek uses. They reveal the people to have been as normal as people today.
For example there is a hook tool labeled ‘hook for pouring’, a small container with 

elegant thumb-handle reading ‘aromatic herbs’, a vase telling the user to water the
contents liberally and a couple of long inscriptions that appear to have been written on
tavern tankards to be read by tavern visitors to be discussed in detail later.

We must not forget as we focus mostly on the very serious funerary, memorial, or
votive texts, that most of Venetic writing has obviously not survived the many centuries of
being buried in the earth.

1.3 Considerations of Methodology

In our modern world of scientific scrutiny, the methodology I used to interpret the
inscriptions is an issue to many, and needs special discussion in this Introduction.

I made the greatest effort to avoid the shortcomings of past methodologies. Being
educated in practical sciences (real world science where results have to work or else
bridges will collapse) I was constantly aware of the laws of probability and how they are
affected by the accumulated variations within all the intermediate steps and associated
biases. The more our methodology cut out intermediate steps and transparently looked
directly at reality–the real inscriptions and real (not reconstructed) languages –the more
control we had over random factors. At least we could transparently observe the degrees of
probability associated with every inference and be able to estimate and state at least in
words the statistical probabilities of being correct.

Traditionally successful interpreting of ancient languages has benefited from
archeology finding long inscriptions that are accompanied by translations in a known
language like Greek. Then the analyst, knowing characteristics of language, maps the
known language into the unknown. Establishing some words, other inscriptions without
parallel translations, can be partially interpreted, which then provides context to suggest
what the remaining words might be. But such approaches have eluded the interpreting of
Venetic–there simply are no parallel translations to exploit.

As a result, traditional methodology of interpreting the Venetic inscriptions have
basically looked for words in an assumed linguistic affiliation, originally Latin, and
projected that assumption onto the inscriptions, a methodology that can force a wrong
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assumption onto the Venetic and produce erroneous results. These erroneous results have
proven to be vague, absurd-sounding, not natural-sounding, but often were accepted on the
assumption of it being a ‘work-in-progress’. No analyst wants to believe they have wasted
time working with a wrong assumption. As a result traditional methodology has been
permitted to portray Venetic falsely and yet been taken by the academic world as truth-in-
progress. For example, in earlier times, analysts looked for Latin-like words. For example
the Venetic word .e.go was assumed to mean ‘I’ because of Latin ego. Simiarly dona.s.to
was assumed to mean ‘donate’ because of Latin donato. The results were debatable but
justified in the spirit of work-in-progress. Moreover most of the results were not bold
translations, but discussions as to what this or that might be. Those results were
summarized in 1967 in La Lingua Venetica.

Because the Latin approach was not bearing fruit, it was assumed Venetic was not an
archaic Latin but still an Indo-European language and in the late 1960’s, analysts looked at 
the inscriptions as an ancient Indo-European language from a rigorous ‘historical 
linguistics’ perspective. Reconstructions as to what an Indo-European language of that
time period would look like were used. A summary of the results was published in 1974 in
Manuel de la Langue Venété. But that approach, however sophisticated it might be, still
pursued a presumption of linguistic affiliation and in effect pushed the Indo-European
formulas onto the Venetic. The results were even more vague because, owing to the need
to fit linguistic principles, it was more difficult to invent bold interpretations. Linguistic
methodology forced scrutiny across all the inscriptions and identifying the presumed Indo-
European words and grammar in the Venetic sentences. What was the result? Half of the
lexicon were proper names - ie meaningless names for deceased, relatives, deities, etc - in
inscriptions that were regarded all as memorials, epitaphs, dedications, etc. where it could
be assumed half of the words were names. As a result, the methodology appears –in my
opinion –to have simply looked for Indo-European (or earlier, Latin) words suitable for
memorials, epitaphs, dedications, etc., and then the remaining fragments were assumed to
be the names of deceased, his/her relatives, or deities. Even then, the results produced very
few outright interpretations and then consisted mostly of analyst opinions and discussions.
Other approaches to deciphering the Venetic, such as those of a group who considers
Venetic to be an ancient Slovenian, similarly forces a presumption onto Venetic, and
similarly produces terrible results wherein some show-piece translations may sound
acceptable, but everything else falls short of the required natural, sensible, results. But here
too, a great number are not studied, and held in reserve as ‘work-in-progress’. It is all too
easily to find some believable examples and put them on show to the world, thus hiding the
fact that the examples not shown are terrible, incomplete, absurd, etc. Our new
methodology does not hide anything, and tries to tackle them all and display all results.

Besides the inscriptions being assumed to be funerary, votive, dedicatory, etc. it does
not help that Venetic was written continuously (without showing word boundaries), thus
allowing the analyst some ability to arbitrarily divide it (where word boundaries are
unclear) There is also the problem of how close is acceptable. Are vague similarities to be
taken as acceptable? It is mainly in the degree of acceptance of vague similarities that
methodology fails.

To summarize, in general, past work interpreting Venetic is something any scientific
mind should be ashamed of. A good modern statistical scientist can analyse any of the
methodologies used so far, and come to the conclusion that the methodologies are so
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‘loose’ through its stages, as to make it possible to use those methodologies to produce the
same vague, skeletal, questionable results when any false presumption of linguistic
affiliation forced on it.

I believe the issue is that traditional methodologies force a preconceived language
affiliation onto the Venetic, and do not allow the Venetic to reveal itself.

Our new assumption that Venetic could be Finnic, presented a danger of repeating the
errors of the previous efforts.

Linguists will promote the use of historical linguistics methodology, but that is as
problematic as any other method. To summarize, historical linguistics methodology
attempts to find the unknown language (ie Venetic) to be related to a known one (a past
language like Latin or a more modern one). If the known language is a modern one and the
unknown an ancient one, the known language has to be reversed to an ancient form by
comparative linguistics methodology that reconstructs past languages by looking at what is
common in related languages presumed to be daughter languages to the a common parent.
Even if there were enough modern languages to reconstruct a common parental one,
known as a proto-language, the proto-language reconstruction achieved has a good chance
of being useless, if there has been in the languages involved in the analysis considerable
convergence. Linguistics is founded on the assumption that languages constantly diverge
from a common origin, when in reality languages both diverge and converge –diverge
when there is separation between sibling languages, and converge when there is contact
again. If the two languages are not related, there is still convergence in the form of
increased use of the same words in both languages even if the grammatical form remains
different. Linguistics has no way of determining consequences of convergence. A word
that is similar in two languages can have reached that form either by diverging from a
parent word, or converging by two more different words becoming more the same, or the
word of the other language being adopted and one’s own word disposed of.

It is this uncertainty caused by convergence, particularly where languages had plenty of
contact with each other, that undermines the integrity of proto language reconstructions
and hence historical linguistics methodology. The fact that a “proto-language” 
reconstructing a past extinct language may not resemble the real language was explicitly
stated by Finno-Ugric linguist J. Laakso. In a paper considering the problems of
convergence vs divergence she wrote: “the proto-language reconstruction and the actual
language spoken sometimes in the past are two different things”p. 63. Language contact
hypotheses and the history of Uralic morphosyntax. L a a k s o, J., 1999)

If we look specifically at Venetic, and find that it was a language of trade, we can
expect there was considerable convergence and borrowing owing to constant contacts with
other languages. It was clear to me from nearly the beginning that pursuing any linguistics
methodology would create so much uncertainty that either it would prove useless, or –as
in the case of past analysis of Venetic from a historical linguistic methodology using Indo-
European reconstructions – be so loose that the methodology could be used to ‘prove’ 
Venetic belonged to ANY language family.

Clearly one had to go to the very roots of deciphering a language –basically the same
methodology used by babies to decipher their mother’s language –to wholistically observe
the language and infer what the various sounds mean. The same methodology is used by
the adult who learns a foreign language directly by living and interacting with speakers.
Meanings are inferred from everything surrounding the use of the language. It is an
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inductive process, not a deductive one. Normally the language one uses is a living one in
active use. How can we apply this method if the language is dead, and found in written
form on archeological objects. That is the challenge. The key idea is that we try to
discover the language directly from all the evidence surrounding it, without prejudicing the
process by assuming a particular linguistic affiliation.

If we must determine some linguistic affiliation, should determining it not have a high
priority? Should we not always question the correctness of the linguistic affiliation we
have assumed? What do we have currently? Someone centuries ago assumes Venetic was
an archaic Latin and then everyone who follows does so too unquestioningly? Obviously
before forcing a theory of affiliation onto the Venetic, the analyst must first look for as
much evidence of the affiliation as possible, before spending a lifetime ‘barking up the 
wrong tree’.

Accordingly, when I began entertaining the notion that Venetic might be Finnic in
character, I thoroughly researched history and archeology to determine how Venetic could
be mainly of a Finnic character. I found from ancient texts that the Venetic colonies were
known in ancient Greece as the source of amber, and I found from archeology that there
was an amber route from the Jutland Peninsula, up the Elbe, across the Danube valley, and
down the Adige to where the Veneti with the inscriptions were located.

I also learned that long distance trader peoples established markets and colonies
everywhere (as ancient texts have revealed about Phoenicians and Greek traders in the
Mediterranean) If the peoples at the source of the amber, and responsible for the amber
trade were Finnic, then perhaps they initiated the colonies, as long distance traders (ie like
Phoenicians) did, to facilitate their activities. Having established the Venetic colonies, the
language would then be maintained because it was in fact a long distance lingua franca,
and the amber trade went on for millennia. Thus support for a Finnic hypothesis was very
strong from archeological and historical data.

After we find support from history and archeology for a Finnic affiliation, we must now
find proof of it in some clear examples.

The best way of identifying linguistic affiliation from the Venetic itself, is to begin
with the very simplest texts where the meaning is nearly obvious, and then scan all
possible linguistic affiliations for a word that is both similar in form, and agrees with one
of the obvious meanings. (I will give the pueia example below.) Even after we have
satisfied, with many examples of this nature, that our hypothesis of linguistic affiliation is
correct, we still have to be cautious, and not to force our presumed affiliation onto Venetic.
Having found the linguistic affiliation, if only modern versions of ancient affiliated
languages are found, we are wise only to use these modern languages (like Estonian) as
secondary tools, for confirmation for example. If reversing the modern language to a
contemporary ancient form is not possible, we are wise to use it carefully. But we can use
it, as is clear if a person who knows no Latin attempts to decipher Roman inscriptions with
the aid of modern Italian. Modern languages do contain remnants of the ancient parental
word, and the modern words, although distorted, will display a closeness in sound and
meaning to the ancient word from which it evolved.

But, to return to the ideal methodology –the one a baby uses –we should try to
decipher Venetic directly and avoid the pitfalls of linguistic affiliation until it is strongly
proven to work.
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And that is what we did–we reduced the role of references to Estonian and Finnish to
simply provide an added confirmation for ideas as to meaning we had aleady arrived at
from a methodology deciphering Venetic from within. As I will now explain.

Let us now completely forget about the issue of linguistic affiliation. Can we decipher
Venetic by inferring meaning from its contexts, even if the language is written on objects?
Ultimately the ideal methodology seeks to decipher the inscriptions from within, from
the contexts in which the sentences were constructed and used, with as little aid from
a hypothesis of affiliation as possible.

We all know the timeless methodology. It is the same one every human uses, since they
were a baby, to learn a language –to observe the language in action, make inferences,
test the inferences, and if the inferences function properly, to keep them, and in this
way accumulate wisdom. For example if a baby always sees white liquid when his mother
says “milk”, he will infer that this word refers to that white liquid. He can then test it by
saying it, when holding a glass of it. If Mama says “yes that is milk” the baby now files it 
away in memory as a positive result. It is a trial and error process. It is not a deductive
process like in science, including linguistic science. Indeed science is incapable of
originally discovering content. A linguist visiting a tribe with an unknown language, may
document the sound of the language down to every inflexion, and even determine what
patterns are probably words, and what patterns are grammatical elements, but to know
what they mean, he still (!) has to infer it from observing the contexts in which the
language is used, test the inference, and by trial and error accumulate knowledge of content
gradually. (Or learn to say ‘what is that?’ like a 3 year old does, and point to things) 

It is a situation analogous to how scientists studying sleep can tell when a subject is
dreaming from electrodes attached to the subject’s head, but to determine what the dream
was about has to wake the subject and ask.

But we ask the question once again: in these examples we are speaking of a living
active language –how can you observe a language in use if it is no longer living, and
appears only on archeological objects like Venetic? But those archeological objects have a
context. We can reconstruct their use, and then infer suitable meanings. What are the most
likely possibilities of meaning on a funerary urn, for example? While there may be a
number of suitable meanings, some will be more likely than others. Our ideas as to what
are suitable meanings become our inferences, and we test them in whatever way we can
find. Although we do not have a speaker to test our inferences against, we can test
meanings and grammar against other sentences with the same words and grammar in them.
If we are correct, then our inferred meanings and grammar will function well in all those
other sentences.

There are many ancient inscriptions that have little context –they are long texts written
on monuments, which we can infer only that they might contain something about the
exploits of some leader. Thus often this basic methodology of making inferences is
impossible. It would be analogous to a mother of a baby always talking with a straight face
and no gestures. If you watch a mother speak to a baby, she accompanies her speech with
plenty of gestures, facial experessions and voice inflections, because these are what reveal
meaning to the baby. If she does not do this, it becomes as difficult as deciphering an
inscription on an isolated object with no context to infer from.
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But Venetic inscriptions have plenty of context to infer from. This basic methodology
can be used well with Venetic because all the inscriptions are written in short sentences on
objects with a clear purpose and context.(!!!)

The Venetic sentences are very short and on very ordinary objects. We can infer from
the objects what the inscriptions most likely say, from their nature. For example obelisques
(like pointed gravestones) marked the locations of tombs, and therefore what was on them
had some relationship to the tomb and deceased. Or funerary urns containing cremations
would probably have on them send-off messages to the deceased, or styluses left at
sanctuaries to the Goddess are likely to have humble prayers to the Goddess.

Because archeology finds larger quantities of objects at ancient gravesites and
sanctuaries, the body of inscriptions is a little heavy on the funerary and religious
contexts, unfortunately. But there are a number of isolated finds with secular ordinary
content too. We will now look at some examples of deciphering Venetic from inferring
from context and trying to avoid making any look-up into Estonian or other Finnic
language before first determing from external and internal context what the best possible
meanings are. Another advantage of first letting the Venetic inscription suggest its
meaning, is that when we next do look for a similar word in modern Estonian, it is the
inscription that finds the ancient word within Estonian, which is otherwise mixed in with
newer words. It is an automatic filtering, whereas if we went directly to Estonian for
similar words, we may find a number of words that did not exist 2000 years ago.

To summarize, this methodology of interpreting Venetic tries hard to determine two or
three possible meanings directly from internal and external contexts in the inscription and
its archeological character, BEFORE we even consider Estonian. But note, after we find
consistent success when looking for Estonian parallels, we are justified in becoming bolder
in referring to Estonian. But please follow the methodology, and you will find that the
initial determinations are from the Venetic itself and the references to similarities in
modern Estonian serve as added confirmation, sometimes helping us choose between two
alternatives of meaning.

1.4 Initial Inferences from External Context pueia!

As mentioned, ideally we should try to decipher Venetic from external and internal
context information in itself. One begins with the shortest sentences whose meaning was
most strongly indicated by the object and its context. This reduces the number of likely
suitable meanings to only a few. If we have two possible meanings for a word, that is when
scanning of potential candidate affiliated languages will reveal not just the linguistic
affiliation but the meaning that was intended from the two possible meanings. In this
methodology the use of the linguistic affiliation is secondary –an additional tool. That
makes it safe if we are dealing with a modern language vs an ancient one. But bear in mind
always, using a modern language to find ancient meanings has some degree of validity, as
we can demonstrate when using Italian and Spanish to decipher Roman writing (and we do
not already know Latin)

A simple example of meaning being suggested by the context, would be an object
where the word on it is its label – analogous to the word for ‘spoon’ being on a spoon. 
There are, we believe, a few candidates for that kind of situation. Another simple example
would be picture of a something, with its word under it– as in a child’s picture book. 
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The following example is one in which a picture suggests the meaning. Figure 1.1
represents an isolated find on a rock face in a mountain area, showing five men with fists
raised shouting pueia while a man in the distance seems to be running away. The treelike
symbol with the five branches in my opinion says five foreground men shouted it in
unison,

Fig 1.1

Without any hypothesis about linguistic affiliation for the inscription, the analyst can
propose it either means“Get away from here!”or“Catch him!”Having established that the
meaning we are looking for is something like “Get out of here!”or “Catch him”we can
now begin to scan languages with which Venetic had contact for resonances in both sound
and a meaning fitting what we are looking for. Note that since we are only looking for
resemblances in both sound and meaning, the closeness need not be exact. Of course it is
true that the more blurry our requirements for similarity are, the more choices will arise,
but we always seek to make the best choices. For example if we have two candidates and
one is very close and the other only vaguely, the first becomes our choice. We can if we
want attach statistical probability values according to closeness.

According to the laws of probability the fact that we are looking for resemblances in
both form and meaning, greatly narrows down the chances of getting good resemblances
by random chance. For example if we discover a word that seems close to pueia in form
but means ‘bird’ we have to reject it. If we discover a word that means ‘Catch him!” but is 
written“catch”and nothing like pueia, we have to reject it too. Although we would prefer
to compare ancient Venetic with another ancient language, as long as we are not dealing
with enormous spans of language evolution –such are many millennia –the amount of
linguistic change is not going to be enormous. (Indeed, since Venetic has been frozen for
2000 years, the linguistic distance with a living language is effectively only half–1000–
compared to if the compared languages both evolved.)

Thus having established a few most likely meanings, we look at Latin, Slavic,
Germanic, Celtic....and while it is possible to find words with a similar form, none of what
we initially look at quite have a meaning that fits this very precise situation in the
illustration which narrows meanings down to only a couple of possibilities.
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Thus in our scanning various languages either ancient or modern versions of them, we
may find many words resembling the sound of pueia, but very few with the desired
meaning. Arriving at the Finnic language of Estonian we find the word püija (ü=ue)
which means ‘Catch (him)!’Perfect!!! The analyst may find Estonian offering another
sound-resonance in poja ‘of the son’, but it is impossible that the fist-raised men are
shouting “of the son!”Furthermore püija is closer to pueia than poja. This shows that this
methodology of having Venetic dictate the choices as much as possible, will even work
where there are similar sounding words in the same language. In section 2.4.4.B we
analyze a long inscription in detail and in that we find SSELBOI resonating in sound with
selga and sel poisil; but the methodology cannot support the latter for many reasons
elsewhere in the inscription. It is by getting as much from within the Venetic itself that
enables us to make correct choices where there are many alternatives.

Thus, having found the perfect word in Estonian, püija, that we can use it as evidence
supporting our hypothesis that Venetic was Finnic. But one example is not enough. We
must find more examples before we can fully confirm validity in a Finnic hypothesis and
begin making references to Finnic languages in a bolder way. Caution is imperative in the
beginning. As we find other examples, we take note of the closeness in sound and meaning
in the resonances we find, and look for systematic shifts. By noting systematic shifts we
acquire, as we go, linguistic wisdom that is very powerful since it is empirically obtained
and not distilled through the biases and errors of divergence-based linguistic methodology.
If for example we see that Venetic is highly palatalized but Estonian and Finnish are not,
then we can systematically reverse Venetic palatalization to reveal forms that resonate
more directly with Estonian and Finnish. If we find that several times Estonian displays an
“H” in the location of a palatalized silent consonant in Venetic, then that becomes another
pattern we can look out for. If we discover that accompanying the palatalization is a
general raising of vowels, we can make adjustments in that regard as well. In other words,
we can empirically detect transformations between Venetic and Estonian or Finnish as we
go, which we will then expect to occur in a systematic way as we continue our analysis. If
they don’t then we have to determine a reason for it, including Venetic dialect variation, or
there being an error. Linguistic truths are observed and tested as part of the trial-and-error
process. Arriving at linguistic truths by direct observation is far better than any deductive
methodology filled with assumptions and biases.

1.5 Inferring from External and Internal Context–Example:
a rako for the pupo

One of the benefits of having several clear results arising from a single word inscription
in a clear object context, is that these results help to confirm a hypothesis of linguistic
affiliation.

The other benefit is that it provides us with several words that begin to open up the
interpretation process.

Determining the meaning of pueia it turns out is not very useful in this case, since it
does not occur again in the body of available Venetic inscriptions. If an initial word solidly
determined from context did occur in other inscriptions, then that would open the door to
the other inscriptions a crack by allowing those others to be partially interpreted. (In reality
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the word that opened the door a crack for me was .e.go and .e.kupetaris as it allowed me to
penetrate the memorials on pedestals that were accompanied by images hence providing
plenty of context.)

Context is not found just in the nature and situation of the object –which I call external
context. There is also context within a sentence. This I call the internal context.

If we have a sentence of five words and three of them are now known from earlier, then
it will not be difficult to guess the remaining two words from the seeming context and
grammar of the partially translated sentence. The more solid our initial word meanings are,
the better able we are to tackle, with success, a longer more complex sentence for which
the external context is vague. If our interpretations continue to be correct, then this process
will accelerate like a cascade (which is why after a baby struggles with its first words, its
acquisition of language accelerates) And that is what happened. I struggled to get started
for more than a year and then it has been accelerating ever since. But a clever sequence is
all-important. If we do not approach the inscriptions in a shrewd way, starting with the
most certain results, but make wild guesses from the start, then we can produce a mess of
guesses with unknown correctness. If scholars pursue interpretation for years, decades, and
centuries and nothing accelerates then that means the results have been false.

By proceeding in a clever sequence, and being correct at every stage, the Venetic
reveals itself, and the meanings of new words are already suggested from context, and
often scanning the assumed correct linguistic affiliation for resonances tends to be merely
for confirmation for what we already determined from the Venetic itself. That is to say, we
already know from both external and internal context what the meanings are in general,
and look for additional evidence and insight. As I said, we can almost translate pueia,
without any seeking of a parallel in another language at all.

Note that it may be true that eventually I rely more and more on what I find in Estonian
and Finnish, but I do that as increasingly linguistic affiliation is proven example after
example, and the nature of the affiliation is empirically better understood. For example I
leapt for joy when I found Estonian has an “H” where Venetic shows a palatalization dot. 
It gives me a solid sense that for example .a.kut is paralleled by Estonian hakkud. What are
some other examples of the systematic shift? There was la.g.s.to that was perfectly
represented by Estonian lahkustus ‘gift’. There was .e..i.k which paralleled Estonian ehk.
There was .i.io.s.- that resembles Estonian hiis.
Then there was the alternative appearance of “J” instead of “H”, as in for example all 

the words in Venetic beginning with .e. seeming to have an initial “J” (pronounced as in 
“Y”) as for example .e. = jää, .e.go= jäägu . The transformations are not simple, but
analogous to what we see when comparing Estonian with the highly palatalized
neighbouring Livonian. Perhaps a study of transformations between Estonian and Livonian
in this respect will be applicable to transformations between Estonian and Venetic. (I only
touch upon it in section 1.2.5)

Thus we may start out deriving meanings from within the contexts of Venetic itself, but
we may end up paying substantial attention to resonances in Estonian and/or Finnish and
application of absorbed transformations such as those mentioned above.

The pueia example is one in which much of the meaning is in the external context –the
object and its image. Once we have extracted meanings from external context, as I stated
above, we can apply our results to other longer sentences with less clear contexts so as to
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partially translate those longer sentences. I call this, as I said, the “internal context” that is 
revealed when partially deciphered.

I will illustrate it with a second example.
In this second example we begin by assuming we have already earlier determined the

meanings of two words - that .e.go means ‘let remain, let it be that’, and that .e.kupetaris
means something like ‘happy journey’ The inscriptionis on the pedestal of a statue. It
reads pupone.i.e.gorako.i.e.kupetaris It has a picture on it showing a plain man handing a
distinguished-looking gentleman a duck.

Fig 1.2

This image now adds information. We can presume that the inscription refers to what is
going on in the image. That already tells us rougly what kinds of results are acceptable.

Knowing .e.go and .e.kupetaris, we can break the sentence up with word boundaries
thus:

pupone.i .e.go rako.i .e.kupetaris

Note how our knowing .e.go and .e.kupetaris and creating spaces in front and back, we
very easily see two new words –pupone.i. and rako.i. This is a perfect example of how
each solution to a word meaning now sheds light on new untranslated words, and what
meanings are probable.

Here we can use our general knowledge to infer that pupo is analogous to the universal
“papa”which indeed was used by the Church when it created the role of“Pope”So we can
now assume the distinguished person in the image was an important person, like a leader.
We can translate pupo with ‘elder’. (The inscription predates the Catholic Church, and
even predates the Roman era, but perhaps earlier religious leaders had such a title.)

We now see a repetition of an ending (vowel)-.i. Let's assume it is a case ending.
We think:“If pupone.i. is about the elder, then rako.i. has a good chance of mentioning

the duck.” We already know ‘let remain’ from having deciphered .e.go earlier, and ‘Bon 
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Voyage’ from having deciphered .e.kupetaris earlier. Therefore it seems like it should say
‘Let remain, to the elder, a duck, Bon Voyage’.

As you can appreciate, the final choice of meaning depends on how we interpret the
grammatical endings on pupo and rako. Obviously pupone.i. has to mean 'to the elder', but
what is the ending - a Dative? an Illative? an Allative? Similarly our hypothesis suggests
that the ending on rako.i. is probably a Partitive (‘a duck’) We are already forming some
ideas about grammar. We leave our result at this stage, until we see similar endings and
can develop clearer ideas about the grammar.

Our interpretation must now remain at this stage as we continue analyzing other
inscriptions to get a better idea of endings to ensure our intuitive interpretation without
little knowledge of grammar is correct. (In the end it was.). And that is part of the
methodology. We take an interpretation as far as we can go, and go onto another Venetic
sentence. In the course of interpreting other sentences, light will be shone on an earlier
problem, and we can return to it to solve it. Back and forth, trial and error, working on the
entire body of inscriptions (complete ones only, not fragments), the language gradually
comes into focus. The process is remarkably like what a baby does when learning its
mother’s language, except that in our case we have the benefit of more references and 
analytical ability. It is important to stress that this wholistic process is very dependent on
the analyst’s accumulated knowledge. Had I not had interests and accumulated wisdom 
that was applicable, I could not have been able to do it. I was raised Estonian, so had
Estonian intuition to work with. In addition my various explorations and studies of subjects
pertaining to the ancient world, interest in linguistics, and so on, became resources to draw
from. If I were highly educated in Finnic languages, I might have additional insights. But if
I were highly educated in Finnic languages I would be less educated in something else
relevant. This methodology thus is very much a function of the experience, education,
wisdom, and abilities of the analyst. If I miss something or make a small error, perhaps
someone else with applicable knowledge will see the solution where I am missing that
applicable knowledge. Because I know some Latin, I was able to detect Latin within the
Lagole inscriptions and Roman period urns. If I had not known Latin I would not have
seen it. Thus I can only speculate on what I did not see from my lacking further applicable
information – which goes to show that this is not a single person’s project, but needs to 
draw from the wisdom of others as well. It should continue as a collective effort.

No result by this approach is ever 100% certain, and usually it is probably below 90%
certain at best. Like archeology, where hypotheses are altered when analysts acquire new
data or get new ideas, the results from this methodology must forever remain ‘suggestions’ 
open to constant improvement from anyone interested in pursuing it who brings more
applicable wisdom to it..It is a neverending methodology, as it is with a baby learning its
mother’s language (the learning goes on throughout life! Even now, there are words in the
English language with which I have had no experience whose meaning I do not know!)

And that in general is the basic methodology of learning a language. It is largely
observations, making inferences, testing the inferences across the body of inscriptions, trial
and error, accumulating good results, discarding bad, and putting those in between on hold
until more information is acquired.

Nobody can deny that this is the best methodology as it allows the language under
investigation to reveal itself, and we humbly try not to force preconceptions on it. To that
end the analyst uses methods like clever sequence that will coax the revelations out of it. In
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that approach considerations of other languages really become part of a wide array of
information that can be accessed in the process.

This demonstration of the peasant (hunter, fisherman?) handing the elder a duck, is a
perfect example of how one can take the analysis a great distance without making any
presumption about linguistic affiliation. In this analysis we have assumed pupo means
‘elder’from general knowledge of the universality of“papa”and its use in Italy later in the
“Pope”. We also assumed rako meant ‘duck’purely from the context in the picture. If we
NOW look at Finnic languages, we will only find the universal “papa”; and the word rako
does not resonate with any Finnic word for ‘duck’, In Estonian ‘duck’ is part and in
Finnish  ‘duck’ is anka. But the context clearly says the word must mean ‘duck’.Later I
looked into a Slovenian dictionary and found raca was ‘duck’in Slovenian, and it must
have been inherited from the Venetic language because I failed to find it in other Slavic
language dictionaries. Hence we can expect to find Venetic words surviving within
Slovenian, being located in regions that once spoke Venetic. (And we might add the
English word “drake”seems close to rako as well, suggesting it lies in the substratum of
English too, perhaps via Anglo-Saxon which originated at the north end of the amber
route) From occasionally, in the process of interpreting Venetic, finding a resonance in
Slovenian, we can form a side-perception that although Slovenian is basically Slavic, it has
inherited some Venetic words, perhaps from assimilating the area’s original Venetic 
populations in the same way that Latin assimilated the Veneti on the west side, leaving
behind the Veneto dialect, or for that matter Celtic assimilating the Brittany Veneti of pre-
Roman times. Venetic does survive as a result of assimilation in the substrata of languages
where Veneti-named people were once established.

This example therefore also reveals the scanning of Estonian (or Finnish) for
resonances, is no different from looking for ideas in other places. I discovered a resonance
for rako in Slovenian and not Estonian. Other times I will find a resonance with Etruscan
or Germanic–ie even English–from the Suebic/Venetic substratum. These are examples
of convergence forces at work. So when I find a resonance in Estonian, is it any different
than this? The methodology looks for ideas from the internal and external contexts in the
Venetic itself, and for ideas or evidence, looks for information, any information, that
suggests the correct meaning. Just because resonances arise so easily with Estonian, should
not invalidate it as a source. Should I avoid Estonian because it works too well and
everyone thinks it can’t be true?! Success need not be treated with suspicion, since it could
have a very real and valid basis. And as I say the very real basis was the amber trade.

For a further even more detailed presentation of an example analysis via this
methodology, see section 2.4.4.B

To summarize: We use a natural methodology that lets Venetic reveal itself, exploits all
the information available exernal to the inscriptions to infer truths about the meanings in
the inscription. By starting with inscriptions where the external context very strongly
suggests what the inscriptions should say, we can arrive at some starting words. These
starting words then can be applied to other inscriptions. If we determine two words to start,
and find an inscription of three words, in which two are the ones we have determined, then
the unknown one can be inferred now from the sense of the sentence. This third word now
requires less external context, since we can now make internal inferrences. As we discover
more words, we can apply them to the entire body of inscriptions wherever they occur, and
through a wholistic trial-and-error approach, gradually bring the language in focus. (This
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also means that later results are better than early results, and that the process never ends–
as in archeology, results are subject to new data and new ideas at any stage) For that
reason the date of this study is important, as later work will improve (and correct) previous
work. It also means my past documentation of my analyses is poorer than this one. I have
herein corrected a few things I have changed my mind over. If you are interested in this
subject, please always refer to the latest dated revision or update.

The methodology used here, is closer to archeology than linguistics. Archeology too
gathers evidence from all fields, not just from the artifacts, and then interprets the truth of
the past, not just from the artifacts but everything else applicable, from historical records,
geology, religion, other archeological interpretations, and so on and on.

But then, the interpretation of ancient inscriptions has always been rooted in
archeology, not linguistics – in interpreting objects, not manipulating language. What is
presented here is no different. We have simply adjusted the classic methodology to the fact
that there is no bilingual text to start with, to give the first strong words.

1.6 The“oeka”tablets

Among the finds of Venetic objects at religious sanctuary sites dedicated to Rhea,
archeology has found a number of bronze sheets thin enough to score with writing using a
stylus. Such sanctuary sites have yielded large numbers of styluses, which were probably
used to write to Rhea a message on such bronze foil, and then the stylus was left behind.
The bronze foil with the writing perhaps was later reused, as it is easy to reclaim bronze
from foil sheets. However, among the bronze sheets that have been found, only one has
survived that seems to be a sheet that was used formally in this way at a shrine. The rest
are scored with lines on the bottom half, into which have been inserted the letters oeka
over and over, with each oeka having one letter of the Venetic alphabet added, and there
are as many oeka’s as Venetic letters. Then the writer has written a message in the 
remaining empty space above that looks like practice text,. With the scored lines and
repetition (resembling repetition used in classrooms) these bronze sheets look like they
were used by people learning or practicing writing. Perhaps people wishing to write
messages to Rhea were first taught to write! Why else would the sheet be scored and every
letter copied, each with oeka in front?

What is the meaning of oeka? From a Finnic perspective, it means ‘correct’. In Finnish  
the word is oikea , in Estonian õige. . It is easy to see the purpose of oeka. It would be
analogous to writing “the correct A; the correct B; the correct C; etc”. What’s more, in 
modern Finnic the word is strongly applied to language use. In Estonian we see the word
everywhere – expressing the ideas  ‘the correct way of writing’ ‘the correct way of 
speaking’ ‘the correct way of spelling’ etc. In Estonian, the word õigekirjutus (the correct
way of writing) formally means ‘orthography’; the word õigekeelsus (the correct way of
speaking) formally means ‘orthology’; the word õigehääldus (the correct way of
pronouncing) means ‘orthoepy’. (By contrast “ortho-” means ‘conventional’ not ‘correct’)
The word õige is very strong with respect to language, and that may speak of ancient
foundations in Finnic languages in which it was very important to keep language from
drifting –something important in northern far ranging peoples who might not encounter
one another very often in their travels. Being ‘correct’ is also important when a language is 
widely used, as for example a lingua franca of trade. (Linguistic note: languages do not
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change at the same rate, and this is one example why: people with a culture of preserving
the ‘correct’ way of speaking will counterract the tendency of the language drifting.)

Fig 1.3

One wonders if in the course of history, and considering that English is descended from
Anglo-Saxon, a Germanic language from the southwest coast of the Jutland Peninsula,
where they originally spoke Venetic/Suebic, if this word is the origin of the English
expression “okay”.What is the conventional rationale about the origins of “okay”? It
makes sense that a word like oeka would survive even as the amber peoples of the Jutland
Peninsula were Germanized by being conquered by the “Goths”

In any case, let us hope therefore that most of the following interpretations of phonetics
lexicon and grammar are oeka!
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2.
PHONETICS OF VENETIC

improved to Sept 2011

2.1 INTRODUCTION

2.1.1 The Mystery of the Dots – Phonetic markers of
palatalization

The ancient peoples of what is now northern Italy, known historically as the Eneti or
Veneti, adopted writing around 500BC borrowing and adapting the Etruscan alphabet.
However, while the Etruscans, like the later Romans, showed word boundaries with a dot
or a space, the Veneti did not. Instead they wrote their characters continuously, turning
corners, or moving to new lines, where such breaks had absolutely no significance beyond
indicating the scribe ran out of space.

Such continuous writing, obviously posed problems for the reader, because how was
one to know where to place the stresses and other features of actual speech that reveal the
beginnings and ends of words? How is one to know –to use an English example – that
“Howisone” is “How is one” and not “Howis one” or “Ho wiso ne” and so on? Of course if
the reader sounded it out a few times he figured it out, but still, continuous writing needed
some scheme by which the reader could know where the word boundaries were.

The dots in Venetic writing have puzzled the traditional Venetic scholars for centuries.
As described in the literature of past analysis of the inscriptions, a theory was developed
whereby the dots, viewed as a kind of syllabic punctuation often seemed to give some
indication as to the word boundary. Since in general there exists a relationship in words in
any language between the stress location and word boundary, it is possible that such a
relationship could indeed be observed as a byproduct of its real purpose. But what was its
real purpose? It had to be something very simple. It could not be a complex formula to be
learned. If it was too complicated, then the inscriptions could only be produced by those
educated to the process.

If the use of dots lasted for centuries and was even used by ordinary people writing
graffiti, then it had to be a very simple concept–not some complicated formula.

Figure 2.1 shows an example of an inscription and the dots.
I proposed the dots were phonetic punctuation. In a phonetic punctuation scheme the

writer, and then the reader, only needed to use the dots to mark some phonetic feature –
emphasis? stress? pause?....What was it?

I think a little of everything. The reader of the Venetic, did not need to know exactly
what phonetic feature was required, only that it occurred there and his knowledge of the
language made him chose the right feature when reading back. But we believe that at the
roots of the use of the dot is a way of speaking that pushed the tongue up and forward as
occurs when we say the “Iiii” sound, and which includes what is called ‘palatalization’
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Figure 2.1

[reference at LLV Es64]

megodona.s.toka.n.t|e.s.vo.t.te.i.iio.s.a.ku|t.s.`sa.i.nate.i.re.i.t|iia.i.

Venetic text is read in the direction the characters are pointing, in this case right to left.
When it gets to the end of the line it goes to the next, starting at the right again. In other
inscriptions the letters may simply turn and come back–one follows the direction the

letters (such as the E) are pointings. The convention of writing down Venetic text in Roman
alphabet is to write them in Roman alphabet small case,in the modern left-to-right, adding
the dots in their proper places. New lines, changes in direction, continuation on the other
side are shown with a vertical line. In reality these new lines or changes in direction mean
nothing. It is done purely from the scribe running out of space. Mostly they are irrelevant
to reading the script. Often they do not even respect word boundaries–as if the scribe did
not even have a concept of word boundaries but wrote what he heard–which sometimes
resulted in variations in spelling and dot-handling. Note in the above example the dots
appear almost like short I’sand that may be how the practice got started–trying to write

palatalizations with short I’s

We believe Venetic needed to start adding the dots after they adopted the Etruscan
alphabet because Venetic was strongly palatalized and (I believe)Etruscan wasn’t.A good
analogy to today’s languages might be  standard Swedish versus Danish, or Estonian
versus Livonian, the latter of these pairs being strongly palatalized.

A good clue that the dots originate to mark palatalization comes from the earliest Este
inscriptions. In the oeka tablets that repeat every alphabet character, the “I” character with 
added dots (.i.) , is treated like a separate alphabet character and not simply a punctuated
character. Traditional Venetic studies (see MLV) decided this character was an “H”, and
MLV presented the Venetic v.i. as vh  As I explain, I see it as either an “H” of a “J” (= 
“Y”) depending on the sound that precedes it, as will be explained.
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2. 2 CATEGORIZATION OF DOT USE IN VENETIC

2.2.1 The “I” with dots on both sides - .i.

The modern custom is to convert the Venetic letters to small case Roman and then to
add the dots as well with periods. We begin by considering dots on both sides of the “I” 
character. As I mentioned, traditional scholars of Venetic inscriptions have decided from
various evidence, that this new character of the “I” with two short lines on both sides, 
represented some sound akin to an “H”.  Is that correct? Since some early inscriptions
show the dots as short lines, almost like small “I”s there is merit in considering the dots to 
represent tiny faint I’s. The purpose of that, before and after a sound, is to show
palatalization. These short lines then developed into dots.
If we put small faint I’s around an “I” sound we tend to arrive at the “J” as used in

Finnic and other northern languages, which is equivalent to the “Y” sound in English. The
new character, the Venetic .i., was therefore actually an ‘overhigh’ “I”. Traditional studies
of Venetic inscriptions have regarded the .i. as an “H” sound because the Venetic 
characters v.i.were represented in Roman times with the character “F”. But those scholars 
were not benefiting from the realization the dots marked palatalization effects. As
palatalizing the “I” sound will demonstrate, the resulting sound is a “J”, but following a 
consonant like “V” it sounds like an  “H” too. Thus I disagree with the Venetic v.i. being
written vh, and think it is wise to leave the .i. alone even if later there is an explicit h or a
F, as it reflects its origins in palatalizing the “I”. It is wisest to treat the .i. no differently
than dots around other vowels.

The simple idea that speakers could understand was that wherever short I’s on dots
were placed on both sides of a letter, the reader simply pushed up the tongue to the “I” 
position, and the sound of the letter was altered accordingly, it becoming “J” or “H” 
according to its environment.

While the .i. was thought of as a distinct character, as it was included in a list of basic
characters–as shown in the oeka list - the dots could be added to any vowel.

2.2.2. Dots around the “E” - .e.

The word .e.kupetaris allows us an opportunity to prove the above theory. The effect
of dots appears to be explicitly demonstrated in IAEEQVPETARS in the following
inscription (When we show Roman capitals, it means the original is in the Roman
alphabet) Note in the illustration the IAEEQVPETARS down the right side.
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Figure 2.2

[-GALLE]NI.M.F.OSTIALAE.GALLEN|IAEEQVPETARS
[MLV-134, LLV-Pa6]

The word appearing as .e.kupetaris in inscriptions in the Venetic alphabet is shown here
as IAEEQVPETARS. It is clear that .e.ku sounded like “IAEEQU” Here  we see both the 
palatalization suggested by the “I” and also a lengthening of the vowel. It demonstrates
that the all-purpose dot could also be used to mark vowel lengthening or pause too.

2.2.3 Dots around Initial Vowels–In General

The above example showed the dots around the intial vowel E. Similar effects can be
expected on the other vowels. We begin with the basic I with dots also discussed earlier.
The phonetic representations use Roman pronunciation.

.i. = “jIj”
.e. = “jEj”
.a.= “jAj”
.o. = “jOj” 
.u. = “jUj”

Perhaps Venetic put the stress strongly on the first syllable, and this feature may be the
result of needing to ‘launch’ the initial vowel strongly.  Such a need would produce a 
consonantal feature at the start.

This would explain the names by which the Veneti were known. Greeks wrote Henetoi.
The Latin language whose V-character was actually the sound “W”, actually said 
“WENETI”for the written form Veneti. Thus we can imagine that there were various
amounts of  “H”, “PH”, “KH”, “WH”, “BH” or other sounds launching initial vowels  and  
Greek and Latin speakers were influenced by their own languages as to what they chose to
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be written at the start. The Venetic, like Finnic, did not distinguish such consonantal
launch features in their language but the foreign listener noted it and wrote it.

The following .e..n.noniia is a good example of palatalization of initial vowels. It is
likely that .e..n.noniiawas the actual Venetic way of saying the Roman “Venetia”

moloto.e..n.noniia
[urn- MLV 91, LLV-Pa90]

Instead of showing any V-character (=W-sound), it shows the E surrounded by dots.
The above .e..n.noniia, probably sounded much like  the English person name “Wayne” + 
“known” + iia 

For comparison, let us look at something similar with respect to intial vowel treatments
in Estonian versus Livonian

2.2.3.1 Examples of Palatalization on Initial Vowels in Livonian and
Estonian

To illustrate the above phenomenon of consonantal features appearing with intial
vowels in a language in which there is stress on the initial vowel, we can look to some
examples in Livonian. Livonian, a Finnic language that was located on the coast south of
the related language of Estonian. Since Livonian is highly palatalized and Estonian
considerably less, it is possible to compare Livonian words with Estonian equivalents, and
then compare what we witness with the above described circumstances visible in Venetic
initial vowels with dots.

While Estonian does have palatalization it is mild and not explicitly noted in the written
language. However, in Livonian, as I say, palatalization is strong and significant. Livonian
explicitly shows the palatalization with diacritical marks. However, this applies only to
situations commonly viewed as ‘palatalization’.  As I indicate here, the Venetic use of dots 
was more broadly applied to all situations in which the tongue played a role, and even side
effects like length or pause. As I indicated above, in Venetic the dots on the initial vowel
are not what we would normally consider ‘palatalization’, and in modern languages it is 
indicated in other ways– notably in the application of the “J” sound  (a consonantal “I” as
in English useage “Y”). I have already shown in 2.2.2. proof within Venetic writing itself,
that the sound to be applied to dots on initial consonants is “J”. Let us see what we can 
discover from Livonian compared to Estonian. In Livonian writing this “palatalization” on 
the first consonant is not shown as a “palatalization”but signified by a “J”. 

Table 1

initial vowel Estonian Livonian
E ema jemā
A ära jarā
I iga jegā
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Table 1 shows that Livonian explicitly adds the J in the intial position, while Estonian
lacks it. Since Estonian also stresses initial syllables (like all Finnic languages do), one
may sometimes hear a consonantal feature launching the initial vowel in Estonian too, but
Livonian formalizes it with the “J”. This formalization is no doubt promoted by the general 
increased strength of palatalization in Livonian.

2.2.4 Palatalization of Consonants.

Besides the vowels, the Venetic inscriptions are also liberally sprinkled with dots on
both sides of consonants. On sounded consonants, the resulting sounds are our familiar
consonant palatalizations such as the Spanish palatalization of the N written as Ñ. In
Livonian the palatalization of sounded consonants L and N involve the use of diacritical
marks in the form of a cedilla underneath. Livonian palatalizes the D and T and R and
shows it in the same way. But as I say above, the Venetic dots have a broader more general
application than what is meant by the modern conventional idea of ‘palatalization. 

Thus dots around the Venetic N and L have easy comparison to modern Spanish or
Livonian. We now look at Venetic application of dots to other consonants than what we
would normally consider palatalization.

From all the evidence so far, if the dots surround  a consonant like an “S” we should
discover its sound very simply by adding our faint “J” (=”Y”), where the dot appears, and 
interpret the result. For example .s. sounding like “jSj” can be considered the sound of the
ss in English issue. In modern languages this sound is represented in many ways,
beginning with the English “SH”, which is described in other languages with “Š”

As I said, the palatalization, or generally the effects of the upward and/or forward
tongue, isn’t generally recognized in modern writing systems if it is faint. The effect is 
often not even noted in the writing (the reader automatically adapts speech to suit) For
example while Livonian explicitly notes some of the palatalization, Estonian doesn’t at all. 
Table 2 shows Estonian words which have palatalization in the underlined location, which
parallels a similar environment in which the Venetic dots appear.

Table 2
PALATALIZATION OF CONSONANTS COMPARISON

Consonant

N
S
T
R = trilled
L

Venetic

.n.

.s.

.t.

.r.

.l.

Venetic example

ka.n.te.s.
dona.s.to
vo.t.te.i
.u.r.kli
mo.l.ta

Compare with palatalization
in Estonian words like this:
kanti ‘into the region’
hästi ‘well’
võtteid ‘takings’
uuri ‘investigate’
muld ‘soil’

I propose dots around the Venetic R represent a trilled R. The R with dots does not
appear often in Venetic, but there is an inscription in which a trilled and non-trilled R
appear together - .a.tra.e.s. te.r.mon.io.s. The R in the first word, by out theory, is not trilled
and in the second it is trilled. Similarly, in Estonian, a similar word, adra produces the R in
a weak position that does not have to be trilled, while for example, tarvis places the R in a
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stronger position that promotes strong trilling. Estonian will similarly strongly trill the
loanword terminus which is similar to the Venetic te.r.min.io.s.

What about other phonetic features than palatalization and other tongue-raising
features? Was the use of dots enough? We believe that for a person who already knew the
language, the dots as representations of all tongue-effects was enough for the reader to
recognize what sound was intended. It was an all-purpose phonetic marker.

2.2.5 Dots in Venetic Around Silent Consonants Representing a
Stød?

Let us consider now, what happens if we “palatalize” a silent consonant (if dots 
surround a silent consonant). That would be represented in Livonian explicitly with the D
or T with the cedilla mark beneath it. But in Venetic we see it also around other silent
consonants, such as G (.g.). How can silence be palatalized? The Livonian palatalized D,T
might be actually be palatalizing the preceding vowel. The true palatalizing of a silent
consonant should result in more silence, and that would be represenbted by the break in
tone called “stød”.  Represented by a mark similar to an apostrophe, stød is found today in
Danish and Livonian. Stød is defined by linguistics as–“a rising tone accent coupled with
a short hiatus amounting to what some percieved as a kind of glottal stop”(S. Berneco,
2003). The concept ‘rising tone accent’ sounds like a palatalization action is being applied.

In Livonian an example of a word with stød would be jo’g ‘river’where ’marks the
stød. Estonian, without the stød would say it jõgi. If we used Venetic writing to write the
Livonian it would probably look like jo.g.  except that Venetic “j” would be written .i.
(palatalized “I”) so it would be .i.o.g. or simply .o.g

Another example in Livonian would bele’t ‘leaf’. If we wrote it in Venetic writing, by 
our theory, it would be le.t. In this case the Estonian equivalent without the stød would be
leht and the Finnish would be lehti.

Another example would be tie’da ‘to do’. The Estonian equivalent would add the H 
here as well–teha. In Finnish tehdä

The addition of the H by Estonian is significant in that it suggests the Livonian stød can
be seen as a ‘palatalization of the H’.  If a culture in general develops a dialect in which
they push all vowels upward (which means pushing vowels forward-upward while relaxing
the mouth) then we get a general shift that can roughly be described by U>O O>A A>E
E>I But what about the I? What is higher than the I. Obviously it is “H”.  But then what 
happens with the “H”? That is when the stød appears. Already silent, where can it go? The
only direction it has would be to create a break, a stop. Thus, to continue the shift we
would have I > H(tongue in “J”position) and then H > stød. If we start with a word like
SOMAN it can evolve as the speaker’s tongue grows -SOMAN > SAMEN > SEMIN >
SIMHN> SIM’N 

Thus in general we can conclude that highly palatalized languages also display upward
shifts of lower vowels too. For example Livonian presents the suffix for agency as –ji
while Estonian and Finnish use–ja. It is never a uniform shift because many other factors
are at play as well in the shaping of dialect, including abbreviation. A speaker cannot
change a word so much it becomes unintelligible. He only responds to subconscious
inclinations.
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In Venetic, this shifting of vowels upward described above, can explain words in which
no vowels are shown between consonants where one would expect it. In the example given
below, we see vda.n. and mno.s. If the above is true of Venetic then we can expect that
earlier vda.n. may have been vhda.n. or v.i.dan and before that vida.n. Similarly mno.s.
may originated from mino.s. and then m.n.os In other words the progressions are v.i.dan >
v.d.a.n. > vda.n. and mino.s. > m.n.o.s. > mno.s.

We have proof of this in the Venetic inscriptions, where a word written several times as
vo.l.tiiomno.i. appears in another dialect . vo.l.tiio.m.minna.i. thus revealing the original “I” 
between M and N. (One of the advantages of Venetic writing is that the scribe actually
records actual dialect!) The occurrence of two vowels together as in vda.n. or mno.s. was
rare in Venetic as these are the only two occurrences in the body of under 100 complete
inscriptions available. By far the most common manifestation of effects of “H”, “J” or stød
are related to our interpretation of the Venetic dots in relation to its surrounding phonetics.

2.2.6 Solitary Dots

Sometimes dots appeared only once, not around a letter. Solitary dots probably are to be
interpreted thus: After a silent consonant they could produce a pause. After a vowel they
could lengthen the vowel. We have to use common sense and put ourselves into the mind
of the scribe. The writing system has no other way of indicating length or pause.

Sometimes scribes treated each palatalized character with a dot on either side, but if
there were two palatalized characterized in a row, often the dot between them was shared.
In our arbitrary division of the continuous Venetic writing with spaces to show word
boundaries, a shared dot can become separated from one of the adjacent characters using it.
The reader must treat the spaces I create to show word boundaries as if they were not there,
and include the shared dots on both sides of the word boundary space.

2.3 VENETIC SENTENCES AND THE EFFECTS OF
DOTS

2.3.1 Introduction

In looking at examples of dots in Venetic as indicators of palatalization, stød, and other
effects caused by the forward tongue, we must first find the word boundaries. The Venetic
inscriptions, being written continuously, do not present the word boundaries, and we must
determine them first.

It is important for us to know the word boundaries, otherwise we cannot discover
equivalent palatalization in Livonian or Estonian. For instance in the example earlier, in
the first segment vda.n.vo.l.tiimno.s.... it is important in our argument that the word
boundaries are vda.n. vo.l.tiimno.s.... and not (for example) vda.n.vo.l. tiimno.s. as in the
latter situation we would not expect a palatalization on the .l. since the palatalization arises
when it is immediately followed by the t.

For that reason, we will divide up the continuous sentence as much as we can, before
we look at the palatalizations (and related effects caused by the dots).
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But it would be unwise to propose the word boundaries from imposing assumptions of
linguistic affiliation on it and possibly produce erroneous word boundaries. Therefore we
should try to determine the word boundaries from within the body of inscriptions
themselves, by studying all the inscriptions to establish repeated patterns. These repeated
patterns, then represent the word stems and grammatical elements.

In the example below in 2.3.2, we therefore first establish (with underlining) some
words that can be established from such analysis of all the inscriptions. For example
vo.l.tii occurs many times....

In a world in which Venetic is regarded by some as generally Indo-European, by some
as Slavic-like, by others as Latin-like, and by still others (the current author) as NON-Indo-
European like neighbouring Etruscan and Ligurian, but in a Finnic way, we have to
achieve as much as possible in non-linguistic ways before we apply linguistic analysis. In
the following, therefore we emphasize that the word boundary determinations are entirely
from observing repeating patterns in a number of inscriptions.

Establishing word boundaries from repeated patterns is of utmost importance if we
intend to interpret the inscriptions. Correct word boundary determinations do a great deal
in preventing arbitrary division of the continuous text in self-serving ways, as when false
interpretations are forced on sentences.

2.3.2 Example Study of a Venetic Sentence with Palatalization
Effects of the Dots

The following example is chosen because it demonstrates nearly all the kinds of
applications of the dots in Venetic inscriptions. The example comes from the following
inscription from a bronze tablet as it appears, in continuous form: (There are many places
where text is missing but has been reconstructed (within [ ] brackets, based on
comparisons with other similar inscriptions.

Figure 2.3

[vda.]n[.]vo.l.t[iio.n.]mno.s.[do]na.s.tokela.g.[s.]tos’a.i.nate.i.re.i.tiia.i. o.p[vo].l.tiiolen[o]

vda.n.vo.l.tiimno.s.dona.s.tokela.g.s.to‘s’a.i.nate.i.re.i.tiia.i.o.pvo.l.tiioleno
[ref. MLV-12A, LLV-Es27]
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Let us first separate the continuous Venetic text into words from the repeated
appearance of the underlined elements in other inscriptions as described above (Citing the
other inscriptions would consume much space, and hence the reader should accept that the
underlined patterns shown below do appear a number of times, in some cases quite many
times.) The underlined words below are distinct units as determined from their occurrence
often in other inscriptions. By isolating them, they actually reveal possible ‘words’ out of 
the unknown portions. No references to any other languages is needed for this initial step.

vda.n. vo.l.tii mno.s. dona.s.to kela.g.s.to sa.i.nate.i. re.i.tiia.i. o.p
vo.l.tiio leno

It is worth noting how in this case, the often repeated elements (underlined) actually
reveal further little used or one-used words in the body of inscriptions –v.dan, mno.s,
kela.g..s.to, .o.p, leno In reality all of these words other than la.g.s.to do appear at least
three times each, and if we studied the patterns enough we would end up with only one
unknown word – la.g.s.to !!! Thus determining words is easier than has been
acknowledged (It is advantageous in false interpretations by erroneous theories that word
boundaries are not sought by studying patterns, as that makes it easier to divide arbitrarily.)

Going a little beyond the above logically achieved breakdown, into interpretive
territory, we can at least say that the words‘s’a.i.nate.i. re.i.tiia.i. have traditionally always
been interpreted from logical principles as addressing the deity whose name is within
re.i.tiia.i., and that ‘s’a.i.nate.i. is a modifier, and adjective for the deity. Also o.p vo.l.tiio
leno appears in another inscription as an addition at the end in exactly this way, and
therefore appears to be a tagline of some sort. That allows us to focus on the words at front
- vda.n. vo.l.tii mno.s. dona.s.to kela.g.s.to From other occurrences of ke in a situation in
which it separates two seemingly parallel words, it is a separate element and seems it is a
conjunction. If it is a conjunction, then kela.g.s.to separates into ke la.g.s.to and we revise
that part to dona.s.to ke la.g.s.to

Entering linguistic analysis now, the first, dona.s.to, has always been seen in the
analysis of Venetic over the years as meaning something like ‘give’. This thinking comes 
not just from the Latin donato, but its repeated appearance in conjunction with sa.i.nate.i.
re.i.tiia.i. nearly certainly revealing an act of ‘giving’ to the goddess. It exists in other Indo-
European languages, though, and so, this view is not restricted to Latin.

(But it is possible to interpret dona.s.to in the NON-Indo-European universe, because
for example in Finnic there is the stem tuo- or too- although here it means ‘bring’. Estonian
offers toonustus ‘something brought’)

With our sentence divided into words, it is now relatively easy to draw parallels
between the Venetic use of dots and palatalization in Livonian and Estonian. We will now
investigate all instances of the appearance of the dots in our sentence, spread out below to
show word boundaries:

vda.n. vo.l.tii mno.s. dona.s.to ke la.g.s.to sa.i.nate.i. re.i.tiia.i.
o.p vo.l.tiio leno
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We look first at vda.n. and mno.s. for the vd and mn. We can propose that there may be
something like stød in that location, which we have discussed already above. Next, we see
first instance of palatalization with .n. in vda.n. We move on to vo.l.tii which is now the
common event of palatalization where LT follows a low vowel, as in Estonian tuld ‘fire 
(Partitive)’. Next we see .s. in mno.s. (I see the sound as similar to the S in Estonian uss
‘snake’or English issue) Next we have the .s. in dona.s.to and la.g.s.to obviously arising
from its being preceded by a higher vowel and followed by T. It would be analogous to
what we see in Estonian hästi ‘well’.Next we see .g. in la.g.s.to. This is represents the
dots on a silent consonant, which in actual speech, probably presents itself as stød as
described above in 2.2.5, and which written in Livonian fashion would appear as
LA’GSTO  but, with the Estonian adding the H (or Livonian losing the H) would if
expressed in Estonian, sound like LAHGSTO perhaps somewhat like Estonian says lahkust
‘gift’ (to use the patterns described in 2.2.5 with words likele’tvs leht).

In the next words sa.i.nate.i. re.i.tiia.i. we see dots around the I, which we established
above as representing the “J” or “H” with forward tongue, and we could rewrite it a
SAJNATEJ REJTIIAJ. In the next group of words we see vo.l.tiio again.

The only application of the single dot (see 2.2.6) is in o.p Note that this dot does not
surround anything and so, as discussed above in section 2.2.6 it probably represents a
lengthening of either the O or the P, giving either “OOP” or “OPP”. I tend to believe the 
latter. (If a dot had also followed the P, then we would have had a stød as in “O’P”)(There
exists one inscription which presents e.p.petari.s. It is obviously a variation of other
instances with EKUPETARIS (see 2.2.2 above). We can therefore propose that the dots
around the P in e.p.petati.s. in effect replaces the KU with a stød.)

Our most important observations after identifying word boundaries is that the dots do
indeed occur in locations in which, for Estonian at least, palatalization occurs. As we
discussed, Venetic dots go further and capture situations creating a soft “J” next to vowels,
or “I” or “H” next to consonants. (There is no wisdom in trying to develop all the phonetic 
rules related to the dots, as they were applied intuitively by the scribes and varied in small
ways from scribe to scribe and according to dialect variation. )

2.3.3 Conclusions: An Efficient Alternative Writing System

The Venetic scheme of using dots, is an ingenious way of writing a language, where
word boundaries are not rationalized.  And it didn’t even make writing it more difficult 
than the approach used by neighbouring peoples which explicitly showed word boundaries.

If we were a writer of Venetic in those ancient preliterate times, we would not have
intellectualized the use of dots. We would have become accustomed to simply throw in a
dot wherever the speech pushed the tongue up for whatever reason. If the speech was
naturally intense in this character, it would not have been difficult. This gives us our
required simplicity that permitted the dots to be understood and used by anyone. Our
comparisons with Livonian as a highly palatalized language and its cousin Estonian less
palatalized, has shed some light on some impacts of palatalization, and we use this
information to suggest parallels in Venetic.

More revelations about Venetic might be found in a study of Danish from this phonetic
perspective–but perhaps also from detecting Venetic words in the substratum of Danish.
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2.4 NON-LINGUISTIC CONNECTIONS: VENETIC AND
DANISH

2.4.1 Venetic at the South End of the Jutland Amber Route
Implications on Danish

All in all, the preliminary analysis of Venetic, from merely analyzing word divisions
revealed by repeated patterns, and the locations of the dots, we can have a sense of how the
Venetic actually sounded–palatalized like Livonian. Another language with palatalization
and stød is Danish. This is significant because the Veneti who made most of the
inscriptions had an intimate connection with the peoples located where Denmark is (the
Jutland Peninsula) via the amber trade. There were two northern sources of amber –the
southeast Baltic, and the Jutland Peninsula. The amber that was handled by the Veneti
where most of the inscriptions have been found, originated from the Jutland Peninsula

According to Graham Clarke (World Prehistory, Cambridge Univ Press) based on the
archeological data, the early amber route went up the Elbe, then made its way south by
using both the Saale and upper Elbe to start. But then, ... in the second phase of the central
European Bronze Age, a distinctive bronze industry, associated with tumulus burial, arose
among descendants of Corded-ware folk [Indo-Europeans ancestral to the Celts or
Germans] occupying the highlands of south-west Germany... These are identifiable in my
view with the true Germans - those Tacitus calls Chatti. They were sedentary farming and
pastoral peoples and hence customers for traders. Their growth caused the traders from
Jutland to develop in their route an additional westward detour or loop to that area. Then,
after that, another center of industry developed east of the Saale River by people of the
same Corded-ware origins (Germanic). The growth of the Germanic culture in central
Germany is evident, which in turn promoted traders to create markets for them. The
impact of this on the traders is that the trader colonies at the terminuses in northern Italy
and the Jutland Peninsula developed as well. As Clarke indicates: Another distinctive
industry developed in Northern Italy adjacent to the south end of the overland route, and
at its northern end the Danes ....were importing bronze manufactures both from central
and also from western Europe This information affirms the connection between activity in
northern Italy and Jutland Peninsula. The “Danes” were recieving bronze wares in
exchange for their supplying amber to the southern civilizations. The "Danes" at this time
were not Germanic. In general, The amber route formed a veritable hub around which the
Early Bronze Age industry of much of Europe revolved

It is thus clear that the Danes of ancient times spoke another language analogous to
Venetic, and were indeed the initiator of Venetic colonies and their language! Then when
they were conquered by the German-speaking Goths (Göta) since Roman times, some
centuries later, they adopted the Germanic language of their conquerors, but spoke it in
their original highly palatalized fashion, which became frozen into Danish.
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Figure 2.4

Amber routes to the Adriatic circa early Roman era with tribe names from Tacitus’ 
“Germania”, surperimposed. Note, according to Tacitus, the Semnones at the Jutland

Peninsula (source of Jutland amber) were the leading tribe of the Suebic nations, just as
the Aestii were the leading tribe of the ‘Aestii nations’. Note that the word Semnones,
demonstrates the consequences of palatalization such as discussed in 2.3.2, which if

reversed and vowels lowered and assuming the Se- came from Sue- will give SEMN- >
SUEMIN- > SUAMEN-> SUOMAN- ‘of the swampland’ a name virtually identical to what 
the Finnish call their land–Suomi. (Note the “Goths”, true Germanic culture, are from 
Tacitus’ description, identifiable with the “Chatti” and neighbours and from Tacitus 

appear to only have begun their military conquests with conquest of Cherusci in Roman
times, meaning the expansions of Germanic from the interior of Germany occurred only

from about 0 AD and not from 500BC as has commonly been assumed.)
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2.5 FURTHER NOTES ABOUT PHONETICS

2.5.1 General–Venetic Character Sounds vs Roman

The previous sections have focused on the mystery of the dots, and we have in doing so
so far implied the sounds of the Venetic characters through the representation of the
Venetic with Roman alphabet characters. The Roman equivalent to Venetic characters
have generally been determined by scholars over the decades, mainly by comparing
Venetic words appearing in both Venetic and Roman characters. For more about these
investigations into interpreting the original Venetic character sounds see MLV and LLV.
For example, there are many inscriptions written on urns in Roman manner, which contain
words which appear in Venetic characters in earlier inscriptions which permit
comparisons. However one has to be cognizant of a general degeneration of Venetic
through Roman times. Work on Etruscan from which Venetic borrowed characters,
provides insights as well.

While sometimes the Venetic dots produced peculiar sounds, as demonstrated in the
example given earlier to assess the sound of an initial .e. (see IAEEQVPETARS in section
2.2.2), it appears from the better Roman alphabet inscriptions that the dots lost their role
once the sentences were divided in Roman fashion, explicitly showing word boundaries.
As I stated earlier, when a speaker of a language knows the word boundaries in their
language, they will naturally apply the phonetic features correctly. The palatalizations, etc,
are still there, but no longer need to be explicitly marked when there are word boundary
divisions. But of course the reader must already know the language to place the phonetic
features correctly. (We are reminded that although Estonian texts do mark some of the
features Venetic marked with dots –by using H or J as disussed below –it does not
identify the palatalizations and any newcomer to Estonian has to be eduacated to them.)

The following, a long inscription, if not the longest, demonstrates how Venetic looks
when written in Roman fashion where the dots give word boundaries and the Venetic
pronunciation dots are absent.

Fig 2.5

This inscription will be discussed later. The above is a drawing created by its finder.
The actual object is lost. Note the dots, plus a small space between ANDETIC and
OBOSECUPETARIS where there must have been a dot. I separate the SSELBOI’s 
arbitrarily. The result is

ENONI . ONTEI . APPIOI . SSELBOI SSELBOI . ANDETIC
OBOSECUPETARIS
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If written in Venetic script with added dots, it would probably look approximately
something like this (This is my own guesswork based on other inscriptions and must not be
taken as factual, since no Venetic character version of the sentence actually exists):

.e.n.oni.o.nte.i.a.p.pio.i.’s’e.l.bo.i.’s’e.l.bo.i.a.n.detikobos.e.kupetari.s.

In any event the sounds of the Venetic alphabet have been determined, relative to the
Roman alphabet, I think quite acceptably. In these chapters I follow the form employed in
MLV, but don’t entirely agree.Because the theory of dots representing palatalization was
not available to MLV, I disagree with its handling of .i. when the writer arbitrarily makes it
into an h. When we realize that for the most part the dots represent palatalization, it is wise
to treat the .i. in the same way – a palatalized “I” which sounds like a “J” (=”Y”) which 
only sometimes sounds likean “H” made in front. It is not wise to replace the .i. arbitrarily
with an “H” even if it sounds like an “H” sometimes. Furthermore when Veneti introduces 
a character that seems to mark an “H” we should still reference it to the original .i. form.
For example in a later Veneti inscription we find lah.vnahv rot.a.h where at least the last h
represents an earlier .i. Elsewhere we will see v.i. represented with vh, and then in Roman
alphabet as F. Wherever possible I would want to retain the I with the dots - .i.- because it
keeps it simply a matter of palatalization of the “I”. The reader may thus find some
confusion in the area of h vs .i., but bear in mind, the original form was .i. and it signified a
“J” or “H” dependeing on phonetics.  The basic phonetic Venetic alphabet with my notes is
given below:

Figure 2.6

THE BASIC VENETIC PHONETIC ALPHABET WITH ROMAN EQUIVALENTS

1 - The X-like character is most common, but in the round stones of Padua, the T is
represented by a circle with a dot inside.

2- The L- character we think sometimes has a form that can be confused with one of the
P- characters. Watch for two possibilities in some inscriptions.

3–Traditional Venetic interpetations have assumed that the I with the dots on both sides
is an “H”. This is correct only if the H has a high tongue, as it is an ‘over-high’ “I”. It
actually sounds either like a “J”(=”Y”) or an “H” depending on surrounding phonetics.
4–I believe that the big M-like character is probably an “ISS” as in English “hiss”, and 

not really the “SH” that has been assumed. We show it in the text as‘s’
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2.5.2 Empirical Linguistics - Systematic Shifts Observed

In the next chapter we begin to interpret Venetic with a view of the Venetic having been
a Finnic language. As discussed in the INTRODUCTION chapter, we use a very direct,
wholistic methodology starting from inscriptions on objects where the meaning is nearly
obvious. A linguistic approach is not used for the reasons enumerated in section 2.3.

Although we cannot determine linguistic patterns in a deductive manner, we can make
linguistic discoveries in an empirical way as we go, and then apply them. In this fashion
we can empirically detect some patterns of linguistic shift. We can then use that discovery
from that point forward, looking for such shifts, as part of the analysis process.

Notably we began to notice that Estonian resonances to Venetic words tended to display
an “H” or a “J” at the location of Venetic dots. I have already mentioned this above.

Table 3
Venetic Estonian
.a.kut hakkud
.e..i.k ehk
la.g.sto
.e.go
.e.no

lahkustus
jäägu
jänu

We will not find Estonian demonstrating something for every Venetic dot location
however, because Estonian does not mark its palatalizations. But if Estonian were written
out phonetically we would find palatalization parallels too (see examples in Table 2)

Finding such patterns better than random chance, form a body of information that
allows us to observe systematic shifts and thus can perform historical linguistic deductions
informally as needed. Being based on real observations, determination of shifts in this
empirical fashion is also more reliable than contriving some hypotheses from linguistic
methods. Direct observations of reality is always better than supposition.

Note that finding such correlations does not mean that Estonian evolved out of Venetic,
but rather, Venetic arose from an ancient Suebic. In my theory, both Suebic and ancient
Estonian, arose from a common earlier Finnic language covering the south Baltic around
4000 years ago.

Other systematic shifts observed between Venetic and Estonian include the systematic
raising of vowel level in main syllable in the word stem–for example a Venetic “AT”is
likely to be represented by Estonian“OT”. We kept an eye on this in our analysis, and kept
finding a consistency considerably better than random chance. For example dona.st.o could
not be paralleled by Estonian teenistus, because the pattern suggests the vowel goes down
–DONASTO > “DUNOSTU”. Thus the resonance was with toonustus, whose stem was
once even lower as indicated by Finnish tuo- The methodology not only revealed
phonetic shifts like these, but also grammatical, as we discuss in Chapter 3.
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3.
VENETIC LEXICON

improved to Jan 2011

(KEY TO PORTRAYAL OF VENETIC SENTENCES IN THIS ARTICLE: The
established convention –see MLV –is that the Venetic alphabet characters
are turned into equivalent Roman small case including the dots in their
correct locations. Except, for Venetic written in Roman alphabet, it is shown
in Roman upper case. Vertical lines | are added purely to demonstrate the
changes in direction of the writing. They have no relevance in the analysis.
Past transcriptions from the original material attempted to reconstruct short
worn or missing parts –The convention is to show the reconstructions in
square brackets [ ] Usually they are good in my opinion. If I disagree I will
note it. In doing analysis, and spaces are introduced to show word
boundaries, shared dots can become separated by the space –please view
the dots as if the artificial space were not there. Reference numbers in small
letters, represent numbering in cataloguing in MLV and LLV)

3.1 INTRODUCTION - METHODOLOGY

Please read the INTRODUCTION section under Considerations of Methodology to
properly understand the process used for finding meanings and making optimal choices.
Basically the methodology tries to find as much meaning as possible from within the body
of Venetic inscriptions themselves, from their external and internal context and that no
resonances with Estonian or Finnish are advanced unless the external or internal context of
the sentence already suggests possible meanings, and the resonances discovered agree. No
interpretation is made entirely from a resonance if the context information in the Venetic
objects and sentences does not already suggest likely meanings. Thus the context
information in the Venetic is allowed to lead the process. Differences, shifts, between
ancient Venetic and modern Finnic are addressed (on a case by case basis), while at the
same time keeping attention to the fact that, since Venetic was frozen for 2000 years, the
actual linguistic distances are only around 1000 years compared to if Venetic had
continued to evolve independently for 2000 years. (That is similar to Italian or Spanish
versus ancient Roman, and why it is easier for Spanish or Italian to interpret Roman Latin
than to interpret each other.)

In discussing interpretations of meanings to words below, we often make reference to
grammar. Since we will not discuss grammer until section 4, there is wisdom if the reader
initially scans this chapter, then proceeds to chapter 4 on grammar, reading it more
carefully, and then returns to this chapter to read it more deeply, as grammatical
considerations affect chosen meanings as well.
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3.2 MAJOR WORDS AND PHRASES

3.2.1 Introduction: Presenting Words and Phrases

One of the major concerns in interpreting the inscriptions is to distinguish between
word stems and grammatical endings. This is done by noting what is constant when
endings change. For example if we find vi.r.ema and v.i.rema.i.stna, we find v.i.rema a
stem, and -.i.stna is an ending. If we find a long ending has more than one form too, then
that ending is either the second part of a compound word, or more than one ending
attached in an “agglutinative”manner.

Because the ability to coax meanings of Venetic words varied with a)amount of context
that could be interpreted b)amount of times the word was repeated through the body of
incriptions, the reliability of the results varies greatly. Unlike a lexicon for an active
language in which there is considerable data to work with and meanings of words can be
confirmed and given a high level of certainty, the lexicon of Venetic words and phrases
given here are more or less suggestions–some suggestions having a higher probability of
being true than others, according to the strength of arguments and amount of supportive
evidence.

Thus it would be improper to assemble all the results in an alphabetical fashion and give
the impression their meanings all have the same degree of certainty. Accordingly, the
manner of presenting the words and phrases of Venetic here will be in descending order of
significance and certainty in the inscriptions as a whole. We only looked at complete
inscriptions because the methodology needs to see complete sentences, which constitute
less than about 100 inscriptions.

Thus, we begin with the most significant words or phrases, in the body of available
complete inscriptions. We will give arguments and evidence for these major words and
phrases, so that the reader can get a sense of both the methodology and reliability of
results.

3.2.2 .e.go let remain and Related Words

Overall, the word that stands out most in the body of under 100 complete inscriptions is
the word .e.go. Traditionally, because it so closely resembles the Latin ego ‘I’, traditional 
analysis has assumed Venetic was an archaic Latin and applied ‘I’ to .e.go whenever it has
appeared. It has resulted in some silly interpretations, such as the obelisques that begin
with .e.go being seen to be the deceased identifying himself  “I, My Name, .....” Nowhere 
in the history of grave markers do deceased speak in first person. At best, maybe a
powerful king might want to use the first person to describe his achievements, but
throughout history in grave markers there are two major sentiments –one tells the
deceased to rest eternally (death seen as sleep), and the other expresses the fact that the
surviving friends and relatives wish to remember the deceased. These sentiments endure
today in “rest in peace” or “in memory”.  

Beginning with these ideas derived from context, we scanned Estonian for something
close to the desired meaning which also displayed a form somewhat like .e.go
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We found what was required just as easily as we did with pueia. Estonian jäägu is third
person imperative of ‘remain, leave behind, endure, etc’   The “J” at the start, moreover 
agrees with the palatalization on the initial vowel in .e.go, one of the common
transformations observed between Venetic and Estonian.

I interpreted the tomb markers therefore with ‘let remain, endure, continue...’ and the 
resulting sentences now sound much more natural–what we expect on a tomb marker. To
keep this description brief, we will show only three examples out of ten on obelisque tomb
markers.It isn’t important that you understand the interpreting the first time you read this. 
Initially note the manner in which .e.go appears. (MLV and LLV numbers represent
descriptions of the objects found in the two main catalogues Manuel de la Langue Venété,
and La Lingua Venetica–see References):

(a) .e.go vo.l.tiiomno.i. iuva.n.tiio.i [obelisque- MLV-59 LLV-Es4]
‘Let remain, to skyward go, to (=unite with) the eternal direction’

(b) [.e.g]o kata.i. | ege.s.tn[a.i.] [obelisque- MLV-66, LLV-Es11]
‘Let remain, to vanish, till the everlasting’

(c) [.e.go] ka.n.ta.i. | ta.i.no.n.[tiia.i.] or -[tna.i.] [obelisque- MLV-67, LLV-Es12]
(assume presumed n in [reconstruction] is actually a v) [.e.go] ka.n.ta.i.| ta.i.vo.n.[tna.i.]
‘Let remain, to carry (=bear) till sky’s-place’

The illustration shows a typical obelisque.
Stuck into the ground, it resembles a narrow
gravestone. It marks the location of a tomb

beneath the ground.

All the obelisque messages are more
or less with this same meaning. None of
them showed any indication of any
person’s name being given, as traditional
interpreting claims.

An .e.go appears on some other
objects than the obelisques too, like the
pedestal image we looked at in the
Introduction chapter –where a peasant
is shown giving an elder a duck. This
shows the word isn’t necessarily for 
funerary situations, but appears to
function in any context where the
meaning is required, just like Estonian
jäägu. From Estonian jäägu we can
propose that -go in .e.go is the marker
for third person imperative, and that .e. is the stem, and equivalent to jää The assumption
.e. is the stem, appears to be proven by a couple of inscriptions that include the word .e.b,
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which translate alright as third person singular indicative, equivalent to Estonian jääb
‘he/she/it  remains’We present all three occurrences of .e.b below. They all occur at sites
of sanctuaries to the Goddess, inscribed on some of the styluses which were left behind –
presumably the styluses were used to write a message to the Goddess on thin bronze,
before the stylus was left behind.

(d) v.i.o.u.go.n.ta lemeto.r.na [.e.]b[.] | - [stylus- MLV-38bis, LLV-ES-58]
‘The collection-of-bringings, as ingratiation(or warm-feeling)-producers, remains’

(e) mego doto v.i.ogo[.]n[.]ta mo.l.dna .e.b. - [stylus - MLV-24B, LLV-Es43]
‘Our brought collection-of-bringings as ash remains’

(The meaning assumes the objects brought as for burnt offerings to the Goddess, hence
become ash. The ‘collection-of-bringings’ probably has a narrow meaning in Venetic use, 
but we interpret the word more loosely here. It seems to be just a way of specifying the
offerings brought, with the meaning ‘those things we have brought to sacrifice to you’)

(f) mego dona.s.to .e.b .v.i.aba.i.'s’a  p|ora.i. .o.p io|robo.s. [bronze sheet
MLV-8, LLV-Es23]
‘Our bringing(ie the offering) remains, to become free, to turn up into the infinite-way’
(The grammar surrounding.v.i.aba.i.'s’ais a little uncertain)
We can now hypothesize that the .e. stem or .e.go might appear in two other places–in

the word .e.gest.s and in the word .e.kupetaris
.e.gest.s seems to employ a nominalizer in using –st- changing ‘let remain’ to the

nominal ‘the remaining, continuing, everlasting’The following is one of several instances
in which this works.

(g) mego v|a.n.t.s .e.g|e.s.t.s do||na.s.to |re.i.tia.i - [pedestal–MLV-53, LLV-
Es73]
‘Our  bringing , in the direction of the everlasting, to(=unite with) Rhea

The word interestingly resonates with Estonian kesta ‘to last’  One wonders if it was 
originally, in ancient Estonian, jäägesta

And .e.kupetaris too seems to begin with .e.go, except as .e.ku for phonetic reasons (the
other constants are hard ones) The context of .e.kupetaris usually tagged at the end of a
sentence, and often on an object with an image of a journey about to begin often with
horses, seems to be something akin to ‘happy journey!’ The word appears to have been an
abbreviation of a common phrase .e.go peta ris  ‘let remain; to hold the journey’ with .e.go
becoming hard .e.ku because it is combined with hard consonants p,t, Phonetic changes
show up in the writing because the Venetic writing was strictly phonetic. Discussed further
below in 3.2.5
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3.2.3 ‘s’ainate.i. re.i.tiia.i.‘to (join) you, Lordly Rhea’ (Rhea in the 
form of the Lords, Gods)

Two words dominate sentences left at sanctuaries worshipping the Goddess, and are
worth special attention -‘s’ainate.i. re.i.tiia.i.

These sentences are found either on three sided styluses or on bronze sheets. Figure
3.2.3a. shows a stylus with inscription, and Figure 3.2.3b shows a bronze sheet

Figure 3.2.3a

Archeology has found a large number of styluses like this, at an apparent sanctuary
dedicated to the Goddess, most without any text on it. It is likely that visitors may have

purchased ceremonial styluses which they used to write prayers to the Goddess onto thin
pieces of bronze, and then left the stylus behind at a location for that purpose. Below is the
remnants of a bronze sheet that may have been used. (There are other bronze sheets that
are scored into a grid that repeats the word oeka, which may not have been the kind that

was used at the sanctuary )

Figure 3.2.3b

The remnants of a bronze sheet that may have been used at the sanctuary to receive
messages via the styluses. Note that the bottom half is unused, and indicative of the use of

the sheet like a sheet of paper for a pen. One writes only as much as one wants. This is
different from the OEKA sheet that appar to have served educational purposes.
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Examples with ‘s’ainate.i. re.i.tiia.i. :

It occurs usually in a sentence of the formula mego dona.s.to ....... ‘s’ainate.i. re.i.tiia.i.
which from the traditional  Latin perspective seems so much like “I give(offer) to sacred 
Reitia’that it has been responsible for Venetic interpretation going in the Latin direction.
Our analysis still finds it addressing a deity, but it is a very praiseful and delicate
expression.

(a) mego doto v.i.u.g.siia votna ‘s’a.i.n|ate.i re.i.tiia.i o.p vo.l.tiio
leno - [stylus- MLV-25, LLV-Es44]

Our brought carryings [?], taken, to (=unite with) you of the Gods, to (=unite with)
Rhea; up skyward fly!.

(b) mego dona.s.to vo.l.tiiomno.s. iiuva.n.|t.s .a.riiu|n.s. ‘s’a.i.nate.i. 
re.i.tiia.i. - [bronze sheet MLV- 10 LLV- Es25]

Our bringings(ie offering), skyward-going, in the infinite direction, into the airy-
realm[?], to (=unite with) you of the Gods, to (=unite with) Rhea

Traditional interpretation of Venetic as an ancient Latin, tended to interpret this as
‘sacred Reitia’ or ‘shining Reitia’.This posed one of the greatest issues for past
interpretations, especially since traditional thinking had felt so very certain of its meaning
from an archaic Latin, or archaic Indo-European, perspective. But how do we interpret the
words ‘s’ainate.i. re.i.tiia.i. ? The interpretations given above have already suggested it, but
let us explain how we arrived at it.

I accepted that within re.i.tiia.i. there is a deity, because archeology has found that the
objects on which the text is written were left at a sanctuary site, not a cemetery site. My
first question is why traditional studies assumed “Reitia”? No such name is found
elsewhere in the Mediterranean. It seems to me that Veneti would not invent a deity, but,
participate in the religious cultures of Europe, address an existing deity. It is already from
that logic more likely the deity was Rhea. According to information about Rhea, she
predated Greece, and was widely known and worshipped as a central Goddess. When
Indo-European Greek culture arrived via Mycenea, it could not dispose of the beliefs of the
original Mediterranean peoples (Pelasgic), and so Greek mythology made Rhea one of the
“Titans” and made her the mother of the Greek godsin order to introduce the Greek
worldview. Next, if the Veneti worshipped Rhea, and originated in the north, then we
should be finding Rhea in the north should we not? And this evidence can be found–first
in Roman historian Tacitus, in his Germania of 98AD writing of the Aestii amber
merchants of the southeast Baltic ,

. . .the Aestii nations who have religious observance and demeanour of the Suebi, but a
language more like to that of Britain. They worship the Mother of the gods. As the
characteristic of their national superstition, they wear the images of wild boars. This alone
serves them for arms, this is the safeguard of all, and by this every worshipper of the
Goddess is secured even amidst his foes. Rare amongst them is the use of weapons of iron,
but frequent that of clubs. (Tacitus Germania ch 45)
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Even if the Aestii and Suebi (who he says have similar customs) had a different
perception of Rhea than the Romans did, it is clear Tacitus identified a Goddess,
worshipped via boars, whose name at least was similar to Rhea. Thus Tacitus in effect
identifies Rhea in the north at the source of the amber traveling to the Veneti. Tacitus
states that the Aestii have religious observance and demeanour of the Suebi (of the south
Baltic and west to the Jutland Peninsula), and therefore this worship of Rhea can be
applied also to the peoples at the Jutland source of amber too. This is additionally
confirmed by the fact that Scandinavian folklore offers the legend of “Freya and the
Boars”first written about by the Grimm brothers, clearly having entered Germanic-
Scandinavian mythology from pre-Germanic Suebic-Aestic veneration of Rhea and her
boars.

I do not know what additional evidence can be found in lands of the Suebic, but in the
east Baltic, the truth of the Aestii worshipping Rhea via boars, is supported from a soiurce
attributed to Amelung, Baltische . . , p 307 in footnote p36-37, M.J Eisen, Esivanemate
Ohverdamised , a new printing, Tallinn, 1996 which describes how in 1531 at the
Samland Peninsula, the people of six communities there were allowed by the (Catholic)
priest to kill pigs as offerings and to ceremoniously burn their innards for luck in fishing
–obviously a desire to repeat an ancient pagan practice frowned on by the Catholic church
hence requiring permission from the priest. But let’s look further north to the location of 
Estonia.

By the second millenium AD the southern part of the east Baltic coast, south of Estonia,
became politically organized on a large scale, with the development of the nations of
Poland, Lithuania, and Latvia, the original Finnic populations were progressively
assimilated, from the mouth of the Vistula northward, by Slavic, Balt, and Germanic
invaders-conquerors. The region of Estonia was lucky in that the native Estonian language
endured among feudal peasantry until the feudal system came to an end. Along with the
continuation of the Estonian language and customs among the peasantry in the Estonian
area, it appears offerings of pigs continued in altered form (see M.J Eisen, Esivanemate
Ohverdamised), and was even condoned by Christianity until about the 18th century!
How? The Catholic Church defined St. Anthony as the guardian of pigs, and because of it,
the clergy discovered that when they created cemeteries in the name of St. Anthony, they
were able to draw  the Estonian peasants ‘pagan’ pig-offering practices to the cemeteries,
in celebrations to St. Anthony instead of presumably REIA,  on St. Anthony’s day.  It is 
well-known that Christianity tolerated ‘pagan’ practices, as long as they were re-directed to
the Christian religion. REIA was thus replaced by Saint Anthony. Did the REIA Goddess
vanish that easily? By coincidence, the Catholic Church could offer Mary, the mother of
Christ, which in Latin –which the Catholic Church used –was expressed as Maria. This
word could be interpreted by the indigenous Estonians as maa (‘land’) plus REIA.
Accordingly, the Church’s Maria could be viewed as ‘REIAof the land’. During Catholic 
times, Estonia was known by the Church as ‘Maria’s Land’. Did this image come from this
conversion of Rhea to‘Maria’?

In any event, a Rhea in the north is strongly confirmed, and the occurrence of Rhea in
the Venetic inscriptions helps confirms a cultural connection with the north. (We might
add too that archeology is also finding the cremation practice in the north as well. There is
an opportunity here too for further exploration to find Venetic practices in the north, such
as for example Venetic sanctuaries seem very much like Estonian püha hiis‘sacred grove’)
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If re.i.tiia.i. contains “Rhea”, then we presume the rest of the word is grammatical
endings which we should now identify.
The structure of the sentences have always made it obvious that something is given ‘to’ 

the deity, and traditional interpretations of grammar have decided the ending with -.i. is a
Dative. (But as we will see in Chapter 3, the sense of ‘to’ is actually in the sense of uniting 
with, joining, as the ending -.i. seems based on a Partitive) Furthermore as we will discuss
in section 3, Venetic also frequently introduces an - ii - before the ending –that is, there
are two grammatical elements in this word, ii and a.i. What appears to happen is that a
nominative re.i.a first becomes re.i. - ii - a - .i. and then a T is introduced, as Finnish and
Estonian sometimes will, to break up the long series of vowels.

re.i.a > re.i.a + -ii- + -.i. > re.i.aii.i. > re.i.tiia.i
Having established that re.i.tiia.i. means something like ‘to(=unite with) Rhea’, the 

word‘s’ainate.i. must be an appropriate address for a deity. This is confirmed by the word
appearing also in the Lagole inscriptions found in the upper Piave River Valley, where it
appears dippers were offered to a deity whose name is within the word trumusia. What
then would be a proper way of addressing a deity? Certainly, based on human history, it
must contain the word ‘Lord’ or ‘Divine’.  While I was tempted to refer immediately to
resonances in Estonian, I looked first to what has been determined so far in Etruscan
lexicon (Some Etruscan texts have parallels in known languages, and so some amount of
lexicon is known from that.) Etruscan had the word eis for‘lord, god’and eisna for‘lordly,
divine’. The word eisna is not very far from ‘s’a.i.na . It would work fine to translate
‘s’a.i.nate.i.with ‘to you, divine’(with –te.i. assumed to be ‘to you’). Since we propose
Venetic was Finnic, what about the Finnic perspective? In Finnic -na is the Essive case
which means ‘as, in the form of’Furthermore, in Estonian isa means ‘father’and issa
means ‘lord’Since we consider the ‘s’character to be a strong unpalatalized s, the
Estonian issa fits in that respect too. From an Estonia perspective issana means ‘in the
form of lord’If we pluralize it we might say issadena. But using the alternative -i-
pluralizer, we get issaina The Estonian meaning is‘in the form of the gods’which is not
far from what has been assumed about the Etruscan ‘lordly, divine’ Thus in English,
‘s’a.i.nate.i.re.i.tiia.i.seems to say literally ‘to(=unite with) you, in the form of the gods,
to(=unite with) Rhea’ or in simpler less literal English translation ‘to you, Divine
(Lordly, Godly)Rhea’  (See Chapter 3 for more about the grammar of–ii- and–a.i.)

We know that ‘s’a.i.nate.i. and re.i.tiia.i. are not dependent on each other, because
there are inscriptions in which they each occur independently.

The following is an example with re.i.tiia.i. by itself:

(c) mego v|a.n.t.s .e.g|e.s.t.s do||na.s.to | re.i.tia.i - [pedestal –MLV-53,
LLV-Es73]
‘Our  bringing , in the direction of the everlasting, to(=unite with) Rhea

If 's’a.i.nate.i.is by itself, the diety being addressed is implied. There is an example
among the Lagole inscriptions, on a vase:

(d) klutaviko.s. doto dono.m. ‘s’a.i.|nate.i. --- [small pitcher of bronze MLV-
207, LLV-Ca18]

The flower-bunch bought for offering to (=unite with) you, of the gods
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3.2.4 mego dona.s.to our (=my) bringing (=brought-item)

These two words often introduce ‘s’ainate.i. re.i.tiia.i.and were common in inscriptions
made in relation to sanctuaries. The sanctuaries were parklike places to which people went
to worship, make burnt offerings and leave goods behind at a place where they would
accumulate. I believe this leaving behind of goods can be viewed as being similar to the
modern collection plate–it paid the attendants for the operation of the sanctuary.

Thus visitors brought things both to burn and/or to leave behind, and it is generally
correct to imagine that mego dona.s.to roughly means ‘I bring’We do not even need to
look for any linguistic affiliation to realize this is roughly what it means. But since we are
proposing Venetic was Finnic, let us see what Finnic offers. I looked at many words in
both Finnish and Estonian, and favoured words whose stems were in both. (Stems that are
in both will likely be ancient –one of the historical linguistic considerations I applied
when looking at the modern languages). For example I rejected Estonian teenistus (as in
Jumala teenistus ‘serving God’) because I couldn’t find anything similar in Finnish. 
Finnish contains a great number of words with the tuo- stem meaning ‘bring’  Thus I 
concluded the best resonance was with the Estonian toonustus. This is a noun derived
from the verb, and means ‘something being brought’. If we are not entirely correct, the
context suggests we are very close. Since we will tend to discover in the grammar that
Estonian is closer to Venetic than Finnish, it is certainly possible that the Estonian
teenistus, as applied to serving God (Jumal), could certainly have its origins in such use of
dona.s.to Whatever the accurate meaning–serving, bringing, offering–it suits.

As for mego, while traditional Latin analysis has interpreted it as ‘I’, when we look for 
resonances in Finnic languages, we find ‘we’. But that is not a problem –it can be a formal
‘I’. In Estonian ‘we’ is meie in both nominative and genitive. In neighbouring Livonian,
the nominative is meg. It seems to me that there may have been an original nominative
that was more like meg. Perhaps there was in Estonian’s past once a MEIG, and a Genitive
MEIGE. We can see a loss of consonant in this way in the word nahk‘skin, fur’.While the
Genitive is now naha, there is evidence there was once a“nahka”Genitive.

I was tempted to interpret mego dona.s.to as ‘We bring’ but if we see it as Finnic, then
this is not a verb construction but a nominalization of a verb. Thus I interpreted it as ‘Our 
bringing (=brought things)’ Checking on determinations of grammar, it seemed this 
worked, because there are many instances which strongly indicate dona.s.to was indeed a
noun. For example

(a) mego dona.s.to .e.b .v.i.aba.i.'s’a  p|ora.i. .o.p io|robo.s. [bronze sheet
MLV-8, LLV-Es23]
‘Our bringing(ie the offering) remains, to become free, to turn up into the infinite-way’
(The grammar is a little unclear around v.i.aba.i.'s’a –we assume perhaps v.i.aba.i is infinitive and ‘s’a 

might be equivalent to Est. saa)

Here we see in .e.b what appears to be third person singular indicative of the verb .e.
(same stem as in .e.go which resonates with Est. jäägu) If that is the case then this
sentence reads (literally) ‘Our brought-thing remains/continues....’identifying dona.s.to
as a noun.
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3.2.5 .e.kupetaris ‘bon voyage’ (abbreviation of : let it remain
(=sobeit), hold the journey!)

In chapter 1 we referenced the
inscription in Roman alphabet shown
right, which gives the tag
IAEEQVPETARS down the right side. I
used it as the proof of how .e.kupetaris
was pronounced or more specifically
the Venetic .e. (with the dots), as proof
that the dots represent the effects of
tongue palatalization. Here we will
explore what it actually means.

The word .e.kupetaris appears
many times at the end in inscriptions
on pedestals accompanying
illustrations involving horses and
chariots, sometimes showing warriors, sometimes not. But sometimes it appears in other
contexts, and the context supports the idea of wishing someone a happy voyage, or a
“Goodbye” .
But how do we infer that the meaning is something akin to ’Bon Voyage’,’Happy 

Journey’, ’Goodbye’, etc? First of all, in the inscriptions with images of horses and
chariots, the word is tagged at the end. Note in the illustration above that the word, in
Roman characters, IAEEQVPETARS is written in smaller capital letters down the right side.
Other inscriptions on pedestals, are in Venetic characters, but have similar characteristics–
there is an image of horses and chariots, and the word .e.kupetaris (with dialectic variation)
almost always an end tag phrase. This suggests the word has more or less a meaning of
‘happy journey’ ‘bon voyage’Here is an example that uses the Venetic alphabet.

The text here was a little too worn to detect the whole sentence, but several others
presented clear sentences. Here are complete examples accompanying similar images.
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(a) v.i.ugiio.i. u.|posediio.i.| e.petari.s. - [image of man in chariot - pedestal side-
MLV-135].
‘Convey-to-the-infinite horses-to-the-infinite, happy-journey (=so-be-it, hold the

journey!)’

(b) (?.i.)plete.i. ve.i.gno.i.| kara.n.mniio.i.| e.kupetari.s. e.go - [image-
warriors on chariot - pedestal side- MLV-131, LLV-Pa2]

(?.i.)plete.i.) army-force to go to the mountains (Carnic?) , happy journey, let it be
(=so be it hold the journey, let it remain)

(It seems to me that the Veneti said .e.go, .e.go, a lot –and it was similar to an English
speaker saying ‘okay, okay!’ or ‘fine, fine!’)

Because of the images of chariots and horses, and sometimes there are warriors with
swords in the chariot, we can expect that there might be words for horses, and a word for
army in it as well. Using resonances with Finnic, I identified .u.posed as ‘horses’ 
(resonating with hobused), and ve.i.gno.i. (resonating with väekonna- ‘army’)

However, the term .e.kupetari.s. cannot be a specialized term only applying to chariots
and horses. For example we earlier looked at pupone.i .e.go rako.i .e.kupetaris with the
image of a common man handing an elder a duck. The duck obviously is being given to the
elder upon departure. If we now look for resonances with Finnic, and we apply Est. jäägu
to the initial .e.ku- the expression resonates with Est. jäägu pida-reisi  ‘So-be-it hold the
journey’. Thus we can propose that .e.kupetaris was a common phrase spoken to initiate a
journey and then became abbreviated from common use.

In Estonian colloquial tradition there is a very common use of jäägu in the sense of‘so-
be-it’ or ‘let it be so’ or ‘let it remain’ as in jäägu nii ‘so-be-it so’ used to conclude and
break up a meeting. Thus both the use of .e.go and .e.kupetari.s. resonates very strongly
with Estonian colloquial tradition.

3.2.6 .o.p vo.l.tiio leno up skyward fly!

According to Chapter 1, section 1.4, the Venetic of most of the inscriptions originates
at the north end of the amber route that began at the Jutland Peninsula from where traders
handling amber originated. Then when during and after the Roman era, they were
conquered by the German-speaking Goths (Göta), they adopted the Germanic language of
their conquerors, but spoke it in their original highly palatalized fashion, which became
frozen into Danish.

According to history, the peoples associated with the west side of the Jutland Peninsula,
above the mouth of the Elbe, were known in later Roman times, Saxones and Angles,
seafaring people. The Saxones were evidently long distance traders, since Finnish and
Estonian languages use the word Saksa for ‘German’ –which would arise from trade
contacts with them. This word is very close to the the Latin word for amber, succinum,
and in ancient Egyptial saccal.

When the Roman Empire collapsed the Saxones and Angles became part of the power
struggles in Britain which included also the Celts entering via Wales, and the northern
remnants of the original British in the north, the Picts coming down from the north. The
Angles and Saxones managed to take power over the central part of Britain. The Anglo-
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Saxon language was established and that began the English language, retaining some
remnants of the prior Latin. The original Anglo-Saxon was probably spoken in a
palatalized fashion originally but was then affected by the native British Latin accent
which removed some of the palatalization. (We assume that by the time the Romans left,
the core of Roman Britain was speaking Latin)

Thus, we can expect that now and then Venetic words will resonate with words in
English, and other descendants of the Suebic language, such as Swedish. And that also
means modern Finnic languages, like Estonian, actually have more similarity to English
and Swedish than most realize. For example the English road or route, and Estonian rada
‘path’ obviously demonstrate common Finnic origins and not any borrowings between
them. As we will argue in chapter 3, Venetic or Suebic and Estonian appear to be
independent languages from a common ancestor. You cannot get Venetic from Estonian,
but rather both Venetic (which I assume resembled Suebic) and Estonian were descended
from the same earlier parent language–an early long distance trader language linking east
and west Baltic. Archeology can confirm there was a close trade association between the
east Baltic coast and the Jutland Peninsula.

Thus the transfer was not from Estonian or Finnish into the English or Scandinavian
Germanic, but from the extinct Suebic, which appears to have been established everywhere
that today we find the strong palalatization (which includes southern Sweden with its
Skane dialect, as well as the Jutland Peninsula and its Danish.) See section 1.4 for more
discussion of the Suebic origins of Venetic.

The point of this discussion is that Venetic is not descended from an ancient Estonian,
but rather that Suebic (=Venetic) and Estonian are brothers from the same earlier parent
language, which diverged over time between east and west Baltic seafaring languages.

It is for this reason that we will sometimes find a Venetic word resonating strongly with
something in English or Scandinavian, and weakly with east Baltic Finnic. I recall a good
number of examples, the most memorable being ho.s.ti being perfectly represented by
English hoist, (better than Estonian tõsta), which even captures with the “i” the
palatalization around the S. Another example already mentioned in the Introduction is
Venetic rako resonating with English drake which probably came via Anglo-Saxon while
raca in Slovenian obviously was borrowed directly from Venetic.

It applies to grammar too –where I discovered the infinitive seemed to be marked by
the same case ending that translated with ‘to’, which resonates with the fact that today
English expresses the infinitive with ‘to  [verb]’. My knowledge of English has been very 
useful and I can see all kinds of resonances in English that speak of influences–not from
southernVenetic but from the Suebic substratum of Anglo-Saxon from which Venetic
developed. An entire paper is possible discussing interesting coincidences between Venetic
and English if we connect Venetic to the extinct Finnic Suebic language.

To address the phrase .o.p vo.l.tiio leno of this section - One of the uniquely Suebic
words is the Venetic word .o.p. which resonates with today’s English or Swedish ‘up’.  It 
occurs in another end-tag phrase .o.p voltiio leno. Note below that in every instance, it is
tagged at the end, after the first part has made a statement about bringing something to the
Goddess Rhea. We interpret it as ‘up skyward fly!’.  The concept involved is the belief that 
if something is burned, that it sends the essence of it up into the sky to the deity.
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(a) mego doto v.i.u.g.siia votna 's’a.i.n|ate.i re.i.tiia.i .o.p vo.l.tiio
leno - [stylus- MLV-25, LLV-Es44]

Our brought carryings [?], taken, to (=unite with) you of the Gods, to (=unite with)
Rhea; up skyward fly!.

(b)vda.n dona.s[.to] v.i.rema v.i.[r]ema.i.s.t[--(assume na.i. ) re.i].tiia.i.
o.p vo.l.t|[iio leno] - [bronze sheet- MLV-14 LLV-Es32]

I convey the bringing (=offering) into the energy-state, as far as the energy-realm, to
join Rhea, up skyward fly!. In this sentence v.i.rema v.i.rema.i.s.t(na.i.) is elusive in meaning, but
suggests that in making burnt offerings, one of the destinations was the realm of energy represented by the
fire. The interpretation rests on one interpretation of v.i.rema v.i.rema.i.s.t(na.i.) but there may be others.

(c) [vda.]n[.] vo.l.t[iio.n.]mno.s. [do]na.s.to ke la.g.[s.]to 's’a.i.nate.i. 
re.i.tiia.i. o.p [vo].l.tiio len[o] - [bronze sheet- MLV-12A, LLV-Es27]

I convey, skyward-going, the bringing(=offering) and gift to (=unite with) you of the
Gods, to (=unite with) Rhea; up skyward fly!.

While the context of the sentences supports our interpreting .o.p voltiio leno with ‘up 
skyward fly’there could be other interpretations, and for that reason we had to find

added evidence. For the use of .o.p in a tag, there is one in an example from 3.2.4 .

(d) mego dona.s.to .e.b.  v.i.aba.i.'s’a   p|ora.i. .o.p io|robo.s. -
[bronze sheet- MLV-8, LLV-Es23]....
‘Our bringing(ie the offering) remains, to become free, to turn up into the infinite-

way’(The grammar surrounding.v.i.aba.i.'s’a is a little uncertain)

In that example the concept is similar – ‘up into the eternal-way’ Finding this similar 
tag line helps support our ideas about .o.p voltiio leno Note we cannot find a resonance for
.o.p nor voltiio in Estonian or Finnish, except indirectly via Est vald, Finn. valta which
speaks of ‘power, domination, governing’. The whole sky dominates earthly life, and that 
may be the desired link. However, the third word leno, very clearly resonates in Estonian
as an imperative (Est. lenda! ‘fly’, nominal stem is lenn-)

3.2.7 VI- Words of Carrying convey (in smoke?)

3.2.7.1 v.i.ugia v.i.ugi/a.i. v.i.ug/ii/a v.i.ug/ii/a.i. v.i.ugi/n/ii/a.i. v.i.ug/ii/o.i.
v.i.ug/ii/o.i. FOVGO (Note: because the .i. sound after the v tended to produce an H-like

sound as in the English “few” thev.i. developed into vh –using a unique H-character –
and then in Roman into F –MLV and LLV cataloguing liked to turn all the v.i. into vh
while here we prefer to write v.i. because we recognize its origins in an unpalatalized VI.
Therefore note that when we write v.i. it may actually be vh in the inscriptions sometimes
and v.i. at other times due to some confusion generated by both the Veneti and MLV, LLV
authors.))
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Like Estonian, the common VI word for 'carry, convey' , assumes many forms (Est, vii,
viigu, viigeks, viik, viiku, viiguid, viigusi, etc, etc, comprising both the verb vii- and derived
noun viik, viige-) This situation arises in the body of Venetic inscriptions for the simple
reason that most of the inscriptions are about conveying offerings to sanctuaries, of
offerings to the Goddess, or conveying the deceased to the afterlife. Note though, that
unlike Estonian with a pure “VII” sound, Venetic, with its palatalization has to add a vowel 
to give a voice to what would otherwise sound like “VHGIA”. But here is one example 
where it seems the pure “VII” was still in existence.

(a) [.e.go] vise.i. iobo... [obelisque- MLV-63, LLV-Es 8]
Let remain, to carry towards eternity....

Perhaps if an “S” follows, it counteracts palatalization.
All the examples given in the list at the top of this section there is an -u- or -ou- after the

v.i. arising from the fact that v.i. is highly palatalized and approaching the“VH” sound and
as a consequence needing a “U” or “OU” to restore sound to the syllable. I think this is a
phonetic effect, perhaps influenced by vowel harmony factors because here is an example
in which a higher vowel follows:

(b) (vda.n) dona.s.to re.i.tiia.i v.i.etiana .o.tnia - [stylus- MLV-32 LLV-Es51]
I carry, the bringing(=offering), to (=unite with) Rhea, as carryings [?-grammar

unclear] ------

This is one inscription where the last two words is unclear other than the –na is Essive
‘as, in the form of’ and maybe -t- marks a plural, and maybe the .o. is the stem for ‘be’ 
Intuitively I seem to want to view it as ‘to the end-purpose of carryings’, except that ‘end’ 
should be .a.t–although, this may be a dialect where the language is closer to the ancient
Estonian.

However, the purpose of this example is to show that perhaps the vowel following the
v.i. here becomes high, an “E”, which is a front vowel, because it is followed by -t- a front
consonant, whereas in the other instances the following consonant is -g- a back vowel
hence aesthetically calling for a low vowel in the preceeding syllable. I believe that with
special attention to the aesthetics of the phonetics, some clear rules can be determined, but
such a study would represent a refinement of what is presented currently in this overview.

In the list of v.i.u- or v.i.ou- stemmed words given at the top, it is difficult to determine
which are nominal and which are verbal. I feel quite certain that v.i.ugia is the nominative
of the noun form. The Estonian parallel nominative viik ('the conveyance') suggests that
the nominal stem would be v.i.ug-. As for verb form (as in Est. vii-) FOVGO (v.i.ougo) is
the 3rd person imperative of the verb ('let carry, convey'), as in Est. viigu!, the verb stem
would therefore be v.i.ou-
Let’s therefore look at examples and consider the variations, which could often be

purely dialectic. (Venetic words do not have a ‘correct’ written form because the writing 
was phonetic and a standardized way of writing words never developed as would be the
case with a language with a history of literature and standardization–like Greek.)
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The other examples with the v.i. shown above, other than v.i.ugia and v.i.ougo, have
various endings, mostly Partitive (-a.i), or the special “Iiative”plus Partitive (-iia.i.) See
discussion in Chapter 3 on Grammar. How to handle the variations on the ending is
mainly a matter of deciphering the grammar –which is difficult because there are too few
examples to judge from. In general, we have made an educated guess each time, based on
what the known parts of the sentence suggest, and some Estonian intuition.
What about the meaning? Is it enough to use the quite general interpretation ‘carry’? I 

think these words, so often used in burnt offerings and cremations, might have developed
a specialized meaning associated with smoke. This is suggested by the enduring in some
European languages indirectly influenced by Venetic or its ancestral Suebic, of similar
sounding words with a meaning related to smoke or burning (for example English fume, or
Spanish fuego) That is to say 'conveying via fire into heaven'. Here are some examples
with comments:

(c) v.i.ugia.i. mu.s.ki a.l.na.i. - [urn- MLV-83, LLV-Es82]
To (=unite with) the conveyance, my-loved-one, to (=unite with) the down-below
Note all interpretations are suggestions, based on what suits context and seeming grammar, and there may

be better translations. I can sense that this one may have many alternative translations.

When faced with a sentence like this, we first look for a verb, since most of the time the
verb is present, and not implied. As we will learn in the Grammar section, there is very
good evidence that the ending that looks like the Partitive (v-.i.) is the infinitive marker,
and so, given that the inscription is on an urn and the context of urn sentences was usually
about conveying the deceased to the afterlife, I wanted to interpret v.i.ugia.i. verbally as an
infinitive (‘to convey, carry’), but then it should be v.i.ou.i. But note that just as in the
construction of the word re.i.tiia.i. when there is a long string of vowels, phonetics –and
Finnish and Estonian do it –must add a consonant to break it up. Also a vowel must
preceed the .i. ending of the Partitive/Infinitive marker. It follows that the infinitive based
on a v.i.ou- or v.i.o- verb stem, would be v.i.ouCV.i. where C and V are a consonant and a
vowel. That then leads to an infinitive having the form v.i.ougV.i. which now makes
v.i.ugia.i. look like it might be an infinitive. But that only alters the interpretation to ‘to 
convey (=carry).....’ so it makes little difference to the meaning.

The rest of this sentence relies on intuition and resonance with Estonian, based on logic
–what is being conveyed? My loved one. Where is he/she being conveyed? In most of the
inscriptions up into heaven.

The urn inscriptions before the Roman period do not follow any formula, and are very
individualistic, and reflecting of the personality of family and friends creating the urn.
Thus I produce a tentative meaning that views mu.s.ki as a term of endearment resonating
with Est. mu ‘mine’(There is also resonance possible with Est. for ‘kiss’ musi, and
intuitively I think the true meaning is somewhere among these resonances) , and a.l.na.i. as
‘until the down-below’ (inasmuch as urnswere placed in tombs down below) with an
ending that appears often in Venetic and appears to translate very well as a ‘Terminative 
case’ ‘until, as far as’resonating with Est. alu  ‘the below, foundation’, Terminative aluni.

Next....
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(d) e.go v.i.u.k.s. siia.i. |vo.l.tiio.m.min|na.i. [obelisque- MLV-57 LLV-Es2]
‘let remain, would carry to there, to skyward-go’

This inscription, following the formula of obelisques of beginning with ‘let remain, let-
it-be, let endure, etc’  already suggests what the remainder will be. Although it appears to
be in a slightly different dialect, it is a dialect that is actually closer to Estonian. (The
region of Veneti colonies, like that of the Etruscans, consisted of independent cities, and
could represent southern terminal colonies of trader families from different origins but
from the same northern world of trade dominated by Finnic language in early times, hence
slightly different dialects depending on whether those origins were in the west Baltic or
east.) As evidence it is a different dialect closer to the east Baltic dialect –from which
Estonian came - here we see for example vo.l.tiio.m.minna.i. whereas usually this
compound word has the form vo.l.tiiomno.i. the latter having lost the ‘i’ between the m
and n in mno.i. The resonance in Estonian is with minna ‘to go’which the former
resembles well. The word vo.l.tiio- clearly, from the context of sentences when it appears,
seems to mean the domain of the sky hence vo.l.tiio.m.minna.i. means ‘to skyward go’
treating vo.l.tiio- as the first part of a compound word which would be stronger than putting
it afterward with a case ending. That now suggests v.i.u.k.s. is a noun. Without knowing
what is going on in grammar, we write out the sentence according to what we know -  ‘Let 
remain, v.i.u.k.s. siia.i.   to skyward go’  Given that m.minna.i. is very close to Estonian,
perhaps we can interpret more with resonance with Estonian. In Estonian there is viiuks
which is a 3rd person singular present conditional ‘would carry’and .siia.i. resonates with
Est. siia ‘to here’. That gives us ‘would carry to here’  But that does not make sense since 
the vo.l.tiio is in the sky. Perhaps to correct resonance is Est. sinna ‘to there’.  The
Estonian practice of lengthening the N as in siin > sinna is irregular. Venetic employed
lengthening of the“I” to express something moving to a distance, which I have called (see 
Grammar section) the “Iiative” case.  Perhaps  the Venetic used sa.i. for ‘to here’ and siia.i.
for ‘to there’. Wedo not know.

(e) v.i.ugiio.i .u.|posediio.i. |e.petari.s. - [image of man in chariot - pedestal side-
MLV-135]

This sentence essentially has two words, since the last is a ‘happy journey’tag. The
second word stem .u.|posed- in an inscription surrounding an image of a man in a chariot,
inspires our noting a resonance with Estonian hobused ‘horses’. (Moreover, often when
Estonian uses an H or J before an initial vowel, we find the Venetic has an initial vowel
with dots, in this case we see that around the initial .u.) So let us assume that we are
conveying horses or something with horses. But where to? In dealing with all the
inscriptions, I have a sense that when there is an iio.i. after a stem, that we have something
that means ‘eternity-towards’  as in ‘convey eternity-towards, horses eternity-towards, bon
voyage’. See our discussions of the “ii” words suggesting ‘extreme, fast, infinite, etc’ in 
3.3.3 In general the VII words are many, as we would expect from a people in a world of
trade. Ibelieve their use of such words was refined beyond anything we can find in today’s 
languages.
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3.2.7.2 v.i.o.u./go.n.ta, v.i.o.u./go.n.t/ai., v.i.o.u./go.n.t/na , vho.u./go.n.t/e[.i.| ,
FOV/GONT/AI

With the added U one wonders if the stem is the same. I think that the U appears for
vowel harmony phonetics because the second part go.n.t has a low vowel. In the Venetic
sentences, the context seems to suggest that the v.i.o.u.go.n.ta words represent something
that is connected to the offering, and for that reason I accepted the resonance with Estonian
viiukond which combines the vii- concept of the last section with kond ‘collection, 
grouping, gathering, community’.Endings appear in a variety of ways v.i.o.u./go.n.t/ai. ,
v.i.o.u./go.n.t/na , vho.u./go.n.t/e[.i.| , FOV/GONT/AI showing Partitive and Essive case
endings. But what does it mean? We have tested the meaning in the Estonian resonance in
viiukond ‘gathering of carryings’ and in a general way it makes sense, as the examples 
illustrate; however one gets the impression that the word has a narrower meaning in these
contexts.

(a) va.n.te.i v.i.o.u.go.n.tio.i. .e.go - [urn–MLV-80, LLV-Es79]
Let remain, towards the collection of cremation (-urns?)

This sentence has a familiar va.n.t- (‘in direction of’) in front and .e.go (‘let remain’) in 
back, thus making interpretation of v.i.o.u.go.n.tio.i. from context, quite easy. Obviously
the urn and/or its contents(ashes) are to remain in the direction of v.i.o.u.go.n.t As I
mentioned above, these words might have developed a specialized meaning associated
with smoke or fire to explain such words appearing for example English fume, or Spanish
fuego. Thus it is possible that the word, although implying a conveyance of a person into
the afterlife via cremation, may physically refer to the collection of ashes or urns. So in
that case this sentence means ‘Let remain, towards the collection of cremation (-urns?)’.   .
The following example has the word in the nominative.

(b) v.i.o.u.go.n.ta lemeto.r.na [.e.]b[.] | - [stylus- MLV-38bis, LLV-ES-58]
The carryings-collection, as ingratiation-producers, remains

This inscription is on a stylus, so it would be connected not with cremations, but with
offerings at a sanctuary. The last word .e.b we assumed from earlier is the third person
singular ‘remains’, and the second word lemeto.r.na we determined (see later for details)
means ‘as ingratiation-producers’. This seems to suggest that we are not speaking of ashes 
here, but perhaps the objects brought and left at the sanctuary at a place which they were
accumulated. The visitor leaves their collection of offerings behind, as continued
ingratiation-producers, to the Goddess. There is logic to it, insofar as some of the objects
have inscriptions on them, which continue to ‘speak’ praises to Rhea, even after those who 
brought it have left.

(c) mego doto v.i.ogo[.]n[.]ta mo.l.dna .e.b. - [stylus - MLV-24B, LLV-Es43]
Our brought group-of-carryings as ash remains

Also on a stylus left at a sanctuary, this inscription impies that the word v.i.ogo.n.ta here
represents things brought to be burnt as an offering at the sanctuary, because, with the
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Essive case ending on mo.l.dna, it seems the meaning of the sentence is something like
‘Our brought group-of-offerings  as ash remains’ where we determine, from context in 
several inscriptions that mo.l.d- resonates with Est muld ‘earth, dirt’ but seems to refer to 
the ash left behind.

It occurs to me that v.i.ougo.n.ta might not be a specialized word but a common,
general, word. It would be analogous to how today in English people use the word ‘stuff’ 
to refer to just about anything in a general way. If that is the case, then our interpretation as
a general  ‘carryings collection’ may be correct, even though it may specifically vary in its
meaning in different contexts.

3.2.7.3 vda/n I carry, convey

We restore a lost ‘i’ to this to get vidan, which resonates with Estonian vedan ‘I 
transport’. While the interpretation is stimulated by the Estonian resonance, it works with
the remaining portion of the sentence, as we work backwards from what we already know.
For example–we noted this sentence earlier.

(a) vda.n dona.s.to v.i.rema v.i.rema.i.s.t[-- re.i].tiia.i .o.p vo.l.t|[iio
leno] - [bronze sheet- MLV-14 LLV-Es32]

I convey the bringing (=offering) into the energy-state, as far as the energy-realm, to
join Rhea, up skyward fly!. The interpretation rests on one interpretation of v.i.rema v.i.rema.i.s.t(na.i.)
but there may be others.

Note that here we see vda.n. dona.s.to replace the normal formula of mego dona.s.to In
mego dona.s.to sentences there is usually a verb, since dona.s.to is a noun. Here the only
thing that can be a verb (other than leno in the end-tag ) is vda.n. Thus vda.n. dona.s.to has
to be something like ‘I carry the offering’ or ‘I transport the offering’.

There are a couple more sentences with vda.n. used in a similar way that help confirm
the correctness.

3.2.7.4 Other Carrying Words

There are other words associated with bringing, bearing, carrying, transporting. They
occur in abundance in the inscriptions because most of the inscriptions that have been
found are those connected to the cremations, burnt offerings, and objects brought to a
sanctuary to be left as ingratiation-producers. See section 3.4 the summary lexicon for such
words.
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3.2.8 Words of Respect and Humility

Another group of significant words worthy of special attention relate to feelings
expressed by the author of the sentence. It is interesting that it is the context of words we
already know, and the intent of stylus prayers, that help us arrive at a meaning, bearing in
mind that a remnant of a common ancient word likely still has a presence in Estonian and/
or Finnish.

3.2.8.1 ner.ka ‘humble, bowing-to’; leme-‘warm-feeling’

These two words appear a number of times in connection with giving offerings to Rhea.
The following reveals it well.

(a) mego dona.s.to re.i.tiia.i.| ner.ka lemeto.r.na - [stylus- MLV-34, LLV-
Es53]

Our bringing(offering) to Rhea, as humble warm-feeling producers

This is one of the ideal sentences for interpreting Venetic from inside it, as once we
know that mego dona.s.to re.i.tiia.i. means ‘Our offering to Rhea’(literally, ‘Our
briongings (=offerings), to (=unite with) Rhea’) then there are not a great number of
possibilities for ner.ka lemeto.r.na

What we notice first (and note that as we interpret inscriptions we develop an
understanding of grammar) is the–na on lemeto.r.na which signifies the Essive ‘as, in the 
formof’. Since this ending exists in both Estonian and Finnish in exactly the same form –
na, we can presume it is very old and if Venetic is Finnic it must have it. That gives us ‘as 
lemeto.r.’ Estonian and Finnish provide a suitable meaning for leme-. I adjust the modern
meanings a little to suit the context of the sanctuary, and the best meaning for leme- is
‘warm feeling’ or ‘ingratiation’.  We assume a –T plural marker to get ‘ingratiations’ and 
then we refer to Estonian –ur or English –or for the idea of ‘producer’. The whole word
lemeto.r.then means  ‘warm-feelings (ingratiations), producer’  Put it in the Essive, and it 
seems that the offering (dona.s.to) is given as a producer of ingratiations to the Goddess.

So now what is ner.ka? Knowing that the offerings were warm-feelings, I hypothesized
that ner.ka was related to that. I looked towards Estonian and Finnish for ideas, and while
Estonian has nõrk ‘weak’ Finnish words seem to have preserved original forms –and the
idea of being humble. I presume that the idea is that a person is weakened in humility
before the Great Goddess and hence the meaning developed later to simply ‘weak’ in 
Estonian. Certainly the sentence does not intend to say ‘weak warm-feelings’ !!!  The only 
answer is that what is expressed by ner.ka lemeto.r.na is ‘as humble warm-feeling
producers’It works well. I tremble before you in humility. The full sentence then is‘Our 
bringing(offering) to Rhea, as humble warm-feeling producers’We can give some more
examples of nerka and lemet words, but they all reinforce the concept.
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3.2.8.1 souv- ‘best wishes’; la.g.sto ‘gift’

Here are two words as expressions of gift-giving to the Goddess.

(a) v.i.ugiia so.u.v.na ton.a.s.to re.i.tiia - [stylus MLV-36, LLV-Es55]
To convey, as (good)wishes, the offering to Rhea

This sentence clearly shows a dialect different from others. Note that instead of
dona.s.to there is ton.a.s.to and instead of re.i.tiia.i. there is re.i.tiia. The latter implies that
the first word v.i.ugiia should be more like v.i.ugiia.i. and in the final analysis I decided to
interpret it as an infinitive. We then have ‘to conveyso.u.v.na the offering to Rhea’. Here 
we see the Essive case again, hence ‘as so.u.v.’  We had to scan Estonian for a word similar
in form and which would suit, and we found it in soov ‘wish, recommendation’. The
Estonian equivalent would be soovina ‘as a wish’. The word is used in the sense of well-
wishing. This then results in the sentence translating as ‘to convey, as (good)wishes, the
offering to Rhea’. Note how it is analogous to lemet  ‘warm-feelings’. 

(b) [vda.]n[.] vo.l.t[iio.n.] mno.s. [do]na.s.to ke la.g.[s.]to ‘s’a.i.nate.i.
re.i.tiia.i. o.p [vo].l.tiio len[o] - [bronze sheet- MLV-12A, LLV-Es27]

I convey, skyward-going, the bringing(=offering) and gift to (=unite with) you of the
Gods, to (=unite with) Rhea; up skyward fly!.

This sentence which we showed earlier to highlight some other words, appears to put
la.g.sto in parallel with dona.s.to separated by a conjunction ke After establishing that
la.g.sto must be something that goes well with the idea of ‘the bringing’, we scanned 
Finnic again, and found the Estonian lahkustus  ‘gift’ That was perfect –dona.s.to ke
la.g.sto  ‘the bringing(offering) and gift’  The word dona.s.to is quite plain –the object
brought –but la.g.sto adds another personal dimension to it –a gift to the Goddess. Note
again how the Estonian word produces an H before the location where Venetic shows
palatalization on the G. This .C. > HC pattern between Venetic and Estonian equivalents
is a powerful indicator of correctness as this event cannot happen this often by random
chance.

3.2.9 Words of Destination of Offerings or Cremations

Since so many of the inscriptions are about something travelling to various destinations
associated with prayer offerings, or cremations, I thought it would be worthwhile to list the
various destination-words. I was surprised how many destinations there were, both
physical, and abstract (conceptual). Of the physical destinations we have the collection of
carryings (a place at a sanctuary or in a tomb), the physical dome of the sky dominating
everything, the dust or ash of the earth.

Of abstract, conceptual, destinations, we have back to origins, back to the beginnings,
the realm of energy reached by the fire, and infnity.

Of deities we have the Goddess Rhea, who I think is referred to sometimes as Oracle.
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Two inscriptions use kara, presumably to refer to the high realm of the mountains
where the Goddess resides.

Of manner of travel, there is disappearing, and flying. Otherwise, as we saw elsewhere,
there is mno.i.  ‘to go’. These comprise the important vocabulary of the scribe after they 
have expressed the fact that comething has been brought, conveyed, carried and the
humility of the people doing so.

3.2.9.1 v.i.ougonta - ‘collection of carryings’PHYSICAL

This is discussed above in section 3.2.7.2 While sometimes the context of the sentence
seems to use it as the group of offerings the visitor brings, other times it seems to refer to a
physical destination of the offerings–a shelf in a sanctuary to leave offerings, or in a tomb

3.2.9.2 v.i.rema.i.s.t - ‘realm of energy’CONCEPTUAL

Derived from v.i.rema (n)  ‘energetic, vital’ partially a guess from context plus Estonian
and Finnic use of vire. From context the most meaningful interpretation would be the
realm of fire to which anything cremated or burned enters based on how the -st ending can
sometimes be a manner of creating a derived object. This one is difficult to understand
until we realize that when something is burnt, such as in cremation, then one of the actions
occurring is that the burning object enters a world of great energy–seen positively and not
negatively asin ‘hell’.

3.2.9.3 vo.l.tiio ‘the above-realm, heavens’ PHYSICAL

See above such as 3.2.6 –it seems to define the heavens in a physical way. It is
interesting to note that in Finnic the word valta means ‘governing, dominating’ and that 
what the Venetic word suggests is the dominating realm above, ie the dome, the vault, of
the sky. These associations tend to solidify the interpretation.

3.2.9.4 kara- ‘mountainous area’ ‘Carnic Alps’ METAPHOR?

This is an interesting word, that appears twice. Looking for a meaning from the context,
there was no clear choice, so I scanned Estonian for ideas, and found kare ‘rough, rugged, 
ragged’ which would apply to a mountainous terrain. I then noted that the mountains north 
of the Veneti regions are called the “Carnic Alps”. The notion that an army sets out to a
particular geographical place in the first inscription below makes sense. It isn’t so clear in 
the second, unless, as ancient people did, the deity Rhea was envisioned to live in the
mountain tops. The two sentences are given below.

(a) (?.i.)plete.i. ve.i.gno.i. | kara.n.mniio.i. | e.kupetari.s. e.go
- [image-warriors on chariot - pedestal side- MLV-131, LLV-Pa2]

(?.i.)plete.i.) army-force to go to the mountains (Carnic?) , happy journey, so let it be'

and the other
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(b)mego dona.s.to va.n.t.s. mo.l.don ke | .o. kara.n.mn.s. re.i.tiia.i. -
[bronze sheet -MLV-9, LLV-Es24]

'Our (my) bringing (=offering), into the direction of ash, also is Carnic-mountains-
going, to (=unite with) Rhea

This sentence implies that Rhea lives in the Carnic mountains, which is not unusual
since neighbouring Greeks saw their deities residing high in the mountains at the top of
Mount Olympus.

3.2.9.5 mo.l.d- ‘dirt, ash, dust, earth’PHYSICAL

From context it is presented as a destination for deceased, and resonates with Estonian
muld ‘dirt, earth’.  Although indeed a tomb is under the earth; however from the context, 
this word, when it appears, may actually refer to the ash that remains after the burning.
Appears in forms like mo.l.do/n/a.i. ‘mo.l.d/na mo.l.do/n MOLTI/SA. This ash
interpretation seems to work, but sometimes an ‘earth’ interpretation does too –ie, the
cremation urn is entombed, for example.

A good example is found on an urn as

(a) mo.l.dona.i. ‘s’o.i.- [urn- MLV-79, LLV-Es78]
to become until ash

Originally I misinterpreted this, and then I saw the na.i. ending that tends to translate
like a terminative. Next, the word ‘s’o.i.has the ending that could be an infinitive. If we
assume‘s’o.i.is equivalent to Estonian saa(da) ‘tobecome’  the sentence interprets well for
an urn that will contain ash, if mo.l.d here is interpreted as the cremation ash -  ‘to become
until ash’

3.2.9.6 .a.kut- ‘origins, start, beginning’ CONCEPTUAL

This is an interesting word, that appears a number of times clearly as a destination of
offerings. Because it resonates with Est, hakka ‘start’ (including again the H were Venetic
has dots!), it appears that this represents a concept used to contrast with infinity. All things
have an origins and an infinite destination, and so the following inscription seems to
contrast those two concepts. The following is a good example of how .a.kut- ‘beginning’ is 
contrasted with .i.io- ‘infinity’ (infinity is discussed next in 3.2.9.7 but mostly in 3.3.3)

(a) mego dona.s.to ka.n.te.s. vo.t.te.i. iio.s .a.kut.s. 's’a.i.nate.i. 
re.i.tiia.i. - [LLV Es64]

Our bringing(=offering), into carrying, to take into infinity, into origins, to (=unite
with) Rhea
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The concept of origins, in contrast to infinity, is profound in that after infinity things
begin again, come around again. There is an inscription on a cremation urn with only one
word:

(b) a.kutna.i - [urn- MLV-88, LLV-Es87]
Until (reaching) the origins
The ending na.i. appears to always work in the Terminative meaning ‘up to, until’ (see

Ch. 4) giving this inscription the meaning– ‘Until (reaching) the origins’

3.2.9.7 .i.io.-   ‘infinity, infinitedestination’ CONCEPTUAL
See above 3.2.9.6 (a). Discussed at length in 3.3.3.

3.2.9.8 alkno-   ‘beginning’   CONCEPTUAL

This meaning, although resonating with Est. algus ‘beginning’, becomes clear from the 
following sentence interpreting in a very poignant way:

.u.kona g alkno.s. - [urn- MLV-90, LLV-Es-89]
In form of perished, (but) also into the beginning

Here we have .u.ko plus Essive ending ‘as, in form of’. Theg we assume is like k or ke
elsewhere, a conjunction meaning ‘also,. and’  and alkno- has the Inessive -.s. ‘in’ (or ‘into’ 
in a dynamic context). We use resonance with Estonian and Finnish to decide that .u.ko
means ‘perish’ so the meaning becomes ‘asperished also in the beginning’

3.2.9.9 re.i.a -   ‘Rhea, the Goddess’ (personification of routes as well) 
PERSONIFICATION–DEITY

Discussed in section 3.2.3

3.2.9.10 .u.rkle- ‘wise female (oracle)’ (seems to be synonym for Rhea)
PERSONIFICATION - DEITY

This word appears several times, and strongly resembles ‘oracle’and its Mediterranean
origins with appearances in various ancient languages. In the times of the Veneti there
were a number of oracles in the Mediterranean, and were all women. Aside from Finnic
uuri ‘investigate’ I had no basis for interpreting it as ‘oracle’, until it appeared in a
sentence where it seems to replace the normal sa.i.nate.i. in front of re.i.tiia.i.

vda.m .v.i.ugia .u.r.kle.i.na | re.i.tie.i. dona.s.to - [tablet- MLV-28, LLV-
Es47]

This shows .u.r.kle.i.na | re.i.tie.i. in place of‘s’a.i.nate.i re.i.tiia.i To make it even more
parallel we could write .u.r.kle.i.nate.i. | re.i.tie.i. adding the ‘to you’The word .u.r.kle
occurs several times, and this theory, that it is analogous to‘s’a.i.- in ‘s’a.i.nate.i works very
well.
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3.2.9.11 kata- ‘ disappear’MANNER OF TRAVEL

In both these examples, the concept of vanishing, disappearing, works well.

(a) [.e.g]o kata.i. |ege.s.tn[a.i.] [obelisque- MLV-66, LLV-Es11]
‘Let remain  to disappear  until forever’

(b) .o..s.t..s. katus.ia .i.io.s. dona.s.to a.tra.e..s .te.r.mon.io.s.
de.i.vo.s - [MLV- 125, LLV- Vi2]
‘From out of  being, would disappear, into eternal state, the bringing(=offering,) into

the end way, into the terminus, into the sky’(The grammar on katus.ia is debatable, and we chose
the idea that fit best. Various other word orders and nuances of meaning are possible)

3.2.9.12 leno ‘fly’ MANNER OF TRAVEL

The word resonates with Estonian, but also it cannot mean anything else when used in
.o.p vo.l.tiio leno ‘up skyward fly!’See section 3.2.6 for examples of this use of the word,
in the imperative.

It is equally evident that we are speaking of flying in another use of the verb, in an
inscription on round stones left at floors of tombs which are sendoffs to the deceased spirit.
There are about 5 stones with inscriptions left at the bottom of tombs, and almost all have
The one with len- in it is no exception to wishing the spirit to fly up into the sky.

tivale.i. be.l. lene.i. - [round stones- LLV Pa 26]
‘onto wing,to fly! (Est. tiivale peale lendama!)

This inscription was written across three stones. Normally the inscriptions were on one
large stone. Left at the bottom of tombs they would have represented a casual final

goodbye before the tomb was closed up; hence the messages wish the deceased spirit to fly
up out of the tomb into the open skies so that only the cremation and goods remain behind.
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3.3 THE DOTTED INITIAL VOWEL AS STEM FOR A
STATE OF BEING

3.3.1 Introduction

While it is not immediately noticeable, in the course of interpreting the inscriptions, it
became apparent that Venetic had more than one way of expressing the concept ‘to be’.  It 
was expressed by the vowel, used in the initial position, and the meaning depended on the
level of the vowel. This concept is in fact supported by the Finnic view of Venetic, as we
can see the psychology of the vowel level demonstrated within Finnish and Estonian –as
relics of an ancient strong use of the psychology of vowel level surviving in some words.
For example we can take Estonian olu, alu, elu, ilu which are nouns that describe a state of
being. The first, the common olu (which is nominalization of the verb olla ‘to be’) is a ‘to 
be’ that refers to ‘state of inner being’, the second alu means ‘foundation’, but can perhaps 
be interpreted as ‘state of outer being’; the third elu is common (and a nominalization of
ela ‘live’) which now with the still higher vowel suggests a higher plane of being –the
active plane; and last but not least the common ilu meaning ‘beauty’,  which represents 
now a still higher state of being –the aesthetic state. This is the kind of thing I sensed
within Venetic, in words that had initial vowels surrounded by dots. Most apparent was
with initial .e., .i., and .o. But there are examples with .a. and .u. that can be possibly
interpreted in this way. For example .u.rkle, if interpreted with the ancient Mediterranean
words for ‘oracle’, resonates with Est. uuri ‘investigate, study’, which presents a deep
inward state of reflection. Nor is the psychology of vowel level apparent only in states of
being in Estonian, but we can see it in other word development too. For example take the
concept of a fluid in which Estonian offers vool ‘flow’ (inside the fluid), vee- stem for
‘water’(at the surface of the fluid), vii ‘carry-by-water’ (action over/above thesurface).I
believe the older a language is, the more likely it will still exploit the psychology of
sounds, because original language arose under influence of psychology. We can determine
basic psychology of vowel level from observing the closest species relative to humans,
chimpanzees, whose vocalization for emotion is connected to a state of being –UUU for
wonder, IIII for excitement or aggression and the AAA being the normal state. It was
something observed by Charles Darwin. If we can find a great amount of it in a language
today, we can conclude that the language in question has evolved/changed little over time.
We can find it for example in ancient Sumerian, where–as I recall from studying a lexicon
–that Sumerian modified the meaning of R+vowel according to vowel level, RA meaning
‘path, road’, RI meaning‘irrigation channel’(‘narrow path’), and in the other direction RU
meant ‘monument’ (ie a ‘path through time’?). These correspondences are relics from early
human speech, and have survived purely because the speakers “feel” the word is 
psychologically appropriate. For some words, babies help preserve them–such as MAMA
for ‘mother’, NUM-NUM for ‘eat’,  TA for ‘that’. But when a language evolves, the
connection between psychology in words and the ideas they represent is lost, leaving only
a relatively arbitrary code. It is when language becomes arbitrary code, that it becomes
impossible to interpret a language through intuition.

Thus the reader should be aware that what I am pointing out here is something that
existed in quite ancient languages generally, because they were not very far from language
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origins, and because there was no standardization and words were always unconsciously
selected for their seeming psychological appropriateness for what they represented. In
Venetic we see the psychology of vowels represented in several stems, particularly the .e. ,
at least as strongly as in Sumerian.

3.3.2 State of Being - .o. and State of Continuing - .e.

Today Estonian and Finnish use the vowel“O”  as in ole/ma ‘to be’.  In Venetic there is 
evidence that the stem for ‘to be’ in a static sense, the state of being, was .o. A Venetic
noun derived from it is .o.s.t.- which I interpreted ‘out of, arising from, derived from, the
state of being’, based on the fact that the .s.t ending. like the .s. ending, can be frozen into a
new word, as demonstrated by Venetic place names like Ateste (‘arising out of the end of 
the road’) and Tergeste (‘arising from, out of, the market’).It doesn’t nominalize the stem,
but rather creates a comprehensive noun that involves the meaning of the stem. (See
Chapter 4 on grammar for more explanation). The following was already used as example
3.2.9.11(b) above. Here it is again:

(a) .o..s.t..s. katus.ia .i.io.s. dona.s.to a.tra.e..s .te.r.mon.io.s.
de.i.vo.s - [MLV- 125, LLV- Vi2]
‘From out of being, would disappear, into eternal state, the bringing(=offering,) into

the end way, into the terminus, into the sky’(The grammar on katus.ia is debatable, and we chose
the idea that fit best. Various other word orders and nuances of meaning are possible)

This was one of the sentences that confirmed the correctness of our hypothesis –after
interpreting everything else, the initial .o..s.t..s had to be an expression involving ‘being’  
The argument is that .o.-.s.t. means ‘out of being’. The additional .s. ‘in, into’then adds
the concept of being in the state of being, to coming out of the state of being, which fit the
rest of the sentence well when interpreted as I did ‘in (.s.) the state of arising out of (.s.t)
the state of being (.o.)’ 

Another example which only has .o. is the following, used in 3.2.9.4 (b):

(b)mego dona.s.to va.n.t.s. mo.l.don ke | .o. kara.n.mn.s. re.i.tiia.i. -
[bronze sheet -MLV-9, LLV-Es24]

'Our (my) bringing (=offering), into the direction of ash, also is Carnic-mountains-
going, to (=unite with) Rhea

Here, in interpreting the sentence, .o. became isolated (could not be part of an adjacent
word) as kara and ke were identified elsewhere as distinct words. I assumed that a third
person indicative of ‘to be’ was meant, which would be equivalent to Est/Finn on. If the
3rd person indicative requires it be .o.b, we can consider this irregular. The Estonian on is
itself irregular, and there have been past Estonian dialects that used simply o just like the
Venetic example.

But the .o. doesn’t occur very often in the inscriptions. The form most common in
Venetic is .e. and the meaning is a grade higher than the static sense of being. It means
‘continue as always, endure, etc’ as we already know from .e.go ‘let remain, endure, 
continue’. The stem .e. appears also within .e.b (v.) (3rd pers sing indicative - 'remains')
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.e.ge.s.ts (n). .e.getor (n) .e.kupetari.s. (colloquial saying meaning 'happy journey' but
literally an abbreviation of 'so-be-it, hold the journey').

We have interpreted .e. with ‘remains, continues, etc’. It seems to parallel Estonianjää
‘remain’ , but the modern Estonian word contains an implication of something remaining 
in the past. But the sense I get from the Venetic is that it also means to endure into the
future. Another resonance is Estonian kesta ‘endure’.  The word may have origins in 
something like the Venetic .e.ge.s.t- which seems to interpret well as a noun meaning
‘forever’. Was there once in the past of Estonian a word JÄÄGESTE which became
shortened?

The following is a very good example attesting to .e.ge.s.t- meaning ‘everlasting, 
forever’

(b) [.e.g]o kata.i. | ege.s.tn[a.i.] [obelisque- MLV-66, LLV-Es11]
‘Let remain, to vanish, till the everlasting’

The key to this sentence is recognizing that kata.i. means ‘to disappear’. (resonance with 
Estonian kadu/ma, and the concept fitting the contexts.) We also note at the end of
ege.s.tna.i the ending -na.i. that seems to combine Essive (na – ‘as’) and Partitive (v.i. –
‘part of’, ‘becoming part of’)and seems to always interpret well with the Estonian
Terminative concept (-ni ‘up to’, ‘until’).  Thus we get the easy interpretation ‘Let remain  
to vanish until forever’

For more examples with .e. stemmed words, see section 3.2.2 about .e.go and related
words.

3.3.3 State of Eternal Being and infinity .i., .i.i, ii

This leads to wondering whether Venetic also considered the vowel .i. to represent a
state of being–a very high, quick, infinite state– and I think the answer is ‘yes’. Thei is
also used in the form of a double “I” (-ii-) where one of them may have dots, as in .i.i, or
not. We will look at all manifestations of the i, to show that from the context the meaning
of it seems to have something to do with eternal, infinite or generally concepts of extreme,
which we would expect from the psychology of the high vowel as discussed above.

There are many instances in which we find that initial io- iio-, iiu- seems to mean
‘infinite (state)’  Let us look at some examples:

(A) “I”   IN PREFIXES OR FIRST PARTS OF COMPOUND WORDS

These elements are used as prefixes or the first parts of compound words in the
following examples:

(a) [.e.go] vise.i. iobo... [obelisque- MLV-63, LLV-Es 8]
Let remain (Let-it-be) to be carried to the infinite side.

This shows io- as a first part of a compound word or a prefix. See also (d)
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(b) .e.go vo.l.tiiomno.i. iuva.n.t iio.i [obelisque- MLV-59 LLV-Es4]
Let remain, to skyward-go, in the infinite direction to join infinity

We assume that iu expands on va.n.t by simply adding the idea of infinite. Above we see
iio.i. immediately following iuva.n.t but because in the next one, iiuvant and iio.i. are
separated (different word order it seems to prove that iio.i is a separate word, probably
‘infinity’.

(c) iiuvant v.i.ve.s.tin iio.i. - [round stone- MLV -138, LLV-Pa8 ]
In the eternal direction to join infinity, would I carry.

The verb v.i.ve.s.tin has a strange ending, and our guess that it is a conditional is from
my Finnic language intuition and cannot be confirmed further. In the following sentence
we see io in a compound word, as it did above in (a)

(f) mego dona.s.to .e.b .v.i.aba.i.'s’a  p|ora.i. .o.p io|robo.s. [bronze sheet
MLV-8, LLV-Es23]
‘Our bringing(ie the offering) remains, to become free, to turn up into the infinite-way’
(The grammar surrounding.v.i.aba.i.'s’ais a little uncertain)

Below, we have iiuva.n.t.s. again which I take to be va.n.t.s. with an infinite sense.

(e) mego dona.s.to vo.l.tiiomno.s. iiuva.n.|t.s .a.riiu|n.s.
's’a.i.nate.i. re.i.tiia.i. - [bronze sheet MLV- 10 LLV- Es25]

: Our bringing, into skyward-going, in the infinite direction, into the airy-realm, to unite
with you, of the gods, Rhea.

(B) INDEPENDENT WORD TAKING CASE ENDINGS

We note in all the above, that this prefix is often hard to detect. We can tell it is a prefix
or a stem used in the first part of a compound word, because when it is used as a stand-
alone word, it has a case ending, such as .i.io.s. as for example. We saw the stem iio- above
with a different case ending in iio.i.

(f) mego lemetore<.i. v>.i.ratere.i. do|na.s.to bo.i. iio.s.
vo.l.tiio.m.mno.i - [bronze sheet- MLV-18, LLV-Es28]
‘our bringing(=offering) towards warm-feelings-producing energetic-greetings to go

into the sky-realm, into infinity.’

In the above example and earlier, we note the seeming preposition bo.i. (Interestingly
bo.i. also occurs as a suffix -inscription with SSELBOI SSELBOI and elsewhere). But clearly
iio.s. is an independent word here and in the next example.
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(g) mego dona.s.to ka.n.te.s. vo.t.te.i. iio.s .a.kut.s. 's’a.i.nate.i. 
re.i.tiia.i. - [LLV Es64]

Our bringing(offering) to take for carrying into eternity’sbeginning to unite with you,
of the gods, Rhea.

Above we see iio.s. .a.kut.s. after words that indicate it is a destination for the offering
(burnt offering to Rhea). These destinations therefore have to be nouns.

(h) pilpote.i. k up. rikon .io.i. - [round stone- MLV-139, LLV-Pa9;]
To join the clouds, also up to the eternity of the nation

The dialect in the round stone inscriptions is a little different in small quirky ways
because they come from the Padova area. The interpretation made is largely based on
other stones mainly saying the same things - that the spirit of the deceased rises from the
tomb into the heavens.

(i) e.go mo.lone[.i.] ‘s’ up | [i]io.i. [obelisque - MLV-70, LLV-Es15]
Let remain until the earth(dust? ash?), then up to infinity

The –ne.i. ending is one we see often, and sometimes we wonder if it is a different
standalone case ending, compared to –na.i. or the same under different vowel harmony
conditions or dialect. But it is certain that the meaning is always that something is
physically transported to some limit. (in 1.2 we looked at the example in which a duck is
handed to the pupo, with pupone.i.) Since we isolated up and iio.i we were left with ‘s’ 
which we guessed was ‘then’ (Est siis) because it worked well –first the deceased goes
into the tomb and then his spirit flies out of the tomb into the heavens.

(C) IDEAS REFLECTING EXTREME STATES? INFINITY? -ii- AND iio.i -

We have in Venetic instances where -ii- is inserted as if lengthening the i for a sense of
extremeness, resulting in vo.l.tiio or re.i.tiia.i. ; but there are many sentences that add ii.o.i
to the ends of apparent stems. Are these compound words conveying a idea of infinity? I
think that yes we are speaking of compound words, with the second part being the word
iio- with the case ending .i. (as opposed to other places where the case ending is .s.)

Here are some examples:
(j) .e.go .o.s.t-iio.i. e.ge|.s.t-iio.i. [obelisque - MLV-61, LLV- Es6]`
Let remain towards being towards infinity, towards enduring towards infinity

Since .e.ge.s.t- appears also in .e.ge.s.t.s. clearly here –iio.i. is an ending or second part
of a compound word. If .e.ge.s.t- already means ‘state of continuing’, perhaps the ending 
gives the idea ‘state of continuing towards infinity’. The other word  .o.s.tiio.i. would
similarly be ‘state of being towards infinity’‘Let remain towards being towards infinity,
towards enduring towards infinity’

It happens often, so I will give two where it is a strong element in the statement.
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(k) v.i.ug-iio.i u.|posed-iio.i. |e.petari.s. - [image of man in chariot - pedestal side-
MLV-135]
‘to carry infinitely, horses to join infinity, happy journey’

(l) vhug-iio.i. tival-iio.i. a.n.tet-iio.i. eku .e.kupetari.s .e.go - [figure
8 design with text - image of Pa26]

‘Carry infinitely, upon wing to join infinity, the givings to join infinity, so-be-it,
happy journey, let it remain’

The use of the double ii, is certainly not only a lengthening to indicate movement, but
extreme movement. We note that the word voltio cannot be found with an apparent case
ending other than in vo.l.tiio.m.mno.i. It makes me wonder if the double ii is intended to
imply, in voltiio, the enormity of the sky, the domain of the sky above. If voltio is a
‘dominating region’– for example the word ‘Baltic’ (originating in Latin as Balta) –then
by adding the long ii do we make it the largest governing space there is (=all the sky above)
There is logic in it. In Finnish valta is used to represent the most powerful thing, for
example ‘ocean’ isvaltameri  ‘dominating, ruling, sea.’
This use of the lengthened “I” sound is familiar to Estonians. It appears in  hiigla

‘enormous, giant’  Note that because of the H, if we conjured a Venetic equivalent
(working the other way) we would write it .i.iigla. In addition both Finnish and Estonian
have initial I for concepts of infinite. In Finnish iiankaikki In Estonian igavik, igavene, etc.
which seem to have some relationship to hiigla. But most important in my view is the
Estonian word for the ancient (sacred) grove hiis. This was the pre-Christian cemetary and
sanctuary. In Venetic, the equivalent may be .i.io.s. In an abstract sense it would describe
the eternal state –whether we regard the place up in the sky or in an underworld doesn’t 
matter –it is eternal. Perhaps once the Estonian hiis had just this abstract meaning ’the 
eternal place’, but during the rise of Christianity, the sacred groves and associated concepts 
were considered pagan, and the Church worked hard to stamp them out, succeeding by
making church cemetaries identifiable with the sacred groves, to eliminate the latter.

3.3.4 Other Vowels as States of Being

This information is useful when searching for meanings in that we know that in
Venetic, we have to pay special attention to the initial dotted vowels .o., .e., .i. and perhaps
.a. and .u. as well. Perhaps .a. would be a superficial state of being and .u. a state more
internalized than .o.–perhaps as suggested by .u.rkli (note Est. uuri’investigate’)

Above, we have made some references to grammar. Grammar will be discussed in
detail in Chapter 4, and the reader is invited to read this chapter again, with greater
understanding of the grammar, after reading Chapter 4. It is impossible to describe Venetic
in a sequential way. Even reading about it requires reading back and forth several times.
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3.4 A SUMMARY OF WORDS AND PHRASES

3.4.1 Introduction

The translations in the examples given above, already give some indication to our
ultimate choices of meanings of Venetic words. as they arose from the interpreting process
that looked for possibilities that fit the context of the object, context suggested by other
words in the sentence, and finally resonances with Estonian and other language.

It is possible to go into great detail with every word we deciphered, and the
methodology will be similar for each to what has been done above. Basically we first try to
arrive at some ideas what unknown words mean from internal and external context, and
then see what kinds of confirmation we can find in Estonian (with additional reference to
Finnish). Note as we described in Chapter 1 about methodology, that our references to
Estonian resonances is usually to confirm what the intuition suggests, and help refine the
results. We avoid as much as possible making any presumption based only on resonances
with Estonian. This is very important that the reader, especially linguist, realizes that we
are for the most part discovering Venetic from within –by interpreting the sentences in
intelligent sequence so that all newly-studied sentences will have several words already
determined hence providing suggestions as to what the unknowns might be.

This summary of Venetic does not permit an exhaustive documentation of everything
that was done. The reader has to trust that the rest of the words were dealt with in similar
ways with the final choice being the one that best fit all requirements -- same meanings
across all inscriptions, fitting the contexts inside and outside the sentences, demonstrating
a consistent grammar, etc. Like a detective making judgements on the strength of evidence
at a crime scene, it is all a matter of good judgements as this is not a deductive process, not
a mathematical process. It is, as I said in 1.1 a trial and error process to find the hypotheses
that work well both in terms of context of object, sentence meaning, and grammatical
structure. Like the baby trying to decipher his mother’s language, we are inferring
meanings wholistically from context of use. The following then is our lexicon.

3.4.2. VENETIC WORDS 1: Main Body of Inscriptions

The first list below, represent words from inscriptions from the main body of
inscriptions which found generally on the northwest side of the Adriatic Sea, before the
rise of the Romans. After the rise of the Romans, the language becomes compromised and
we will look at them separately in the next sections.

The meanings of words listed below were suggested to various degrees by the context,
external and internal, and where absolutely needed to make a selection from alternatives,
resonances with Estonian or Finnish or both. Note that the methodology used here was
careful not to allow resonances with today’s Estonian or Finnish force possibly wrong
interpretations onto the Venetic, but rather that probable meanings for the Venetic were
determined FIRST, and resonances with Estonian or Finnish were used to choose from
among several alternatives, more or less in the manner demonstrated in the examples in the
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Chapter 1 about methodology. For full description of methodology see Chapter 1 section.
The scientific argument towards using resonances with Estonian or Finnish even though
they are today 2000 years in the future of Venetic, is that modern language will always
contain remnants of ancient languages, and therefore they will be there. By allowing the
Venetic object and sentence contexts to suggest what is required in terms of approximate
form and approximate meaning, we actually select from the remnants within
Estonian/Finnish, as the process is blind to all the words that have evolved in the last 2000
years. Since meanings and forms change, we still do not take the Estonian/Finnish
resonances literally but take into consideration 2000 years of distortion. Since we are
looking for similarities in meaning AND form, some distortion is not a problem.

Since in general Estonian is millenia apart from Finnish too, we can use comparisons
between Estonian and Finnish parallels to come up with some truths about the original
meanings or form. But note that this is not linguistic analysis, as we do not have to be
rigorous. We are not mapping the one into the other, which linguistics does–even though
this process eventually did reveal some systematic relationships between Estonian and
Venetic (such as the H or J in relation to Venetic dots, or our deriving Venetic
grammatical forms out of Estonian forms in Chapter 4) –but rather we are merely
bouncing ideas off the Estonian/Finnish to narrow down meanings already suggested by
our first principle methodology. If you have not yet done so, please read the discussion of
the methodology, and examples, in the Chapter1: INTRODUCTION.

The lexicon below does not list words alphabetically, but in an intuitive fashion with
consideration to the reader being new to the subject- starting with the simplest. For
example we begin with the tag phrase .o.p voltiio leno because that is so very clear ‘up 
skyward fly!’ There is in the list some grouping of words that have similarities in form,
perhaps grammar, perhaps are synonyms, as well. The list is not exhaustive. The list is
intended only to present a good sampling of most of the words. Some usable inscriptions
may have been overlooked in the original assembly of sentences to use in the analysis, and
there exist sentences that were not documented in my primary source of sentences, MLV.
In later versions of this project, more may be added. Note that the methodology used only
complete sentences, not fragments, as wholistic analysis needs the whole sentence for
detecting internal context and grammatical structure. There exist in the archeological finds
hundreds of fragments of sentences as a result of ceramics and stone objects breaking into
pieces.

The Roman Period words on urns, Lagole words, and Piave Valley words, are given
special treatment in the next sections 3.4.3, 3.4.4, 3.4.5 As mentioned, the first list below,
represent words from inscriptions from the main body of inscriptions which found
generally on the northwest side of the Adriatic Sea, before the rise of the Romans. Note
that while we give some comments on our interpretations, these comments represent only
some final notes to a long process of adjusting meanings so that there is the consistency
required of any real language (ie that the resulting meaning works well –in terms of
external and internal context and grammar –in all places it appears. That is the primary
guide to final choices. Of course my result might not be entirely correct. Mistaken
inferences are quite possible by this wholistic methodology. The reader must bear in mind
that the evidence supporting the results varied according to:
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a)the amount of information inherent in the context of the object and other words
in the sentence,

b)the number of examples of the word in other sentences–allowing crosschecking,
c)simultaneous agreement with grammatical elements (discussed in chapter 4).

(Note the grammatical considerations are quite significant, because the meaning of the
endings on word stems will affect how the overall sentence is interpreted which in turn
affects how yet-unknown words fit into the context. For example ‘into the house’ is very 
different from ‘in the form of a house’ or ‘to the house’ !!! By being able to acknowledge
grammar as well, we greatly further reduced the probability of erroneous results.
According to laws of statistics and probability, the more conditions the results are forced to
meet, the greater the probability of correctness. Although the grammatical discoveries are
presented in Chapter 4, the grammar was a very important part of the final choices of
meaning.)

Needless to say, we can only provide summary comments, as further justification would
require each word be discussed in as much depth as we did in the two examples presented
in Chapter 1: INTRODUCTION. If anyone is concerned that some meanings were derived
arbitrarily and blindly, please contact me, and I will write out a long detailed description of
the evidence used and the deductive process, by which we finally arrived at the stated
meaning –which is not to say that the stated meaning cannot be further improved,
especially for words for which there wasn’t much evidence, as more information comes in.

Because we are making wholistic inferences from internal and external context, this
methodology cannot be absolutely correct. It produces ‘suggestions’ based on diverse 
evidence, and just like proving a crime in a court of law, nothing is absolutely certain.
Linguists, who are so used to deductive analysis where results are presented as certain
(even if not!), should take note. Archeologists reading this will understand, as archeology’s 
reconstructions too of the past are ‘suggestions’ based on evidence, and which can change 
with more evidence.

VENETIC WORDS 1: Main Body of Inscriptions

.o.p , up ‘up’  decided purely on contextin .o.p vo.l.tiio leno , as nothing like it is in
Estonian or Finnish, (although it seems the word can probably evolve from the psychology
of reversing a word of opposite meaning which is represented today in Estonian peal‘top-
down’)

vo.l.tiio (n) ‘sky-domain’  decided from context, and no parallel in Estonian or
Finnish, except more distantly may have some relationship to Estonian vald, and Finnish
valta, which describe ‘governing, dominating’, which is probably the origins of Balta
Mare –the dominating sea.. But what is missing is the development of a perception in
Estonian or Finnish of the word in conjunction with the dominating sky. (Or else in the
evolution of vald, it was lost in Estonian) But it resonates with the concept of a great vault
of sky overhead.
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leno (v) (Imper.) ‘fly’ While this word appears in the end tag of making a burnt 
offering .o.p vo.l.tiio leno it also appears in tivale.i. be.l. lene.i. The additional resonance
with Est. lenda ‘fly’, helps to affirm this choice of meaning.

va.n.t- (n) ‘in the direction of’ (possibly ‘along with’) This shows the stem, which
appears with two different endings. Appears as vant.s. and vanta.i , the Inessive and
Partitive endings. It seems to be something like a preposition. The meaning determined
from the context. The closest Estonian resonance would be with vastu ‘against’ whose –st
ending suggests the reverse (‘against’ versus ‘along-with’)

iiuva.n.t- (n) ‘eternally in the direction of’ (‘eternally along with’) This only adds a 
prefix, that from context, and other usage of io, iio means‘infinite’

bo- (n) ‘to the side of’ is like va.n.t- can take endings, but seems to be like a
preposition, but also appears as a suffix. In the body of inscriptions, appears with two
endings, bo.i. and bo.s There is nothing like it in Estonian or Finnish, except perhaps
poole ‘in the direction of’  which we can propose is an Illative case form on an ancient 
stem poo- which now resonates perfectly with bo-

v.i.ugia, etc (v) ‘carry, convey’ seems from context to possibly have a more
specialized meaning than this related to smoke carrying the spirit or offering into heaven,
and may have promoted words related to smoke and fire in English, French, etc For more,
and noun versions, see discussion in 3.2.7 Although the Finnic stem is vii- the Venetic .i.
is in fact the “J” or “H”sound and the added U or elsewhere OU is a consequence of 
restoring vowel to the first syllable. Other such phonetic changes occur as a consequence
of the intense palatalization in Venetic.

v.i.rema (n)  ‘energetic, vital’ is a difficult one because it does not occur often enough
to affirm the meaning. This meaning is the best result from evaluating the context (what is
it most likely to say, given the context of the sentence) plus Estonian and Finnic use of
vire. From context the most meaningful interpretation would be the realm of fire to which
anything cremated or burned enters.

v.i.rema.i.s.t- (n) If we use the above meaning, then the added endings seem like
pluralization and an Elative ending ‘out of, arising from’ which is also a nominalizer as 
discussed elsewhere. Assuming a nominalizing here, the meaning could very well be ‘the 
realm of energies’.

.e.go (v) (3rd Pers Imper) ‘let remain, let continue, let-it-be, sobeit’  This 
interpretation was inspired by the context of mostly being on obelisques which were like
small pointed gravestones marking tombs down below, and what we expect to be naturally
on gravestones such as ‘rest in peace’. This resonated with Estonian jäägu, and this in turn
inspired a search for other verbs or nouns based on the .e. stem. However note that this
meaning could easily have been determined entirely from context. The resonance with
Estonian helped speed up the process and reveal a stem .e. meaning ‘continue, remain’

.e.b. (v) (3rd Pers Indic) ‘he/she/it  remains’This resonates with Estonian jääb, and
when applied in the 3 locations it appeared, the verb form fit perfectly, and this remains a
strong result.

.o. (v) (3rd Pers Indic) ‘he/she/it  is’  (See 3.3.2) As it lacks a -.b. ending, it could be
irregular or an imperative. This appears a couple times, and this interpretation fit just fine.
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.o.s.t- (n) ‘arising from being’ = ‘existence’ The Estonian stem for ‘be’ is not just o,
but ol- and so the closest parallel in Est. would be olust ‘out of being’.Perhaps Estonian
and Finnish added the L, or Venetic lost it as people increasingly palatalized the O. I think
probably the latter since it is easier to lose something than add something. (Note Est/Finn
osta ‘buy’does not apply - Venetic word for ‘buy’ is probably .i.s.t - as in Istria with the
high vowel arising from the palatalized high manner of speech. )

ege.s.t.- (n) ‘forever, everlasting, continuation’  This word resonates with .e.go and
the –st ending nominalizes it, creates a noun. If .e. means ‘remain’ ‘continue’ then a 
nominalization would mean ‘the continuation, the remaining’Two places it occurs are:

[.e.g]o kata.i. |ege.s.tn[a.i.]  ‘Let remain, to vanish, until the forever’
.e.go .o.s.tiio.i .e.ge|.s.tiio.i. ‘Let remain, to infinite being, to infinite continuance’
Might have some relation to Estonian kesta‘endure’ leading to the hypothesis that kesta

may have once been “jäägusta” 
mego (n) ‘Our (my)’   The context and Latina had from the beginning suggested to

everyone the word should mean ‘I’ or ‘We’, but from the Finnic perspective grammatical
considerations required it be Genitive ‘Our’. Estonian has meie, for both Nominative and
Genitive, while Livonian has meg for the Nominative not Genitive. Perhaps the Finnic
Nominative and Genitive were once MEIGE as that form will lead to both meie and meg,
or mego.

te.i. (n)‘you’ (Partitive) occurs at the end of sa.i.nate.i. and also in ON TEI in 3.4.5(B)
from context but resonates with Est. teie (Est. Partitive teid. Replacing d with j produces
Venetic teij) This is a Partitive form, and considering the patterns in Estonian, we might
propose that the Nominative and Genetive were tego, even though it never occurs in the
body of inscriptions to affirm the hypothesis.

dona.s.to (n) ‘bringing, something brought’  suggested by context plus resonance 
with Est. toonustus. By process of testing other possibilities, including a word like
teenistus, today used in relation to bringing offerings to a deity, toonustus was the only
word that fit all the constraints such as presence in both Finnish (tuo-) and Estonian (too-)
and the fact that vowels in Venetic creep upward due to palatalized speech, hence tu- < do
Support for interpretation based on ‘bring’ comes from the next word,  whose presumed 
meaning fit well where it occurred.

doto (v) (Past Participle) ‘brought’   based on fitting the stem of dona.s.to, and
resonance with Est. toodu(d) ‘brought’

la.g.s.to (n) ‘gift’ shown in 3.2.8.1(b), in parallel with dona.s.to separated by
conjunction ke, and suggests a synonym for dona.s.to. Meaning chosen based on Estonian
lahkustus ‘gift’ especially since we see the Venetic dotted g producing the expected H in
the Estonian that we frequently observed with Estonian parallels.

ke (Conjunction) ‘also, and’appears several times in a manner where viewing it as a
conjunction similar to Est. ka (‘also’) is almost obvious.

's'a-.i.-na-te.i (n)(‘s’ represents an unpalatalized long Sas in English hiss)  ‘to you, 
in the form of the gods’  is derived from first identifying the stem ‘s’a  ‘lord’ (Est. issa;
Etruscan eis-) the .i. as a pluralizer and –na as Essive ending ‘as, in the form of’ (Est. 
issaina; Etruscan eisna) and te.i. ‘to (join) you’ (Partitive)(Note: Etruscan is generally
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acknowledged a NON-Indo-European language, and hence from the same ancient Europe
as Finnic languages. Etruscan may in fact have originated from a very early transfer of
Finnic southward, in this case via the Rhine-Rhone trade that began as early as 7000 years
ago or more)

re.i.-t-ii-a.i. (n)(Partitive) ‘to (join with) Rhea’ is derived from hypothesizing that the 
stem was re.i.a and the rest was case endings, and adjustments for phonetic reasons (see
3.2.3)

vo.l.tiio-mn-o.i. (v)(Inf) ‘to skyward go’  is derived first from context suggesting 
skyward motion, prior determination that the Partitive-like ending is the Veneti infinitive
marker, and strongly resonating with Est minna ‘to go’. I considered it a compound verb.
Another dialect gives the word in the following way, which seems like a dialect closer to
Estonian vo.l.tiio.m.minna.i.

kara.n.-mn-.s. (v)(Pres Part) ‘mountains-going’ This word is placed here next to
vo.l.tiiomno.i. because of the similarity. It suggests that there is a mild parallelism in
concept if both refer to something high up in the air. Kara was discussed above in 3.2.12
and a good meaning for it may be ‘mountains’ whose name endures in “Carnic Alps”.
Here mn has the Inessive ending .s. but when attached to a verb stem, perhaps should be
interpreted as it is in Estonian, as a Present Participle (-minnes).

vda-n (v)(1st Pers Indic)  ‘I carry’  determined both from context, and theapparent
Finnic 1st Person Indicative ending. Supported by it replacing mego in one inscription.
Resonates with Est. vedan ‘I transport’ with raised vowel. It works well in this way.

v.i.o.u.go.n.ta (n) ‘the collection of carryings’ obviously refers to something more
specific, probably items brought as offerings to Rhea, or perhaps even cremation urns
gathered at a particular place. The meaning was inspired by the context in which the word
appears, plus resonance with Estonian viiukond. Appears in following case forms:
v.i.o.u.go.n.t/ai. v.i.o.u.go.n.t/na vho.u.go.n.t/e[.i.| FOVGONT/AI

iio.s. (n) ‘infinity’ is suggested by the context, but seems to resonate with some 
Estonian and Finnish words too ( see section 3.3.3 for more detail)

.a.kut- (n.) ‘the start’ resonates with Estonian hakka  ‘start’. Supporting the hakka (or
nominalized and plural hakkud) is the fact that the dots appear often in Estonian parallels
as J or H. In other words .a. resonates with ha. Appears too as a single word on an urn - .
a.kutna.i –where the na.i. ending appears to have a meaning similar to Est, Terminative
(until, up to) and thus produces a meaning of ‘until the start, beginning’ (a new life, a new 
beginning?) From a religious point of view, the concept may be more profound meaning
‘origins’  (for example a.kutna.ias ‘back to origins’?) For more, see section 3.2.9.6

alkno-  (n) ‘beginning’  ( see3.2.9.8) This too suits the concept of a new beginning,
and resonates with Est. alga ‘begin’. Note since the a has no dots, the Est. has no ha

.a.v.i.-r-o.i. (n)(Partitive) ‘to the space-way’  As strange as the meaning may sound, 
it occurs in a two word inscription on an urn - vant.s. .a.v.i.ro.i. –which from an urn
context should mean ‘in the direction of -----(sky, heaven, etc)’  There is no clear 
resonance with Estonian, except that there is the modern word avaruus ‘space’   The word 
ava speaks of ‘openness’, and when nominalized we have haava, and in this case we do
see the H resonance with the .a. (HAAVI–RA(DA))
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ka.n.ta-.i. (v)(Inf) ‘to carry (bear)’from context, but strongly supported by Estonian
kandma ‘carry’  Appears most clearly [.e.go] ka.n.ta.i. |ta.i.n(v?)o.n.tna.i.] ‘Let remain, to 
carry, up until the sky’  (v? = the traditional transcription from Venetic text sees an n, but
my interpretation suggests it is a v)

vo.t.t -e.i. (v) (Inf) ‘to take’  This was immediately inspired by Est. võtta ’take’ but it 
also worked fine in the sentence it appeared -mego dona.s.to ka.n.te.s. vo.t.te.i. iio.s
.a.kut.s. 's’a.i.nate.i. re.i.tiia.i. ‘The carrying of our offering,to take into infinity into the
beginning, to you Divine Rhea’

vot-na (v) (Past Participle) ‘taken’ Assumed same stem as above. The context in 
which this appears mego doto v.i.u.g.siia votna 's’a.i.n|ate.i re.i.tiia.i o.p vo.l.tiio leno strongly
indicated it could be a Past Participle as võtnud is in Est. See 3.2.3(a)

so.u.v.-na (n) (Essive ending) ‘as a well-wishing’  (see 3.2.8.1)

mo.l.d- (n) ‘earth, dirt, dust, ash?’  from context itis presented as a destination for
deceased, and indeed a tomb is under the earth; however from the context, it may actually
refer most often to the ash that remains after the burning. Appears in forms like
mo.l.do/n/a.i. mo.l.d/na mo.l.do/n MOLTI/SA

a.l.-na.i. (n)(Terminative) ‘till below’  has the na.i. ending that tends to translate best
with ‘till, up to, until’ Inspired mainly by Estonian alla ‘downward’, but also suited the
context.

.a.t- (n) ‘end’   resonating with Estonian ot- as in ots ‘end, tip’.  There is much to 
suggest that this word was very common in ancient times, using the higher vowel, because
it appears in the ancient Roman name of Adige–Atesis, and the name of Este which was
Ateste. These words, with their endings, imply ‘terminus, end of the route’ It appears by 
itself on urns in two forms .a.tta ‘the end’and ATAINA ‘in form of  the ends’Both
would therefore be describing the ashes in the urn asthe end of someone’s life.

kat-a.i.| (v)(Inf) ‘to vanish’  The Estonian resonance with kaduma ‘to disappear’ 
works well. The–a.i. ending in this case is the Venetic infinitive marker. (see 3.2.9.11)

lemet- (n)(pl) ‘warm-feelings’  Estonian/Finnish meaning is confirmed in the context 
of the sentences lemeto.r.na, lemetore.i.,

ner.ka (n) ‘humility’  See 3.2.8.1
pora.i. (v)(Inf) ‘to turn (self)’  Where this appears in the text it fits the context well 

‘to turn towards the sky...etc’(see 3.2.2 (f))
a.l.ba-ren-ii-o.i.  (v) (inf)  ‘to Alps-climb’  This meaning was chosen because 

reniio.i. resonated with Est. roni‘climb’ and of course Alps are located north of the Venetic
region.

ve.i.gno.i. (n) (Part.)  ‘army’ Based mainly on context of object –image with
warriors in chariots–plus resonance with Est. väe-konna

.u.pos-ed (n)(pl) ‘horses’ from context (images of horses, etc) and resonating with 
Est. hobused. Singular appears in one sentence as OBOS- (See 3.4.5(B)

a.n.det- (n)(pl) ‘givings, fortunes, successes’ from context and Est and Finnish 
resonances. Appears as a.n.detina.i. , a.n.tetiio.i., ANDETIC
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pueia (v) (Imp) ‘catch (him, her, it)’(see example in INTRODUCTION 1.4)
rako-  (n) ‘duck’  (See example in INTRODUCTION 1.5)

mu.s.t-a.i. (n)(Part) ‘remembrance’  found on a round stone left at the bottom of 
tombs as a final sendoff. Looking for a single word meaning, I found it resonating with
Estonian, Finnish muiste. The Finnish meaning was best. It might be an infinitive, though–
‘to remember’.

ho.s.ti (v)(Imp) ‘hoist, lift’  This appears on a round stone left on bottom of tomb in
the following sentence ho.s.ti havo.s.t o.u.peio ‘lift from the tomb into the open-space’

havo-.s.t (n)(Elative case) ‘from out of the tomb’ (See above)This word resonates
with Est. hauast ‘from out of the tomb’

o.u.pe-io (n) (Part) ‘into the open(space)’  In Estonian the outdoors is õu, thus peio
may resonate with päev‘day’ But it also resonates with English ‘open’ which is important 
in that Venetic (in the form of Suebic) underlies north European Germanic languages.

pilpo-t-e.i (n) (pl. Part) ‘to join the clouds’  Appears in following inscription 
pilpote.i. k up. rikon.io.i.which we interpreted appropriately as ‘to join the clouds and also
up to the nation’s eternity (eternal existence?)’

riko-n (n)(Gen?) ‘nation, tribe’  This word only appears once in the inscriptions, but it
is connected to Brittany Veneti by Julius Caesar writing that they were part of a
confederation of sailing peoples called Armorica, which translates via Finnic ARMO-
RIIGI ‘nations supporting, sympathetic with, one another’

tiva-le.i. (n)(Allative case) This is very clear from the context both external (round
stone left at bottom of tombs) and internal in the sentence tivale.i. be.l. lene.i.‘onto wings, 
to fly’Appears also in vhugiio.i. tivaliio.i. a.n.tetiio.i. eku .e.kupetari.s .e.go (see 3.3.3 (l) )

be.l. (n)(Adessive) Resonance with Est. peal‘on’ and Est tivale peale lendama

lah.vnahv rot.a.h (n)(endings are Partitive –h=.i.) ‘aromatic herbs’  based on 
quaint quality of small pot with handle (for carrying around) plus strong sound-resonance
with Est. lõhnav roht  ’aromatic herbs’  The writing is a little different from it being from a 
later period and towards the east where .i. > h It appears on another similarly small bronze
container, confirming the inscription was created along with the object.
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klutiiari.s. (n) ‘arranged bunch (such as flowers). This appears twice, both times in 
regards to a vase. The best example is a vase in which the text is part of the design,
indicating the text must be a generic one and indeed the message is a very generic one -
voto klutiiari.s. vha.g.s.to ‘water the clutch (of flowers) well’klutiiari.s. resonates with
Est only via klutt, and hari; but also we see resonance with English clutch, perhaps another
Venetic/Suebic word finding its way into English from the substratum of Anglo-Saxon.

This list is not a complete listing –but it is MOST. This list is subject to additions and
improvements in future.

The above largely represents the main Venetic dialect of the west side around Este,
Padova, etc. Next we look at other inscriptions that show degenerated Venetic or
departures in dialect as a consequence of Romanization.

3.4.3. VENETIC WORDS 2: Roman Period Urns

When the Roman Empire began to grow, Venetia was one of the first provinces, and the
inscriptions in Roman alphabet begin to degenerate into abbreviations and non-sentences–
perhaps under Roman influence towards Roman funerary writing, and perhaps Venetic
being forgotten and funerary words being used purely from tradition. For example

/\/\/ - RVTILI - L - F -
- IVA - AIDRIA - VOL - F

[urn- MLV-120-22, LLV-Es XXII]

This shows a typical Roman period inscription–the L is probably an abbreviation of a
LEME word, and F is probably and abbreviation of FREMA (v.i.rema). IVA is an abbreviation
of .i.uvant.s. VOL is probably an abbreviation on vo.l.tiio This is not a sentence, and
traditional interpreting of Venetic from a Latin perspective has understood it, but then the
analysts projected this practice back in time, interpreted all the inscriptions as if they were
more or less like this –not real sentences. (See Chapter 1: INTRODUCTION for
discussion of past approaches to the inscriptions).

The above example has two additional words–one is AIDRIA. This is certainly Adria, a
town at the south of the Venetic region or perhaps it referred to the Adriatic Sea, or a
region. The other additional word RUTILI, which I believe names the profession of the
cremated deceased as a man of trails (see below).

Contrary to what traditional analysts have assumed, even the Roman period inscriptions
have very few meaningless proper names. Most of the inscriptions seem to name the
deceased by their profession, homeland, or family relationship. Actual proper names seem
to be less important than the person’s commonidentity among friends and relatives. This is
understandable. Even today, an artist in a community is more likely to be called ‘the artist’ 
and not by his proper name. This is also why most modern last names are actually
professions, such as ‘Smith’ ‘Carpenter’, etc.In ancient times a meaningless label-name
was probably as unpleasant as today being called a number. But perhaps more importantly.
a funerary urn was put into a family tomb and the inscriptions were never intended to be
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seen by the general public. The words had to be words that resonated with friends and
family. To write out a long Roman-style name would have been ridiculous. (I might add
that the Veneti did not even write Roman style formal sentences with formal names on the
obelisques marking tombs, once again perhaps because they were on private property and
not intended for the public.)

What can we offer from the Roman alphabet incriptions on urns that will add to our
lexicon of Venetic words? There is no value in determining and listing all the variations of
abbreviations of the common funerary words –v.i.rema, v.i.ugo, voltiio, iiuvant.s., lemet,
nerca, etc –as they add nothing more. Furthermore the Roman alphabet sentences show
Venetic degenerating over time until in the end all the urns show pure Latin. Besides the
common funerary words, there are the additional words, like AIDRIA and RUTILI above, that
can be looked at. They seem to be homelands, professions, and family relations, and are
therefore worth looking at. They also reveal the true nature of the content of these urn
inscriptions –contrary to what traditional analysts have assumed from a Latin/Indo-
European perspective.

VENETIC WORDS 2: Roman Period Urns

(a)HOMELANDS (indicated by ending–IA or KONI-)

ENNONIA  ‘Venetia’There is some evidence that the Veneti called themselves by
.e.n.no- but the word seems to have meant ‘shipper’, and that it was outsiders who assumed 
the word named a nation, rather than the dominant activity. The Veneti region was, like
the Etrsucan, a grouping of independent shipper/trader communities, and the designation
“Veneti” was based on their all having the shipping/trading profession in common.

VANTICCONIS ‘Vend-community’  The ending –conis suggests ‘community’ (Est 
konna) This word might be connected with the people lying originally on the amber route
to the southeast Baltic who Romans called Vandali and who were connected to the Venetic
world of traders.

BRIGDI-NAI ‘as far as BRIGDI’ what place this refers to =?

TIRAGLONIA
CARPONIA
KONIA LIBONIA  ‘LivoniaCommunity’  This appears in the inscription:KONIA -

C[N-] F - LIBONIA | QVATA C F (?) - [urn- MLV-120-20, LLV-Es XX] This might suggest the
deceased was a trader from up north, Livonia.

CRVMELONIA
CRETEILA, GRAICI ‘Crete, Greece’  This appears in the sentence CRETEILA - M -

ENNIO - GRAICI - F - [urn- MLV-120-02, LLV-Es II] ENNIO probably refers to the deceased as a
Veneti shipper.

LOCVS - CVRONINI ‘location, my Curonia’ The full inscription is /\/\/ - TINTENI -
LOCVS - CVRONINI - [urn- MLV-120-12, LLV-Es XII] The ending –NI is a pronoun suffix
meaning ‘my’ (based on resonance with Finnish)
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The appearance of ‘Curonia’and ‘Livonia’indicate that the Venetic region was
receiving traders from as far north of the east Baltic coast as the Gulf of Riga. There is also
evidence of it in place names in the middle Piave River regions.

(b)PROFESSIONS (Boat-man or Trailman)

ENNIUS, ENONIO, ENIUS, ENNIUS, ENNI, HENIUS, ‘Shipper, Trader,
Water-person’  There is one word, and the variation would come from colloquial use, and
the influence of Latin on the ending. This word in traditional Veneti writing will appear
with dots around the initial E, as in .e.n.no- The dots on the initial E are the reason Greeks
sometimes wrote the word Henetoi, and why the Romans said Veneti –with the original
Roman V pronounced like the U or W, as in“UENETI”. Different peoples interpreted the
palatalization on the front in different ways according to the characteristics of their
language. There are about ten inscriptions like that. You may wonder if these could
represent proper names (as in today’s Thomas, William, etc); but they occur too often.
Whenever a word appears frequently it tends to be a more generic word, more widely
applicable.That is to say, it was more likely an inscription might say ‘Shipper from Adria’ 
than some meaningless proper name. The profession and homeland was celebrated. An
interesting interpretation that tends to confirm the above is L ENIUS - CANUS - [urn-MLV-
120-24, LLV-Es XXX] The second word CANUS interprets with kante- meaning ‘carry, bear
(on foot)’ (Est kanna) It describes the deceased as a shipper by water, and carrier on foot
(over trails)

RUTILIUS, RUTILIAE, RUTILI, RUTILIO, RUT  ‘Trailman, horseman’ This is
another name which, because it appears so often, should not be regarded as a proper name.
The Veneti trade system had to contend with the Alps, and there were sections where
goods had to be carried by horses through mountain trails. There are about 13 inscriptions
with this, and therefore like ENNI, appears too often to be a proper name.

The following inscription is particularly understandable, it appears to refer to a Roman.
L - RUTILIUS - TI - F - PULLIO - TRIBU - ROMILIA - [urn- MLV-120-45, LLV-EsLIII]

(c)FAMILY RELATIONS (some in Latin)

PATER, MATER, MATREM, FIL, (‘father’, ‘mother’, ‘son’, etc) These are all in
Latin, demonstrating just how Romanized most of the Veneti were by the time urn
inscriptions were written in the Roman alphabet–I believe that they may have lost Venetic
and only preserved the tradition of the keywords, which they showed only via initials.

d)TERMS OF ENDEARMENT

AEMILIO, AIMILIVS, AEMILIA... This word too appears too often to be a proper
name, as opposed to a more commonly used term. It is very Roman in character, and I
believe it meant ‘dear one’.

TITINI, TITNI, TITINIA, TITINIO... The use of TITI as a term of endearment is
quite typical of Estonian, especially when making reference to a child (I believe Slovenian
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has it too from its Venetic substratum) In Estonian there is also tädi .The following
inscription suggests here it refers to a mother - FVXS TITINIA MANO MATREM - [urn- MLV-
120-18, LLV-Es XVIII] MATREM resonates with the Latin for ‘mother’. The–NI ending can
be construed as a 1st person pronoun suffix, so TITINI meant ‘my Titi’

e)PROPER NAMES??

Perhaps as the Roman Age progressed, there were more and more inscriptions in a
Roman style such as CASSIA ANNI F SECVNDA | CASSIA ANNI F | SECVNDA - [urn- MLV-120-
38, LLV-Es XLIV] or MAXSVMA - DOMITIA CAESARIANAM - [urn- MLV-120-19, LLV-Es XIX] The
Roman style was to declare names, whereas early Veneti inscriptions lacked names. As we
have seen, the original Venetic messages were communications from friends and relatives,
and are very proper, often profound, sentences reflecting a complex religious worldview.
Roman funerary inscription practices brought it to an end.

f)ADDITIONAL WORDS OF INTEREST

Some words appear that were interpretable in spite of lack of proper sentences
SOCCI (n) (Nom) ‘amber’Several inscriptions appear to indicate the deceased was

involved in the amber trade. We identified the word with ‘amber’ because the Romans had 
two words for amber, electra from Greek, and succinum obviously from the amber trade.

PUSIO-NI (v)(Infinitive) ‘my attention, my standing up’Appears twice, and I base
this interpretation on Estonian püsi ‘stand up’ . The grammar seems to offer the infinitive
‘to stand at attention’in PUSIO, plus the personal pronoun –NI It meant, I believe,
something like ‘ I salute.....’

g)SUMMARY

In general the Roman alphabet inscriptions on urns provide very little other than
confusion and represents compromised Veneti that if taken too literally will tend to
undermine the discovery of the original proper Venetic. The same applies to most of the
Lagole inscriptions that are from later Romanized times.

3.4.4. VENETIC WORDS 3: Lagole Inscriptions

This selection of Venetic words is offered separately too, because it prepresents a
Venetic dialect far from the main body of inscriptions, and in early Roman times, and the
dialect is somewhat compromised.

Archeologists discovered a rich site of Venetic finds high up in the Piave River valley
which consisted of a large number of dippers and pots, suggesting there was a spa facility
there –probably saunas –if the traders coming down through there were of northern
Finnic-speaking origins where the sauna has been a long-standing institution.
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The site has been termed “sanctuary 
of Lagole-Calalzo” near Pieve di Cadore 
one the banks of the upper Piave River,
mid northern Italy. The inscriptions all
date from the late Venetic period, into
the entirely Latin period. While the late
Venetic period provides some useful
Venetic, the further we go into the Latin
period, the more compromised, changed,
the Venetic becomes, and the less useful
it becomes for deciphering pure Venetic.

Dipper handles and cups found by archeology. Perhaps, if the merchants were of ancient
Estonian origins, they were sauna dippers, and used religiously

Furthermore, many of the inscriptions are incomplete- fragments. As I explained earlier,
because it is counterproductive to look at fragments because it causes too much
imagination to enter the analysis, and our methodology relies on interpreting the context
and grammatical structure of whole sentences.

I selected only 25 inscriptions to study, that seemed to be complete and seemed useful,
but even with these 25 the inscriptions we see departure from all the previous inscriptions
from the Este and Padua regions.

Of the peculiarities, one notes first that the Lagole dialect was very intense in the use of
-ko.s. not found in the earlier Venetic inscriptions. I believe that it is the peculiarity of this
dialect. From an Estonian point of view the closest resonance would be -kas as applied to a
noun. For example liblikas, maasikas, kannikas. But this Estonian kas presents a high
vowel- a. Owing to our observation that Venetic tended to raise vowel levels (relative to
Estonian) we really need to find a -kus ending in Estonian, not –kas, for resonance
candidates. This is possible in two stages: first applying derivational suffix -k or -ik and
then -us. For example õppi‘learn’ > õppik ‘something associated with learning’ > õppikus
Or igav > igavik > igavikus. Take any word, for example mees (‘man’) and we can derive 
meesik > meesikus . Or if the word ends in a vowel like maja (‘house’)majak > majakus .
The -us ending in Estonian, is no doubt due to the influence of Latin.

These inscriptions also show loanwords particularly from Latin. We were able to
identify some Latin derived words. As examples of how the language mixes in Latin we
note in one inscription the phrase vo.l.to par iko.s. which links two Venetic words ‘sky’ 
and ‘eternity’with Latin par(‘through, by means of’)

In another inscription we find per. vo|.l.te.r. kon. vo.n.ta.r. that appears to use Latin
per (through) and kon (=con = ‘with’)together with two words that appear to originate
from Venetic vo.l.ti and vant.s.

Examples of other Latin words include libertos ‘book’, applico ‘devote to’, toler
‘support’, and more. This adds to the uncertainty of spending too much effort with these
inscriptions –we cannot easily cross-reference much with the main body of inscriptions.
The earliest Lagole inscriptions from the late Venetic era are most useful, less
compromised by Latin, and therefore we will not ignore these, but include them, albeit
carefully.
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VENETIC WORDS 3: Lagole Inscriptions

A general internal context observation that soon emerged was that a) most of the
inscriptions seem to be prayers to a deity called “TRUMUSIA”, an b)a good number of
these inscriptions seem to name the various professions working at the spa. These
inscriptions seem to say that these professionals are offering a gift to a “TRUMUSIA”.
The deity called“TRUMUSIA”is somewhat of a mystery. Perhaps we have to discuss this
“TRUMUSIA”in general first of all.

2.4.4.2 Trying to identify TRUMUSIA

I believe that the Veneti did not live in a bubble, and that if they have a deity, that deity
will have some external manifestation too –as is the case with Rhea. Did TRUMUSIA
have an external existence? A presence in history or other languages? There is a theory that
there was indeed a deity in eastern Europe called 'Three-Men' with a name based on the
Indo-European manner of designating 'three' - TRI . If it was a deity for merchants, then it
could have represented the three roles in the world of trade - the manufacturer, the shipper,
and the seller at the marketplace. But let's try to analyse it and see if a careful dissection
via Finnic leads us to some meaningful result, bearing in mind that all visitors to the spa
would be merchants coming down the Piave River Valley from the amber road that came
from the Baltic. For example:

(a) ke.l.lo.s. ossoko.s. doto dono.m. | trumusijate.i. - [situla of bronze MLV-
158, LLV-Ca5]

The word appears usually with the Paritive in the form trumusijate.i. Removing the
Partitive ending and looking at trumusijat for a moment, we can hypothesize, from a Finnic
perspective that it has a -T plural marker. Thus the singular stem is trumusija. Purely from
resonances with Estonian - which has worked very well so far - the ending -ja could be
the same as in Estonian/Finnish, and mean 'agency' . That then gives us 'someone(or thing)
who does trumusi' If we are speaking of a deity with three heads representing
manufacturing, shipping, and selling, we might find it in Est, turumaasejad 'those
involved with the market-lands' It works. We will call it, Those-of-the- Marketland.

The purpose of prayers to deities, as is clear from the Rhea prayers on styluses, is to
gain favour from the deity to help bring luck and fortune. (To use a Greco-Roman
reference, to gain success in love, one prays to the Goddess of Love, Aphrodite/Venus; or
for success in war, to Aries/Mars. ) It is therefore quite natural that merchants coming
down the Piave valley, stopping to get clearned up before the final leg of the journey,
would pray for success in their purpose–success in the marketplaces at their destinations–
and to that end, they would have collectively adopted a deity that symbolized the three
basic roles in the world of trade. I think it works. These items dedicated to Those-of-the-
Marketland, I think may have simply been objects in common use at the facility, and the
visible dedications to Those-of-the-Marketland were pleasant and reinforcing to the clients
who were mainly merchants coming down the Piave River Valley route.
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The form taken by the inscriptions dedicated to Those-of-the-Marketland, appear to
have often stated the party making the dedication, and from an Estonian perspective, they
seem to identify groups working at this spa facility. This pattern occurs too often to regard
this as anything but the truth. (If we discovered this only once or twice, then yes, maybe it
is random coincidence, but not how often this pattern repeats itself, with very good
resonances with Estonian)

2.4.4.3 Identification of Professionals at the Spa

(a) ke.l.lo.s. ossoko.s. doto dono.m. | trumusijate.i. - [situla of bronze MLV-158,
LLV-Ca5]

This inscription contains some familiar patterns and of course we can separate out
trumusijate.i. because it repeats in other inscriptions. We now look for the front part and
we see ke.l.lo.s.ossoko.s. Purely from resonance in Estonian I can hear kelluse osakuse
which would mean‘bellringer division’s’So are we looking at 'The bellringer divisions

brought item to Those-of- the-Marketlands

(b) ke.l.lo.s. pi.t.|ta.m.mniko.s. tole.r. truusijatee.i. dono.m. - [plaquette MLV-
160, LLV-Ca14]

This inscription speaks about the bellringers again. Here, we can find that verb seen
earlier -mn- meaning 'go'. However unlike previous situations where the ending was .s. (for
present participle) or o.i. (for infinitive) we see -ko.s. The next word tole.r. is from Latin,
meaning 'support' Thus the sentence seems to say 'Offering (donum) for the bell-
maintainer's support to the Those of the Marketlands

'
Note the hinge at top and eyelet at bottom left. This suggests it hung from the top

and was held also at the side. If it was bronze, it could have functioned as a gong. This
functional character of this item affirms our view that these objects dedicated to the Those

of the Marketland where not accumulated somewhere, but were in use throughout the
facility, the inscriptions simply dedicating the functional item to the deity.
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(c) voto.s. na.i.son.ko.s. tona.s.to tribus.iiati.n - [dipper handle MLV-154,
LLV-Ca9]

Once again, we identify the givers - voto.s.na.i.son.ko.s. - purely from resonance with
Estonian veede-naisekuse ‘water women’s’Thus we seem to have ‘water women’s
bringing(offering) to the tribus.iiati.n’This is no longer to the Those-of-the-Marketland and
the endings are uncertain. In Latin tribus refers to ‘tribe’, ‘nation’. We continue:

(d) e.s.kaiva liber.tos .a.rs. petija|ko.s. donas.to 's’ainat.tr-usijate.i. -
[plaque of bronze MLV-212, LLV-Ca11]

This sentence is one of a few that address Those-of-the-Marketlands with 's'a.i.nate.i.
just as in the Baratela prayers Rhea was often addressed. Once again, we look to discover
the first words possibly naming facility divisions or professions, and discover resonances if
we mix Est, eeskava 'schedule' with Latin libertos ‘book’and then Est. arg ‘branch’and
pidaja ‘maintainer’With this we find the entire e.s.kaiva liber.tos.a.rs.petija|ko.s.
resonating with eeskava ‘libertos’e aruse pidajakuse ‘Schedule-book branch

maintainers’So here we find even those folks who maintain the schedule-book with an
object dedicated to Those-of-the-Marketlands. So far we have folks who write up
schedules for the visitors to facilities, and the bellringers who signal when time is up, and
the women who presumably carry water this way and that where needed. The whole
sentence Schedule-book maintainers branch conveyance to you, lordly Those- of- the-
Marketland

(e) ku.i.juta. ametiku.ss. tule.r. - [dipper handle MLV-159, LLV-Ca12]

This sentence gives us another professional group - those who put their clients in towels
and dry them because ku.i.juta ametikuse resonates with kuivata ‘to dry’and amet
‘occupation’ The last word tule.r is again probably Latin for ‘support’which we saw

above as tole.r. Hence we have the translation ‘the drier-occupation's support’

(f) o.p.po.s.aplisiko.s. doto dono.m.| trumusijatei [dipper handle MLV-211, LLV-
Ca19]

Here we note another Latin word applico‘devote to’But the first word resonates with
Est õppi ‘learn’Thus here we have‘learning-devoted brought offering to Those-of-the-
Marketland’Possibly these are the guides who teach the visiting clients how to use the
facilities.

(g) butijako.s.{- - - -]kos. |dono.m. trumusijate.i. toler - [dipper handle MLV-
161, LLV-Ca17]

Because the pattern is the same, we can assume here too that butijako.s.{- - - -]kos.
names a profession - however some of it is missing. We can see only a butija- someone

who does buti- whatever that is. Thus the butikja folks’offering as support towards Those-
of- the- Marketlands Possibly the answer to what butikja represents will eventually be
discovered. It seems it might be a loanword...
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(h) suro.s. resun.ko.s. tona.s.to | trumus.iiatin [dipper handle MLV-152, LLV-
Ca7]

Unfortunately suro.s. resun.ko.s. remains a mystery.

There are several more for which the profession stated is undecipherable, and we skip
over them as we cannot interpret the profession stated.

The following are inscriptions that departs from the above pattern.

2.4.4.4 Other Inscriptions to Those-of-the-Marketland

(i) iion.ko.s. tona.s.|to s’a.i.nat.trumus.iiat. per. vo|.l.te.r. kon.
vo.n.ta.r. --- [bronze plaquette MLV-151, LLV-Ca6]

Here we see the Latin per ‘through’and kon ‘with’so that per. vo|.l.te.r. kon.
vo.n.ta.r. seems to use a development from voltio and vant or ivant, to say something like
‘through the sky-arch with eternity’or something similar. The first word iion.kos contains
the word for infinity so that indicates that the sentence as a whole is more traditional, in
that it has the offering travel through space. But generally, the whole sentence is in a
compromised, Latin-influenced, language

(j) .e.n.nodi. p.piko.s. do(to) truusija|te.i. ---[bronze statue of man MLV-205, LLV-
Ca69]

This inscription is connected to a bronze statue of a man, and this gives us some context
for interpretation. The first word .e.n.nodi. is quite clearly the way Veneti called
themselves. The next word p.piko.s. resonates with Est. pikkus ‘height’commonly used
with reference to a person’s height, stature, and from that I believe p.piko.s. referred to the
statue. It simply says in my opinion ‘The Veneti statue, brought to Those of the
Marketland’

(k) klutaviko.s. doto dono.m.‘s’a.i.|nate.i. --- [small pitcher of bronze MLV-207, LLV-
Ca18]

This is inscription is on an vaselike object shown below:
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The only unknown word is the first - klutaviko.s. Looking for resonances in Estonian,
we immediately see viigus ‘something brought’. But what is kluta? It appeared on another
vase in other Venetic inscriptions in klutiiari.s. (see end of main list 1 above) It suggests it
refers to a ‘clutch’of flowers etc. The Estonian resonance would be with klutt. Meaning
then is‘the (flower-)clutch brought as offering to You of the Lords’

(l) trumuijatei oler fu.t.to[.]s. vo.l.to par iko.s.[ --- [cup rim MLV-209, LLV-
Ca65]

This sentence contains spelling errors. For example oler is obviously Latin toler
‘support’Also par is probably Latin per ‘through’ The meaning is ‘to Those of the

Marketland , support, from the fu.t.to.s. (?) the heavens through eternity.’

(m) kalodiba [handle with hook MLV-162, LLV-Ca48]

This is one of the inscriptions for which the meaning is almost entirely suggested by its
external context - located amidst other objects connected to handing water, like dippers -
with a hook on the end suggested a kind of portable handle for hooking onto something.
With the external context narrowing down the possibilities, we scan for resonances in
Finnic, and find good resonance with Estonian kallu tiiv ‘wing (appendage) for pouring’.
It suits, because a hook would be needed to tip a pot.

2.4.4.5 Summary, Lagole Words

Insofar as this Lagole site was on the Piave route down to the markets at the Adriatic -
which blossomed in early Roman times - the visitors to the spa were merchants. Reaching
their destination they longed to get clean and to rest. How then do we interpret those
inscriptions which seem as if the attendants at the spa facility were the gift givers? We note
that many of the inscriptions are on dipper handles. That being the case, we can compare
the dipper handles to the offerings of styluses to Rhea at the Baratela sanctuary in early,
properly Venetic, times. Since the clients who visited did not come with their own
dippers, they used dippers provided at the spa. Thus these dippers, thus provided, were
owned by the spa, and used by visitors. The various professionals working on the spa were
represented in the inscriptions as an ongoing tribute to the deity, whenever the dipper was
used by the clients. But that was the case too for other objects–such as the sign with the
horse figure. It created a whole environment dedicated to Those-of-the-Marketland, that
was very comforting and inspiring to visiting merchant clients. That is to say, the things
visible to clients were not left to accumulate in a collection. The clients, in using them,
would participate in the reglious tone it imparted in its honouring of Those-of-the-
Marketland In other words, the clients did not bring their own offerings, but used what the
spa provided. Merchants, moreover, being practical hardnosed businessmen, would not
have been as deeply religious either, and liked the facility to take care of their needs,
including religious.
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While the early Lagole inscriptions sometimes have good resonances with the
traditional Venetic, the later ones show increasing compromise to Latin influences. The
Venetic degenerated. Thus, even thought the Lagole site has given a bountiful supply of
archeological artifacts with inscriptions on them, unfortunately they are not very useful in
deciphering the original Venetic language.

3.4.5 VENETIC WORDS 4: Special Piave Valley Inscriptions

In the early Roman era, when Rome became interested in amber, traders from the
southeast Baltic who earlier had headed directly to Greece along the east coast of the
Adriatic, now had a motive to turn west and head west to the Italic Peninsula towards
Roman markets. It appears that the result was a route that came down the Piave Valley
with trader colonies being established in the middle and lower parts of the valley.
Furthermore, since the traders came from the Baltic rather than Jutland Peninsula, the
chances were good that the dialect was actually ancient Estonian (ie the language of the
Aestii who managed the trade market at the southeast Baltic, whose shipper people were
known as Venedi)

There are two significant inscriptions that resonate extremely strongly with Estonian (ie
it registers to Estonian ears as if it is a dialect)in spite of the fact that today’s Estonian is a 
couple of millennia progressed from the ancient Aestii language. While these inscriptions
do appear to resonate to some degree with Veneti towards the west, at Padova or Este, we
will look at these separately. Not only do they appear to have an idiom closer to the
ancestor of Estonian, but also they are among the longest inscriptions and appear, from the
translations, to be neither funerary or religious.

The first sentence was found written in tiny Venetic letters on the rim of a container.

(A) .e..i.k.go.l.tano.s.dotolo.u.dera.i.kane.i - [container - MLV- 242, LLV- Ca4]
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This provides a very intriguing context - why would it be written in tiny letters on a rim?
Today we might consider such tiny letters, not readable unless you are close, to be serial
numbers, manufacturers’r identity, etc. But it is unlikely that kind of thing was done in
ancient times. This becomes a complete mystery until in searching for ideas, we look for
resonance in Estonian. If we use the dots as a guide to pronunciation and word boundaries
we get the resonating Estonian sentence

Ehk gulda, ostad õlu - terve kannu
‘In case you have gold, thus you buy ale - a whole container (of it)’

This means the word boundaries are as follows:
.e..i.k. go.l.tan o.s.dot olo.u. dera.i. kane.i

Note that is is the only sentence in which resonance with Estonian is the main
determinant of meaning. But given the track record throughout this study of resonances
with Estonian nearly always working well, we have to allow the possibility that this is
what it really says. It is possible the dialect is ancient Aestic if the traders from there came
down the Piave Valley.

Let’s consider the possibility the message on the rim is a tavern’s advertisement.The
text would be readable as the drinker put his mouth close to the rim. If we use the Estonian
resonance, we can find nearly perfect parallelism with the Estonian, not just in closeness of
word parallels, but also the dots indicating palatalization,“J”or “H” sounds, and grammar.
For example, again and again we find that the Estonian parallels to Venetic, will have a J
or H at significant locations with the dots (palatalization). In this case .e..i.k with all its
dots, is easily seen to be paralleled by Estonian ehk. ( The words for gold and ale, would
be universal - found in all European languages).

A second example from the Piave Valley is the following:

(B) ENONI . ONTEI . APPIOI . SSELBOI SSELBOI . ANDETIC
OBOSECUPETARIS

An illustration of the object done by its finder–the object itself is lost.

This inscription is one of the longest and it is written in the Roman alphabet with word
boundaries shown in Roman manner with dots. With the word boundaries thus explicitly
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given, it will be very difficult to produce artificial results by making up one’s own word 
boundaries. The analysis can only be corrupted by ignoring word boundaries and dividing
the sentence in another way.

Unlike the inscription in (A) there are many words in here that appear in other
inscriptions and so we need not interpret blindly. (If we did we would still get a result, but
it will be a little off grammatically and in precise meaning)

The object is a container that was found at Canevoi di Cadola, a village on the Upper
Piave River . It was 30 cm long with a 15 cm handle, made of lead, concave sides, with a
handle. The object has been lost, but the drawing and information was preserved by canon
Lucio Doglioni from Belluno, the author of several studies of Belluno inscriptions.
Etruscanologist Elia Lattes was first to publish the drawing and information. The
illustration shows it on its side, with handle separate. Being on the Piave River valley route
and from the Roman era, we can propose it lay on a trade path from the southeast
Baltic.The fact that the discoverer wrote he had seen two others with the same inscriptions
indicates it was not a unique custom-made object but maybe part of a set. The inscription
would therefore not be a personal one, but a very general one suitable for the obect and its
general public use.

We will inspect this one in detail as a further example of the methodology. (To add to
the two examples describing methodology given in Chapter 1: INTRODUCTION)

When I first looked at it, I first noted the word ECUPETARIS, which, like in the case of
the inscription relating to the duck being given to an elder (see example in
INTRODUCTION) , appears on many inscriptions which are accompanied by images of
horses. The word is mostly tagged on the end, suggesting it is something akin to ‘Happy 
Journey’. Without any consideration of resonances, and only going by its association with
horse-journeys, we can already hypothesize that the inscription on this container relates to
a horse-journey too.

This being the case, we can speculate that perhaps it was something used by horsemen
who travelled the roads of the region. What was this object? Was it an ale tankard? One
past analyst thought it was a small bucket used to give horses water. But according to the
dimensions that is too small. The handle is shown detached and with arrowlike elements on
the end. It is unlikely the handle was attached at the top like a pail. Also the handle is
supposed to be half the 30cm length (or height if put upright) which is close to 12 inches in
British units. A 15cm handle - shown at a larger scale in the illustration - could only be
attached at the side anyway, since the opening at the top appears to be about 20cm.
Probably there were two holes in the side, and the handle was pushed into the holes - and
the arrowlike ends would hold the handle in those holes, The resulting object would look
very much like an ale tankard - a large mug used for ale.

Once we have decided it is an ale tankard, we can now propose that perhaps there was a
tavern that had an entire set of them. That would explain the finder claiming to have seen
two more identical ones.

We can now propose that the customers of the tavern were trail riders - arriving by
horses which were tied outside. And now we can propose that the inscriptions would be
something appropriate for trail riders. If the inscription ends with the ‘Happy Journey’
sentiment, then the earlier part of it must be appropriate for that.

If we have interpreted other inscriptions, we may already have developed some
meanings for OBOS, ANDETIC, and perhaps–TEI which are represented elsewhere. We can
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now also look for resonances with Estonian for ideas. Let us now see if Estonian
resonances will offer us what we require - a saying for an ale tankard that would be
appreciated by trail rider customers.

We all have a natural intuition towards intepreting dialects, and this is what will apply
here. My intuition with Estonian, makes me right away hear "selga! selga!" in SSELBOI-
SSELBOI The Estonian selga! selga! is very commonly used with the concept of getting
on the back of a horse. We can accept this resonance with getting on the back of a horse,
because the ECUPETARIS at the end supports there being horse involvement (from other
.e.kupetaris sentences with images of horses, etc. See section 3.2.5)

We thus have an association with a horse from ECUPETARIS and now we notice too
OBOS which resonates with Estonian hobus ‘horse’ (and occurs in plural in another
inscription as uposed. (see 3.3.3 (k))

What we are demonstrating now is the second stage in the methodology - using internal
context. First we looked at the external context to propose it was an ale tankard that was
part of a set at a tavern, and now we exploit some words whose meanings we have already
previously established from other inscriptions, to help, from the seeming context of the
sentence itself, to fill in the gaps..

The word ANDETIC is one unknown word whose meaning must fit the context
suggested by the known words. We can look for that word elsewhere in Venetic sentences
and also see what Estonian resonance will offer. There are many words in Estonian with
stem and- ‘something given’There are in Estonian also adjectives from this stem
suggesting talent and success. What fits? Are we speaking of a talented, giving horse?
(That was what I thought at first) Recently I noted that the word OBOS seems not to have
any endings. Therefore it must be a stem. That suggests OBOS is joined to ECUPETARIS - a
compound word? We can understand it in English if we say ‘horse-journey’Support for
the compound word idea is also found in the fact that there is no dot or space between
OBOS and ECUPETARIS. (Whereas, although we see no dot between ANDETIC and OBOS,

there is a space and there might originally have been a dot the author of the drawing did
not see.) The evidence for an OBOSECUPETARIS is strong. But to interpret it we have to
get closer to the actual Venetic meaning of ECUPETARIS which is more like - literally -‘let
it be so, hold the journey’With OBOS in the compound word it becomes‘let it be so, hold
the horse-journey’.

That being the case, then what could ANDETIC mean? There is no exact Estonian
parallel. The stem in both Estonian and Finnish relates to ‘giving’. In Estonian the plural
would be anded ‘the givings’. The closest parallel is andekas ‘talented, gifted’The
answer is more obvious from the context. ANDETIC relates to a trader’s journey whose 
motive was to be successful. What one looks for is a successful, profitable, horse-journey.
ANDETIC, thus suits the context bestr as an adjective meaning ‘fortunate, successful, 
profitable, etc’

Thus we have a good solution for the second half - .....onto-the-back, onto-the-back! A
successful horse-journey-holding -continuing.

A linguist might accept ANDETIC, but wonder about how SSELBOI connects Estonian
selga Our analysis will eventually analyze the grammar more closely. First we note that
in Estonian, the stem for endings of selg (‘back’) is selja-. That means we do not need the
“G”. The accurate grammar is that the stem is probably SSEL- and then -BOI is an ending.
This is supported by other inscriptions that reveal–as we have identified earlier–there is
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a Venetic ending -BO- and it appears to have the meaning‘direction of’. It resonates with
Estonian pool ‘in the direction of’(literally ‘to the side of’). Since -BO appears in the
other inscriptions both as bo.s. and bo.i. we conclude that the independent element is bo-
-BOI is a Roman alphabet version of BO plus the Partitive ending interpreted in a dynamic
way (as explained in chapter 4). Our ultimate conclusion is that SSELBOI is its own
construction and that Estonian selga is an Estonian development - an abbreviated form -
because even in Estonian, if we wrote it the long way, we should too begin with selja- and
add endings. We can produce the Allative seljale‘to the location of the back’which works,
or we can produce seljasse‘into the back’. To mimic Venetic we could say seljapoole or
invent a word (since poo is not now used as a stem) seljapoosse or invent another that is
Partitive with the Estonian T-Partitive seljapoot If we now use the formula of converting
Estonian Partitive to Venetic by converting the T,D to J, we get seljapooj which then can
be abbreviated from use to selj’pooj which now is what we see here in SSELBOI. (This
explanation requires first reading the grammar of the Partitive outlined in Chapter 4)

Thus from Estonian we can construct a reconstructed parallel to the Venetic
SSELBOISSELBOI in selj’pooj, selj’pooj (Pronounce everything more or less in Latin
phonetics).

We now turn to the first part of the sentence. ONTEI and APPIOI resonate very strongly
with Estonian and we can accept the Estonian resonances as guide. In the course of
interpreting the inscriptions we discovered that the Venetic infinitive marker is the same as
the Partitive, and APPIOI is in fact an infinitive, ‘to help’which I express below with
‘appima’-ma is the modern Estonian infinitive marker. (See Chapter 4) But the ending ON
TEI has a Partitive in TEI. To summarize, we quickly arrive at a partial translation with the
Estonian parallel

ENONI on teid appima - selga, selga - andekat hobuse reisimist!
ENONI you have aided, onto-the-back, onto-the-back, successful horse journey!

(Note: you may find I sometimes have small variations in the English translation–that
is because the original Venetic can be interpreted in slightly different English ways since a
word for word interpretation with English is impossible owing to the vast difference
between Venetic and English. Estonian can mimic the Venetic much better word for word,
because, Estonian is closer to Venetic.)

That leaves us with the remaining ENONI. We see here the ending -NI which resembles
the Finnish personal pronoun suffix ‘my’. We allow it because there is evidence that
Estonian would have had it in earlier times, and that it has relatively recently disappeared.
It occurs in a number of other inscriptions. (See for example the term of endearment Titini.)

That makes the stem ENO. This word is the only one remaining, and we need not
struggle too hard with it. If the inscription is on an ale tankard. and the following words
mean‘have you to aid’and we have‘my’, we can propose ENO is paralleled by Estonian
jänu ‘thirst’The final sentence then is interpreted.

Estonianized: jänuni on teid appima selga, selga (= selj’pooj, selj’pooj) - andekat
hobuse reisimist

English My thirst have you to help (=helped)- ontotheback ontotheback - successful
horse- journey-holding!
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We now have to imagine this sentence on an ale tankard. The text is expressing what is
on the drinkers mind. The drinker smacks his lips and reads the text on his empty tankard:
“The tankard of ale has helped my thirst. Now back onto the horse to continue with a
successful horse-journey.” It is a plain, simple, straightforward message, that suits being
on a whole set of tankards and used by any traveler arriving at a tavern and that in itself is
evidence of its correctness. Anyone with a good sense of laws of probability will
appreciate immediately that such perfection in the results cannot occur by random chance,
and the chances this interpretation is correct is very very high.

While the message is unique, everything fits. In terms of external context, we have
interpreted the object in the most likely way . On a linguistics level, we have respected the
word boundaries. We have accounted for all the words and turned nothing into an
imagined proper name. We have identified all the grammar. (See Chapter 4 for more about
the grammar) We have respected the lack of a space between OBOS and ECUPETARIS by
allowing a compound word. We have analyzed SSELBOI via elements of Estonian to
reconstruct a true parallel in Estonian.

To top it all off, the handle has a word on it that can be nothing else than PIIS, which
from pides > piis means‘handle’

To summarize these special inscriptions of the Piave Valley we can add the following to
the Venetic lexicon:

VENETIC WORDS 4: Special Piave Valley Inscriptions

e.i.k    ‘in case of’  (paralleled by Estonian ehk)

golta-   ‘gold’
o.s.do-t  ‘(he/she/it) buys’ (Verb- 3rd pers sing indicative) (Est. ostad) Note that this

cannot be confused with the verb stem for ‘to be’ because it does not have dots around the 
O.

olo.u.  ‘ale’ (Part.)  This Partitive ending is irregular. An added .i. is not necessary
because the dots around the U introduce the required “J” sound. Nonetheless an alternative 
might be olou.i. (Est. õlut)

dera-.i. ‘whole’(Part.) (Est.‘tervet’)
kane-.i ‘container’(Part.) (Est. kannut)

ENO-NI ‘thirst’(with 1st person possessive pronoun suffix NI.) (Est. jänu-ni)

ON-TE-I ‘you have’(Verb–3rd pers. sing of ‘to be’ plus Partitive of ‘you’) (Est. on
–teid)

APPI-OI ‘to help’(Inf.) (Est. appi/ma)

SSEL-BO-I ‘onto-the-back’(stem of ‘back’ plus ending –BO in the Partitive)
ANDE-T-IC ‘successful, fortunately, giving’(Plural plus an–IK suffix)

OBOS-ECUPETARIS ‘good horse-journey holding’(Compound word, adding
OBOS to ECUPETARIS )
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4.
VENETIC GRAMMAR

improved to Sept 2011

4.1 INTRODUCTION

4.1.1 Identifying Grammatical Elements

Grammatical endings can be distinguished by noting how from one inscription to
another there may be a constant portion and a changing portion. Sometimes the changing
portion is the second part of a compound word, and may take endings itself, but if the
changing portion is small, it is likely to be a grammatical ending and that it has no
presence on its own.

Thus determining word stems versus grammatical endings is possible purely from
looking for patterns. No presumption of linguistic affiliation is needed for that.

Content, however, as explained in Chapter 1 INTRODUCTION, can only be inferred
from observing the language ‘in action’ in its contexts. Determining which parts are word
stems and endings from patterns alone (the more sentences there are the better the results)
is actually the easy first step, but if one’s hypothesis of linguistic affiliation is wrong, one
will end up projecting not just false meanings on the word stems, but also false
grammatical functioning for the grammatical endings. For example the grammar sketch
achieved when Indo-European was forced onto the Venetic sentences –summarized in
MLV –, saw the most common ending as a Dative, and another ending was seen as a
female gender marker, and a few other grammatical elements assigned yet other purposes,
all of it rather arbitrarily forced on it from I-E patterns. Past methodologies, as I explained
in Chapter 1 have not let the Venetic play any role in determining what it is.

The proper methodology for detecting the grammar is the same as detecting word
meanings –let the sentences form themselves from internal and external context and then
look for what interpretations of grammar work best.

Once the sentences reveal their grammar and now applying the hypothesis of linguistic
affiliation with Finnic languages we look to see how the grammar resonates with Estonian
and Finnish grammar. Finding similarities we can now go in the opposite direction to use
Estonian and Finnish grammar for more insights into the Venetic grammar. It is significant
that grammar changes more slowly than words, and that even after 2000 years, significant
similarities should still be detected, and there will be some grammar that is the same in
both Estonian and Finnish and represents antiquity reaching back to the common origins of
both. We note too that since the Venetic in the inscriptions has been frozen for 2000 years,
comparisons between Estonian or Finnish versus Venetic are really equivalent to
comparing two living languages whose ancient common origin was only 1000 years ago.

Therefore, since grammar changes more slowly than words in a language, and since we
are really only talking about a 1000 year linguistic distance, the chances are high that the
Venetic grammar will resemble that of Estonian and Finnish, particularly the grammatical
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features that are identical in both Estonian and Finnish, because that implies great
antiquity. For example the Essive ending –na is identical in Estonian, Finnish, and
therefore we expect it also to exist in Venetic, and it does. Chapter 3 has already made
considerable references to grammar, and the reader is advised to reread chapter3 after
completing this chapter.

4.1.2 General Characteristics of Finnic

Because we have assumed Venetic was Finnic, we paid attention to any instances in
which Venetic seemed to depart from basic characteristics of Finnic. If we had found any,
we would have tried to justify these departures in much the same way we have analyzed
the situation with the Partitive, as described in 4.2. Thus, we were attentive towards and
not against discovering something interesting. We failed to find anything that would
contradict the basic characteristics. I summarize these characteristics here for those who
are not fully familiar with Finnic languages.

MANY CASE ENDINGS/SUFFIXES, WHICH ARE ADDED AGGLUTINATVELY.

Venetic as a Finnic language would be agglutinative. That means case endings (or
suffixes), can be added to case endings to express complex thoughts. This is actually a
degeneration of the most primitive forms of language which have a relatively small
number of stems, and an abundance of suffixes, affixes and prefixes. The Inuit language is
a good example. There are indications in some Inuit words and grammar that it has the
same ancestor as Finnic languages. Linguists call a language that is extremely of this
nature ‘polysynthetic’. Finnic languages are best understood if they are seen as having
such a ‘polysynthetic’ foundation.

(It is important to note that the modern descriptions of Finnic languages like Estonian
and Finnish are somewhat contrived in that they model themselves after grammatical
description models similar to what had already been done in other European languages.
The reality is that Estonian or Finnish case endings are merely selections of the most
common endings from a large array of possible suffixes. Thus even though in the
following pages we are oriented to specific formalized case endings in Estonian and
Finnish, there remains also suffixes that could have been case endings if the linguist who
developed the popular grammatical descriptions had chosen to. We speak more about this
in section 4.2.1.9 after the ‘standard’ case endings discussions.)

PREPOSITIONS, PRE-MODIFIERS, CASE ENDINGS & SUFFIX MODIFIERS

It seems as if in the evolution of language, the ‘polysynthetic’form degenerated in the
direction of our familiar modern European languages, where there are less and less case
endings, and more and more independent modifiers located in front. Finnic languages are
not as ‘primitive’ as Inuit, and have developed through millennia of being influenced, 
some premodifiers, adjectives, prepositions and other features placed in front. Venetic, like
modern Finnic, present some instances of prepositions and pre-modifiers, like va.n.t.- and
bo- but in general there are very few modifiers in front. It appears that instead of
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adjectives, Venetic liked to create compound words, where the first part –a pure stem
without case endings–was somewhat adjectival.

NO GENDER. NO GENDER MARKERS ON NOUNS

There is no gender in Finnic languages. There is no ‘la’or ‘le’in front, nor any gender
marker at the end. English too lacks gender in nouns, so that will not be a problem for
English readers here. But there is only one pronoun in Finnic for ‘he,she, it’. In Venetic
we do not mistakenedly consider some repeated ending to be a gender marker, but we
always look for a case ending or suffix.

NO ARTICLES. USE PARTITIVE INSTEAD OF INDEFINITE ARTICLE

In English and many European Indo-European languages, there are definite and
indefinite articles. For example French has un or une as the indefinite article and le or la
as the definite article. Non-Indo-European languages do not have it. Instead the indefinite
sense as in ‘a’or ‘some’is expressed via the Partitive. The Partitive is a case form that
views something as being part of something larger. For example “a”house among many
houses. or“some”houses among many houses.

PLURAL MARKED BY T, D or FOR PLURAL STEMS I, J

Plural is marked by T,D or I,J added to the stem according to phonetics requirements.
Finnish only uses the T in the Nominative and Accusative, and then uses I, or J to form the
plural stem. Estonian has adopted T for plural stem, and then uses I or J if necessary
where phonetics calls for it. Venetic too has both plural markers too, but perhaps more
like Estonian. As we will see, there is more reason to attribute Estonian conventions than
Finnish conventions to Venetic. (There is evidence Estonian and Venetic/Suebic have the
same ancestral language–see later.)

CONSONANT GRADATION AND VOWEL HARMONY

Venetic shows evidence of consonant gradation and vowel and consonant harmony. For
example if a suffix/ending is added to a stem with high vowels or soft consonants, the
sound of the suffix may be altered to suit - with a lower vowel going higher, or a harder
consonant going harder. For example ekupetaris has hard consonants P,T, hence the K in
eku instead of G as in .e.g.e.s.t.s. We can find similar situations with vowels, but the
matter is far from clear, because the Venetic inscriptions are phonetic and capture dialectic
variations, and the number of examples is very small.

COMPOUND WORDS–FIRST PART IS STEM, SECOND PART TAKES ENDINGS

A compound word occurs when a word stem is added to the front of another word stem
complete with case endings. We can detect them in Venetic when we see a naked word
stem in front of another word stem, the latter with case endings.
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4.2 THE VENETIC LANGUAGE GRAMMAR

4.2.1 CASE ENDINGS

4.2.1.1. Static vs Dynamic Interpretations of Some Case Endings

When one first looks at Venetic the first thing one notices are endings of the form a.i. or
o.i. or e.i. Sometimes there is a double II in front, as in iia.i. A good example is re.i.tiia.i.
The context of the sentence, even when it was viewed from a Latin perspective from
imagining dona.s.to was like Latin donato, is that it was like a Dative –an offering was
being given ‘to’ the Goddess. This remains true whenviewed in our new Finnic
perspective - something is brought ‘to’ Rhea.

I was fully prepared to grant that ending, (vowel).i. a Dative label, but saw it from time
to time in a context where it looked more like a Partitive. An example was given in the
example in Chapter 1 in the sentence:

pupone.i .e.go rako.i .e.kupetaris

We interpreted it as‘to the elder, let remain, a duck –Bon voyage (Let-it-be on with the
journey)’  Here we see the concept of something given ‘to’ expressed in the ending on 
pupone.i. but the ending on rako.i. suggests a familiar static Partitive– ‘a duck’. There are
a few more such situations in which there can be no doubt a Partitive was meant, but then
elsewhere ths same ending seems to have a Dative meaning. What is happening?!

I propose that ancient Finnic had dynamic and static interpretations to endings.
An example of dynamic vs static can be seen in how English uses ‘in’ One can say “He 

went in the house” and it would be clear the meaning is he went ‘into’ the house. We see
this exact same thing with the Venetic Inessive (‘in’) marked by.s.–often the meaning, as
a result of context, seems to be ‘into’ not ‘in’ as Inessive requires.I suggest something
similar to this occurs with the Venetic Partitive. Depending on the context, the listener
interprets the Partitive ending either in a static way ‘part of a’or a dynamic way ‘to 
become part of a’ideally interpreted as‘unite with, join with’

If we can find other instances like this, we can hypothesize that originally case endings
had both static and dynamic meanings, and the speaker and listener easily knew which one
to apply purely from context. In English we have no trouble in understanding both “He 
went in the house” and “He is in the house” even though both use “in”.

Modern Finnic languages have developed explicit static vs dynamic interpretations –
perhaps the development of literature promoted more precision. For example modern
Finnic will have an explicit ‘in’ case in the Inessive ‘in’ and and explicit ‘into’ case in the
Illative. But Venetic does not make the distinction. The apparent Inessive -.s. can mean
either ‘in’ or ‘into’ depending on the sentence context.
If we compare Estonian and Finnish we note that their Inessive (‘in’) are basically the 

same (-s and–ssa) That makes it quite ancient, and explains why it exists in the s-form in
Venetic too.But now, since Venetic lacks the explicit Illative (‘into’) case, that means that
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the Estonian and Finnish Illatives have developed only in the last 2000 years, and that is
proven by the fact that their Illatives are very different–ie evolved independently.

To be specific, Finnish has an Illative case (‘into’) that looks like it was developed out 
of the Genitive (‘of’)for example Finnish talo - Genitive talon, Illative taloon. Meanwhile
Estonian has an Illative that looks like it was an enhancement from Inessive in that –s
becomes–sse . Estonian (using talu) the Inessive (‘in’) talus, Illative (‘into’) talusse.

It is interesting that the Estonian Illative looks most like the static Inessive –as if the
speakers simply added length, as in –s > -sse. It is easy to imagine that in Venetic too, a
speaker could add an Illative (‘into’) sense by simply putting an emphasis on the .s. while
speaking.

This is the first example in grammar that suggest Estonian and Venetic had a common
ancestor younger than the ancestor of all three languages. But to be more accurate, the
common ancestor was that of Estonian and Suebic (the Venetic arising from Suebic).
Finnish had to already be on a separate development path, developing the explicit Illative
in its own way in the form–vvn that, as I say, seems to have evolved out of the Genitive–
n. (But how would one develop a Finnish Illative out of a Genitive? This can be explained
if the Illative develops out of the concept of ‘becoming of’. If something travels ‘into’ 
something, it becomes ‘of’ it. It goes into its possession.)

Let us now consider the dynamic meaning for the Partitive. The Partitive means that
the item is ‘part of something’. If we make the concept a dynamic one, we arrive at the 
meaning ‘becoming part of something’. It is analogous to interpreting the Genitive in a
dynamic way which must lie at the roots of the Finnish Illative. The difference between a
dynamic meaning from the Genitive versus from the Partitive is only in a slight difference
in concept. On the one hand something is becoming possessed by, and on the other
something is becoming part of. The latter might be better understood if we use the word
“join” or “unite with”.  Thus what may seem like a Dative, is actually a dynamic Partitive 
with an intrinsic meaning ‘to unite with’.It is especially appropriate when used with the
deity Rhea. Indeed the concept is applied today in religion, when a priest says ‘unite with 
God’.

But neither modern Estonian/Finnish nor English has the subtlety to care about making
the distinction between some object physically going to, or to become possessed by, or
become part of (unite with). In our modern coarseness it is all ‘to’ and so in our 
interpretations we inclined to interpret with ‘to Rhea’ when to be proper we should add the 
nuance of  the offering ‘uniting with Rhea’.

I notice that often the seeming dynamic interpretation of the Partitive is preceeded with
the double ii as in the example re.i.tiia.i. This insertion of the long ii sound may be an
explicit development, analogous in the psychological effect of lengthening, to how Finnish
achieves the Illative meaning by lengthening the last vowel (example taloon). It can
therefore be interpreted with its psychological quality. (Which we did in section 3.3.3)

Modern Finnic languages express the idea of something going to a destination with the
Allative case  ‘to (the location of)’ –the object remains external to its destination, and
doesn’t unite with it. Considering the options, in the Venetic contexts, one’sobject does
not go into, nor become possessed by, nor simply to the location of Rhea. It unites with!
It would be amazing if modern people were attentive to these subtle distinctions. Our
languages would be richer.
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The appearance of the double ii it seems to me does not represent to Venetic a formal
new case ending, but a natural lengthening to emphasize, much as may have existed–as I
say– at the origins of the Finnish Illative in the use of the Genitive. Perhaps the speaker
added it if he wanted to stress that the dynamic interpretation was required –where there
might be confusion otherwise. It could be a natural development.

Even if we find the Venetic Partitive and Inessive can be interpreted in either a static or
dynamic way, Venetic does appear to have some explicit dynamic case endings. For
example perhaps if one adds the double ii, that in effect creates a dynamic Partitive (such
as–iia.i. instead of just –a.i) But more clearly,I discovered the Adessive ‘at (location)’ and 
an explicit  Allative ‘to (location)’. This might actually be predictable because both
Estonian and Finnish have similar Adessive and Allative, suggesting it developed already
at the common ancestor of all three languages. There was also a case ending that seemed to
take the meaning of Estonian Terminative case. Since Finnish does not have the
Terminative, that development would have occurred in the common ancestor of Estonian
and Suebic/Venetic only. (See below)

It is obvious from Estonian and Finnish today that dynamic interpretations of the
Partitive did not develop in it like in Venetic. But it may have begun to develop in
Estonian via an alternative Partitive which sometimes resembles an alternative Illative,
which essentially adds length. That is to say for example the word talut is a very static
sounding Partitive, whereastal’lusuggests movement towards. The natural inclination of a
speaker wishing to make a case ending dynamic, would be to add length.

The following tree chart demonstrates our proposed Finnic language tree as suggested
by comparing Venetic (=Suebic), Estonian, and Finnish in its development of 3 cases.

Figure 4.1–See text section 4.2.1.2
Finnic Language Descent suggested by Inessive, Partitive, and Illative
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Table 4.1

SUGGESTED CHART OF MAJOR CASE ENDINGS (SEE FOLLOWING TEXT)

VENETIC
CASE
ENDING

STATIC
MEANING

EST/FINN
PARALLEL

DYNAMIC
MEANING

EST/FINN
PARALLEL

-v.i. Partitive ‘part of’ -t / -a
‘being part
of’ ‘uniting 
with’

-t /-a
(dynamic meaning
rare)

-iiv.i. Explicit
Dynamic
Partitive?

‘being part 
of’‘ ‘uniting 
with’

-.s. Inessive
‘in’ -as used to
describe or
name

-s / -ssa ‘being in =
into’

"Illative" case
–sse /–v v n

-.s.t Elative

‘derived out 
of’- used to
describe or
name

-st /-sta
(static meaning
‘derived from’))

‘out of, exit 
from’

-st / -sta

-- [stem]
Genitive 'of' -[stem] / -n

' being in
possession
of''

Finnish
Illative -v v n
(?)

-na Essive ‘like,as’ -na / -na ‘being of, 
like,as’

-na / -na (dynamic
meaning rare)

-na.i Essive
+ Partitive

'like, as'' in
Partitive
sense

suffix -ne (?) ‘till, up to’ 
(or similar)

Estonian
"Terminative"

-ni

-ne.i
Terminative Like a Dative? ‘till, up to’

Estonian
"Terminative"

-ni

-l Adessive ‘at location of’ -l / -lla Use Allative Use Allative

-le.i Allative Use Adessive Use Adessive ‘to location
of’

Est/Finn "Allative"
-le / -lle

-.l.t Ablative 'arising from
location of'

-lt / -lta
(as a nominalizer)

‘from
location of’

Est/Finn "Ablative"
-lt /-lta

-ii- "Iiative" 'extremely
large, infinite'

'extremely
fast'

-bo- 'on side of'

remnant in Est.
word pool 'at side
of' but not used as
a suffix any longer

'to side of''

remnant in Est. word
poole'at side of' but
not used as a suffix
any longer
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4.2.1.2. Partitive -(v).i. ‘part of; becoming part of’

This is the case ending that earlier analysis from Latin or Indo-European was thought to
be “Dative”. The main reason for my regarding it as a Partitive, is that in some contexts it
appears in a regular Partitive fashion much like in Estonian or Finnish. The “Dative-like” 
meaning arises from dynamic interpretations, as discussed above, which properly means
‘becoming part of’, or ‘uniting with’, etc which is somewhat like “Dative”.

The Partitive can be viewed as a plural treated in a singular way (one item being part of
many), and so the plural markers come into play. We noted that the plural markers were
T,D, and I,J; hence the replacement of T, D with J,I was already intrinsic to Finnic
languages. When speakers of the ancestor to Venetic–Suebic–began to palatalize a great
deal, they found the -J ending more comfortable than -T.
Estonian marks the Partitive with a T, and therefore it isn’t surprising that you can get a

Venetic Partitive by replacing the T,D ending with J, as in talut > taluj (= “talu.i.”). While
it is possible in this way to arrive at the Venetic Partitive ending from the Estonian one,
one cannot do so from the Finnish Partitive. This suggests that Estonian and
Venetic/Suebic had a common parent, and perhaps the Estonian Partitive came first. Then,
with strong palatalization, the Venetic/ Suebic Partitive, converted the T,D, to J (.i.) (The
descent of the Finnic Partitive is shown in Figure 4.1)

Static interpretation (‘part of’): This is the normal use of the Partitive - where
something is part of something larger. It is indefinite and is equivalent to using the
indefinite article in English. The static Partitive appears a number of times in the body of
Venetic sentences, such as rako.i. in pupone.i. e.go rako.i. e.kupetaris but not as
often as the dynamic Partitive, as most of the inscriptions meanings involve something
transiting to a destination.

Dynamic interpretation (‘becoming part of, joining with’): The most important
feature of the Venetic Partitive is that it appears to have come into use strongly to indicate
the movement of a gift, offering, to someone or someplace, looking much like a
Dative. Thus if we gave the Partitive a dynamic meaning, it would be ‘becoming part of
many’. The best concept is‘to join with’or‘unite with’. For example giving an offering to
the Goddess in re.i.tiia.i does not mean giving in a give-recieve way, but rather for that
offering to unite with her, become part of her. It resonates with modern Church
expressions of ‘uniting with God’The sentence from 3.2.3 (b) below shows the general
form used in regards to an offering being made to Rhea. The Partitive ending is in blue..

mego dona.s.to vo.l.tiiomno.s. iiuva.n.|t.s .a.riiu|n.s. ‘s’a.i.nate.i.
re.i.tiia.i. - [bronze sheet MLV- 10 LLV- Es25]

Note the above sentence also shows the Inessive (discussed further below) in iiuva.n.t.s
.a.riiun.s. The sentence is easy to read once we deduce from context and other arguments
that .a.riiu- is a word that has to describe the skyward realm where Rhea lives, and for that
reason I chose the meaning ‘airy-realm’. The final (literal) meaning I arrived at was 

Our bringings(ie offering), skyward-going, in the infinite direction, into the airy-
realm[?], to (=unite with) you of the Gods, to (=unite with) Rhea
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Modern Estonian and Finnish Partitives have the common static interpretation, but
sometimes there is usage that suggests a dynamic interpretation. For example vastu tuult
‘against the wind’ has a sense of the Partitive in tuult being dynamic. Estonian has an
alternative Partitive, probably of recent development, involving adding length to next to
last syllable of the stem, as in tal’lu(instead of talut). Tal’lunow has a psychology that
allows it to be used in a dynamic meaning and that has given rise to ‘alternative Illative’ 
which in reality is a dynamic Partitive!

4.2.1.2. “Iiative” Infix  -ii-‘extremely (fast or far or large)’  

As we saw in the example in 4.2.1.1 one of the Partitive endings, the one inside re.i.tiia.i.
is preceeded by -ii- It is possible to regard the -ii- as a separate infix giving motion, or the
entire thing iia.i. as an explicit expression of the dynamic Partitive. It could represent a way
by which the speaker emphasized the dynamism. However, the double -ii- appears
elsewhere too and the example in 4.2.1.1 possibly shows it twice as well. Note the
underlined parts:

mego dona.s.to vo.l.tiiomno.s. iiuva.n.|t.s .a.riiu|n.s. ‘s’a.i.nate.i.
re.i.tiia.i.

While there may have developed some degree of an explicit dynamic Partitive in -iiv.i.
the appearance of the double ii in non-Partitive situations, made me decide that this was a
more widely applicable infix that added a sense of extremeness and or motion. See our
discussions about the infinite as well –3.3.3 (c). In the above .a.riiun.s. the stem is
probably .a.riu- and three elements are added –ii, -n and, -.s. We note that the–ii- occurs
also in a similar concept vo.l.tiio which describes the heavens overhead –it seems very
much that the -ii- is intended to exaggerate the size of the realm above. As funny as it may
seem, it could have the same psychological basis as when an Estonian says  ‘hiiiiigla suur’ 
emphasizing the I’s in the word meaning ‘enormous’.

4.2.1.3. Inessive -.s.‘in; into’  (In dynamic meaning =Illative)

Static interpretation (‘in’): In today’s Finnic, the Inessive and Illative cases are
considered different, but as we said above, it seems Venetic allowed - and perhaps in more
ways than case endings - meanings to differ based on context. Was the action simply
happening, or was the action being done towards something else? Was something merely
‘being’, or ‘acting on something’? For example, an object that simply was, and did
nothing onto anything else, would take the static meaning. Insofar as the static merely
described something, it could be used to descriptively name that something. In Venetic, the
Adige River was called Atesis (a Roman interpretation - the original may have been Atta.s.
Or for example klutiiari.s. in voto klutiiari.s. vha.g.s.to written on a vase, and which
seems to mean ‘(flower)-bunch’can only be static in the meaning of -.s. and although a
noun meaning‘(flower)-bunch’can be broken up into a descriptive noun phrase in that all
nouns originated with descriptions from even more basic nouns and other attached
elements.
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Dynamic Interpretation (‘into’ = Illative)But if that object was either entering or
leaving that state, it would take the dynamic meaning. This interpretation is so common in
the inscriptions, we find numerous examples. Note that the difference between ‘to’in an
Inessive situation, is the sense of physical movement ‘into’, whereas ‘to’in a Partitive
situation has a sense of uniting with, which is quite abstract. Thus while English has the
all-purpose‘to’, in Venetic, that‘to’has different meanings depending on the case ending.
It makes the English translation a little challenging. For example see above in 4.2.1.1

4.2.1.3. Elative -.s. t ‘arising from; out of’  

Static Interpretation (‘arising from’) This is similar to the Inessive, in that the static
form seems to have most often served the role of describing, even naming. Today Estonian
and Finnish tend to view the Elative case in a dynamic way –something is physically
coming out of after being in something. Thus as the chart (Table 4.1) suggests, it is the
static form that is less known and less used today, which logically comes from the idea of
something being derived from or arising from something else. To use an Estonian example,
a town with a bridge silla- could acquire a name two ways –with the static Inessive as a
description Sillase, and with the static Elative with Sillaste. . Just as we referred to Atesis
for our example with the Inessive, there was also the town, Ateste (Ate.s.t) at the end of
the amber route. In this case the meaning is ‘derived from, arising from, the terminus (of
the trade route)’. Another major Venetic city was Tergeste, which suggests ‘arising from
the market (terg)’.

In the Venetic sentences, there are nouns that were originally developed from this static
Elative ending. For example .e.g.e.s.t- is one. In Chapter 3, we often used this truth to
hone the interpreations of words with -.s.t-. For example .e.g.e.s.t- could be interpreted as
‘something arising from the continuing’ = ‘forever’(The reader should review my
interpretations of the–ST words from this perspective.)

Dynamic Interpretation (‘out of’)This is the common modern usage in Estonian and
Finnish and this is the meaning we will find in a grammar describing case endings. The
dynamic interpretation of the Elative does not appear in the body of Venetic inscriptions;
but that does not mean Venetic lacked it, because the concept of something travelling ‘out
of’something else was not particularly applicable to offerings towards the heavens or the
Goddess. Most often, whenever the -.s.t appears in Venetic, it appears to be the static kind
embodied in a noun derived from a simpler stem.

4.2.1.4. Genitive [stem] ; -n (?)‘of’  

Static Interpretation (‘of’) vs Dynamic Interpretation (‘coming into possession of’)
Although I found some instances in which an–n might have some Genitive role, I found

little appearance of the–n Genitive. Estonian today lacks the–n Genitive which is standard
in Finnish. Perhaps if Venetic is closer to Estonian, we might expect the same lack of an–
n marker. What I found in the Venetic sentences was that the idea of possession seems to
be expressed by what seems to be the compound word form. In a compound word, the first
part is the stem and takes no endings, while the second part takes the endings. But given
that in modern Estonian the Genitive is purely the naked stem, these first parts of
compound words are indistinguishable from Genitives. For example kluta-viko-.s. is a
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compound word, the first I interpreted from context as ‘clutch’ (of flowers) and the second 
as ‘the bringing’. But the first element, kluta, could very well be seen to be in the Genitive.
It may be exactly such overuse of compounding, that developed the use of the naked stem
as Genitive in the language ancestral to both Estonian and Venetic/Suebic, with the
consequential abandoning of the–n at the end, while it endured in Finnish.

All in all,I’m afraid that it is impossible to claim Venetic had the –n Gentive rather than
the naked stem like Estonian. All the endings with N, appear to be other cases like the
Essive (-na) or the 1st person pronoun suffix–ni

Still, we have to acknowledge the solitary -n- appears to play a role sometimes. We saw
in the example mego dona.s.to vo.l.tiiomno.s. iiuva.n.t.s .a.riiun.s. ‘s’a.i.nate.i. re.i.tiia.i.the
appearance of the -n- in .a.riiun.s. This happens elsewhere in the body of inscriptions, and
remains a subject for further investigation. It makes sense that even if an original Finnic–n
Genitive falls out of common use, vestiges of it will endure frozen into special words.
Other examples include kara.n.mnio.i and voltiio.n.mnio.i. In these instances, the compound
word is a verb. Maybe if the second part is a verb, Veneti still required the explicit–n ???

The greatest use of the N in Venetic is the next, in the Essive Case (-na ‘in form of, as’)  
This case exists in Estonian and Finnish, and therefore must be very old and will certainly
appear in Venetic.

4.2.1.5. Essive -na ‘as, in the form of’; ‘becoming as.’

This ending is almost as common in the inscriptions as the Partitive and Inessive. We
will assume for the sake of argument that this case ending too has both a static
interpretation and a dynamic one, depending on context.

Static Essive: In the static interpretation this ending has the meaning‘as, in the form of,
in the guise of’For example it appears in‘s’a.i.nate.i. where‘s’a.i.na is seen as‘in the form
of the gods’It appears more commonly in the inscriptions with an additional Partitive
attached, giving -na.i This added Partitive usually results in a very dynamic meaning,
which appears to be like Estonian Terminative ‘till....’ You will have found in my
interpretations translating –na.i. with ‘till, up to’  I also did so with –ne.i. (as in pupone.i.)
but remain curious about the implications of the E. Possibly it is a formalization of a new
case ending? (I express this possibility in Table 4.1)

Dynamic Essive: I do not know if there is a stark example of this. The dynamic
interpretation would mean‘assuming the form of’It would need to have a verb behind it,
such as ‘he changed into....’ We can understand the concept from an English example. The 
static Essive would be‘He has status, as an engineer’and the dynamic would be‘He went
to the conference as an engineer’Perhaps there isn’t much difference to our modern ears,
but it might have been significant in Venetic.

4.2.1.6. Terminative? -na.i. -ne.i.‘up to, until, as far as’

This ending appears often. It looks like a Partitive ending added to an Essive ending
and originally my interpretations tried to combine the Essive meaning with Partitive and
got confusing results like ‘in the form of joining with’ and then one day I hit on the idea of 
the Terminative –‘up to, until, as far as’ –which exists in Estonian but not Finnish.
Without much rational justification I applied it everywhere it occurred and it fit better than
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my complicated combining of Essive and Partitive concepts. This case ending might also
have static and dynamic interpretations. If so, I would say that the static interpretation is
as in pupone.i. –something is given to, while the dynamic interpretation would be to
physically travel until somewhere. For example in 3.2.7.1(a) v.i.ugia.i. mu.s.ki a.l.na.i. the
word a.l.na.i. appears to be ‘until down below’ which is a physical movement.

4.2.1.7. Adessive and Allative -l‘at (location of)’;-le.i. ‘towards (location 
of)’

The Adessive  in the meaning ‘at (location of)’ represents the static interpretation. In 
this case it seems Venetic does have an explicit dynamic form which parallels what is in
relation to Estonian and Finnish called the Allative ‘towards (location of)’. One may ask, 
why does Venetic have the explicit Allative, when it did not have the explicit Illative? To
understand what Venetic is expected to have and what not, we can look at what is common
in Estonian and Finnish. If a case ending exists in Estonian and Finnish in a similar way
then it is very old, and must exist in Venetic. Our chart of Figure 4.1 showed the descent of
Inessive, Partitive and Illative. If we were to add Adessive and Allative, we would show
both existing at the common ancestor of all three languages –Estonian, Venetic/Suebic,
and Finnish. Estonian Adessive is reperesented by -l, Finnish by –lla which is essentially
the same (Est. has lost terminal a’s on case endings). And the Allative, which is equivalent 
to a dynamic interpretation of the Adessive, is found both in Estonian and Finnish as -le, -
lle. It follows that if both Estonian and Finnish have both the Adessive and Allative, then
Venetic must as well, as it is from the same grandparent language.

Unfortunately the Venetic Adessive and Allative occur only a couple of times, so we do
not have many examples. The most significant sentence is the following. It is written on
one of the Padova round stones left at the bottom of tombs, and on which most of them are
telling the deceased spirit to fly up out of the tomb.

(a) tivale.i. be.l. lene.i. - [round stones- LLV Pa 26]
‘onto wing, to fly!(Est. tiivale peal lendama!)(=tiiva peale lendama!)

I propose that the ending -le.i. on tivale.i. is an Allative  (‘to location of’)  while the -.l.
on be.l. is the Adessive. What we are seeing, I propose, is the Venetic using the ending -e.i.
to explicitly create new cases that are explicit representations of the dynamic meaning of
an otherwise static case ending. Note that the stem of tivale.i. is tiva, and its meaning is
confirmed by the handle-with-hook that has kalo-tiba on it (=Est. ‘kallu tiib’ ‘wing for 
pouring’)

Note that there is another example with tiva in the inscription and here it appears with
the Adessive ending (-l) to which is added an iio.i. which seems to mean ‘to infinity’)

(b) vhugiio.i. tivaliio.i. a.n.tetiio.i. eku .e.kupetari.s .e.go - [figure 8
design with text - image of Pa26]

‘Carry infinitely, upon wing to infinity, the givings to infinity, so-be-it happy journey,
let it remain’

We can interpret tivaliio.i. as tiva + l + iio.i.
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4.2.1.7. Ablative (-lta) ‘out of (location of)’

The Ablative also exists in both Estonian and Finnish in a similar way and therefore
must exist in Venetic via the northern Suebic. The Ablative to Adessive and Allative, is
similar to the Elative (-st) in relation to the Inessive and Illative. The difference is that the
former deals with physical location, while the latter deals with interiors.

Static Interpretation of the Ablative (‘derived from location of”) This form
probably was mostly used to create nouns, to name things, but in this case related to a
location - on top of it, not inside it. An example in Venetic is the word vo.l.tiio Could it
have begun with AVA‘open space’? AVALT would then mean‘derived from the location
of the open space’This seems to accord with the apparent meaning of vo.l.tiio as
‘heavens’

Dynamic Interpretation of the Ablative (‘from the location of’) This is the
common usage in modern Estonian and Finnish –to physically move away from a
location. Do any of the inscriptions indicate movement from one location to another? We
can presume Venetic/Suebic had it, but we have not yet identified it within the relatively
small (less than 100) body of inscriptions.

43.2.1.8. Summary of Est./Finn. Case Endings and Presence in Venetic.

Since we have used Estonian and Finnish case endings to assist us find repeated patterns
that suggest Venetic has similar case endings, we should first summarize the common Case
Endings in Estonian and Finnish. The list is oriented to Estonian and the modern order in
listing them. This is by way of summary, showing which ones do and do not have
resonances with Venetic. See also the chart given above in Table 4.1

-- Nominative identified by a hard terminating ending that has to be softened when
made into a stem.

[stem](Estonian) -n (Finnish) Genitive ‘of’ identified by a softened ending able to
take case endings (Venetic seems to have gone the direction of Estonian)

-t (Estonian) -a (Finnish) Partitive ‘part of’   Venetic appears to have evolved to
convert the–t in the parental language of Estonian and Venetic/Suebic into–j (.i.)

-s (Est.) -ssa (Finn.) Inessive  ‘in’     Appears in Veneti as -.s. but Venetic uses it in
both a static way to describe something and a dynamic way with meaning of Illative ‘into’

-sse (Est.) –vvn (Finn) Illative  ‘into’   NOT in Venetic, meaning the explicit
Illative may be a development since Venetic times. Venetic allows –.s. to assume this
meaning according to context.

-st (Est.), -sta (Finn) Elative ‘out of’  strong in Finnic languages including Veneticbut
appearing mainly as a nominalizer and therefore must be very old

-l (Est.) -lla (Finn.) Adessive ‘at (location)’ Due to similarities between Est. and
Finn. versions is another very old ending, hence expected within Venetic (and is as -l)

-lle (Est. and Finn.) Allative  ‘to (location)’  Because it is found in both Est. and Finn.
also very old, and we found it in Venetic as–le.i.. (See above)
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-lt (Est.) -lta(Finn.) Ablative ‘from (location)    Probably also in Veneticat least
embedded in words like vo.l.tiio

-ks (Est.) -ksi (Finn.) Translative ‘transforminto’ Not identified yet in Venetic, but
if it exists in both Estonian and Finnish one might expect it does exist in Venetic too. One
watches for evidence.

-na (same in all three languages) Essive ‘as’   This is one of the endings that must be
very old to appear in all three.

-ni (Est.) (not acknowledged in Finnish grammar)  Terminative   ‘up to, until’  This 
seems it may exist in Venetic as Essive plus dynamic Partitive -na.i. But might be explicit
in–ne.i. Venetic also creates the dynamic Allative using–e.i.

-ta (Est.) Abessive  ‘without’ Not noticed in the Venetic, but could be there
somewhere.

-ga (Est) Comitative  ‘with, along with’    Venetic definitely presented k’or ke in the
meaning ‘and,also’ as in Estonian ka, -ga. Unclear if it occurs as a suffix in Venetic.

4.2.1.9. Other Case Endings, Suffixes

Note that for Finnic, the concept of case endings is artitificial –selecting the most
common of a large spectrum of endings evolved from an ancient language that would be
analogous to modern Inuit of arctic North America, which linguists call ‘polysynthetic’ (a 
system where the speaker simply combines short stems with many suffixes, infixes, and
prefixes). The modern manner of describing Estonian and Finnish, and from which the
above terminology has been derived, is really a selection by linguists developing a
description, of the most common, most universally used, suffixes. What they chose was to
a large degree influenced by how grammar had been described in the most common Indo-
European languages. This is important to know, because it means that there are other
suffixes that could have been included with the stated “case endings”. But these suffixes
are generally not identified in the grammar but rather word stems plus these suffixes are
treated like words in themselves. For example the word Eestlane ‘Estonian’ actually has a 
suffix –lane, composed of –la-ne  which literally means ‘in the nature of the place’. We 
can take any stem, such as puu (‘tree’) and add –lane to achieve puulane which now means
‘someone who lives at the tree(s)’ 

There are many such suffixes that are common enough that a creative speaker could
combine them and in effect revive the original polysynthetic approach of speaking. As I
say, if the Finnic languages were properly described with recognition of their polysynthetic
core, instead of linguists seeking to define a minimal number of ‘case endings’,  then we 
would be speaking only of stems, suffixes, infixes, and prefixes.

In some instances, the words with the suffixes built into them, are so common and so
old, that speakers of Estonian or Finnish no longer think of how they were derived. For
example the word kond, ‘community’is one an Estonian would not even think about in
terms of its internal components. But when you think of it, it is in fact a combination of
KO plus the suffix –ND, and the intrinsic meaning is ‘together’ + ‘something defined 
from’. Thus what we have is not only recognized suffixes, but suffixes that have frozen
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onto the stem and assumed a quite particular meaning. Sometimes, unfortunately the
particular meaning veers away from its original intrinsic meaning.

One of the common suffixes that are frozen onto stems is the -ND, -NT suffix. It is one
of the oldest and was found in the entire Pre-Indo-European Europe. It appears in the word
Atlantis, for example.  AT ‘end, terminus’  LA ‘place of’   NT ‘something defined from’ 
and the –S manner of making something a name giving ‘that which is defined from the
place of the end’  obviously referring to the end of the ancient earth. This breakdown is no 
coincidence. It can be done with many European place names from the very distant past.
The word Adriatic Sea, (Atra >Latin Atria) for example or Etruscan, combine AT ‘end’ 
with RA ‘road’, was obviously invented by all the trader peoples coming from the north 
who saw the Adriatic Sea as the end of their trade road. The fact that the pattern exists in
the name of the Etruscans whose land was Etruria, suggests that the Etruscans were trader
colonies too, from earlier than the Veneti, perhaps traders who came down the Rhone. For
that matter the River Atesis (originally probably Atta.s.) and Ateste (originally probably
Ata.s.t) also speak strongly of a trader people from the north doing the naming.

More sophisticated descriptions of modern Estonian or Finnish, actually take notice of
the suffixes, calling them ‘Derivational Suffixes’. There are about 50 suffixes enumerated
in A Grammatical Survey of the Estonian Language by Johannes Aavik, most readily
found within Estonian-English Dictionary complied by Paul F. Saagpakk, 1982. It was
and is important for us to be aware of these suffixes when looking at Venetic, to find
resonances, since the ‘case endings’ definitions arbitrarily selected by linguists, may have
excluded important suffixes that appear frequently in Venetic.

For our purposes, there is nothing to be gained by looking at more than a few suffixes
in the list given by Aavik–those that we found worthy of consideration in our analysis of
the Venetic. They could also allow us to look at the internal makeup of a word, to assist in
narrowing down its meaning. For example, among the “case endings” described above, -.s.,
-.s.t -.l.t, -na, and more, can be found bound into words, but they help us to decipher the
words from within. The best example is our disassembly of‘s’a.i.nate.iinto‘s’a –i–na–te
–.i. It produced an intrinsic meaning of ‘to you, who are in the form of the deities’(as
described in section 3.2.3.) Thus we are not restricted to the modern definitions of “case 
endings” in Finnic, and we can look for other suffixes too. Perhaps these other suffixes are
now rare in Estonian useage, but Venetic magnified their use.

The following is a limited list of the Estonian derivational suffixes that I considered in
analyzing the Venetic. Some were very significant.

-ma Estonian 1st infinitive, is believed to have originated in Estonian as a verbal
noun in the Illative. Something of this nature seems to be found in Venetic. There were a
couple of instances in which an Illative sense was desirable. For example the Venetic
v.i.rema may mean ‘into the realm of vital energy’

-m where this appears in Estonian words it appears to have a reflective sense. It is
psychological. Possibly it appears in the donom of Lagole inscriptions (3.4.4.3)

-ja suffix of agency, equivalent to English ending –er as in buyer. Would appear in
Venetic as -JI (since it appears in palalatalized Livonian as –ji) I did not find anything
solid in this regard, perhaps because Venetic is likely to write it -.i.i and how would one
distinguish it from all the otheruses of “I”within Venetic!
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-ur (= Venetic -o.r. ) indicating a person or thing which has a permanent activity or
profession, equivalent to English –or as in surveyor. Would appear in Venetic as –or . I
found this one very useful as it perfectly explained a word like lemetorna associated with a
stylus left as an offering ‘as a producer of warm-feelings’–ie the object continues to be an
expression from the giver after it is left behind. An example:

v.i.o.u.go.n.ta lemeto.r.na [.e.]b[.] | - [stylus- MLV-38bis, LLV-ES-58]
‘The collection-of-bringings, as ingratiation-producers, remains’
Not noted in our lexicons is a fibula (used to pin togas together) with the word augar on

the back. This was appropriate if aug- was ‘hole’ (as in Est. auk) thus giving the Venetic
word for a fibula as literally ‘hole-producer’ (= ‘pin’)  

-nd (=Venetic -nd,-nt ) attached to nouns, verbs, and participles to form derived
nouns with meanings related to the stems of words. In my view the best interpretation for
this is ‘entity made from’ or ‘entity, something, defined from’ and similar.The use of–ND
is apparent in Venetic and seems widely used in ancient pre-Indo-European substratum of
Europe (as the Atlantis example suggests) For example it appears in va.n.t.s. in the
sentence mego v|a.n.t.s .e.g|e.s.t.s do||na.s.to |re.i.tia.i ‘Our  bringing , in the direction of 
the everlasting, to Rhea

-us a suffix that may have ancient Roman influence behind it. This probably would
not appear until Roman times. It may be represented inside the –ko.s. in Lagole
inscriptions which already have Latin elements mixed in.

- ik is a suffix that has Partitive properties in that the K sound suggests breaking off
something from a whole. I did not identify an example in the inscriptions other than the
fact that the conjunction ke employs the psychology of breaking off.

-kond (konna-) (=Venetic–go.n.ta ) ‘a group of things or persons related to a
certain place or area’. This is an important component in the Venetic inscriptions. It
appears in Venetic often as v.i.ougo.n.ta, but also elsewhere too.

-la - place or residence. I saw it in one place, the ending on ‘Crete’in the Roman
period urn inscription–

CRETEILA - M - ENNIO - GRAICI - F - [urn- MLV-120-02, LLV-Es II]

As I said, Aavik demonstrates about 50 ‘derivational suffixes’ in Estonian,bound into
words and not used as frequently as the formal ‘case endings’;and the above is only a
selection of ones that crossed my mind when looking at Venetic texts. Furthermore, insofar
as Venetic followed its own path for a while, it is possible Venetic has developed some
such suffixes into strong use. But since Venetic is 2000 years old and closer to the
common ancestor of Estonian and Venetic, it is more likely that Estonian has LOST those
forms that Venetic had . For example, we noted earlier how an original wider use of
endings on (A)VA had Venetic creating va/.n.t which has vanished if it was in the
common ancestor, and somehow Estonian has only preserved va/stu. We can also propose
that Estonian lost the use of bo- in a wider fashion and it only survives today as poo/l
'half, to the side of' (in effect POO in the Adessive case).

While we find bo-, along with va.n.t- used as a preposition, Veneti appears to use–bo as
an ending (example in SSELBOI, SSELBOI) and I have included it in Table 4.1
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4.2.2 POSTPOSITIONS, PREPOSITIONS, ADJECTIVAL
MODIFIERS

4.2.2.1. Postpositions and Prepositions

GENERAL
Postpositions and prepositions in Estonian and Finnish can be viewed as the true

attached-element in the ancient tradition. Technically there is nothing to distinguish
between a postposition and a case ending or a suffix, other than that a space is placed
between the postposition and the stem, and that postpositions are generally more than one
syllable. Thus postpositions are in fact descendants of the ancestral manner of attaching
descriptive elements to the stem. For example in Estonian tee kaudu ‘by way of the road’, 
kaudu , considered a postposition, could be easily viewed as a case ending if used often
enough. Frequent use would also cause its abbreviation. For example tee kaudu could
become for example “teekau” ‘by way of the road’  This is an artificial example. A real 
example would be the Estonian postposition kaasa which is a suffix/postposition that
developed in Estonian into the Comitative case -ga In Finnish there is no Comitative case,
and one can only say talon kanssa  ‘along with the house’ (Genitive plus postposition ). 
The Estonian equivalent using the Comitative case would be taluga. Estonian also
preserves kaasa for emphasis only - taluga kaasa (Note Estonian talu actually means
‘farm’ but it is from the same originsas the Finnish talo)

There are many many postpositions in both Estonian and Finnish, demonstrating that
the ancient tradition of attached modifiers in a polysynthetic system is still alive, but
called something else. A few of the modern Estonian postpositions plus Finnish
equivalents are given below (giving the Estonian first and Finnish second). Some are
treated as prepositions too. Whether it comes before or after is a subtle matter. If before,
the word modified takes the Partitive, if after, the word modified is in the Genitive. In the
following examples, the first version before slash (/) is Estonian, the second Finnish.

alla/alla - below
edasi/edessä - forward
järel/jälkeen - following
kaasa/kansa - with
kauda/kautta - by way of
keskel/keskellä - in the middle of
lähel/lähellä - close to

läbi/läpi - through
pääle/päälä- on top of
taga/takana - behind
ümber/ympärilla–around
vastu/vasten - against
pitki/pitkin–along
and more

In addition Estonian has many more Finnish does not have, and vice versa.

POSTPOSITIONS AND PREPOSITIONS IN VENETIC:

bo- The grammatical element -bo- appears in Venetic in several ways. We have
already noted several instances in which it is a suffix or second part of a compound word.
For example .o.p io|robo.s. ; vise iobo; SSELBOISSELBOI; .... But in 3.3.3 (f) we saw
mego lemetore<.i. v>.i.ratere.i. do|na.s.to bo.i. iio.s. vo.l.tiio.m.mno.i which suggests it is

a stand-alone word too, acting as a preposition or postposition to another word. This usage
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is similar to that of va.n.t- (below) Possibly the case endings on it would be the same as
the word it introduces. Estonian has an analogous word in poole, as in talu poole ‘in the 
direction of the farm’ which makes it a postposition. It resembles Venetic bo- if it were in
the Allative. Earlier we saw Venetic Allative marked with –le.i.; so the Allative of bo-
would be bole.i.; but the limited number of Venetic sentences does not show an instance of
this to prove its use.

va.n.t- This word does not have a suffix version, and seems to behave like a typical
postposition/preposition. It may be analogous to Estonian vastu, except conveying a
positive concept. There are several examples of its use as a postposition/preposition. For
example 3.2.7.2 (a) presents va.n.te.i v.i.o.u.go.n.tio.i. .e.go Here va.n.te.i. in Partitive,
appears to modify v.i.o.u.go.n.tio.i. also in the Partitive. Also in 2.2.9.4 (b) we saw mego
dona.s.to va.n.t.s. mo.l.don ke | .o. kara.n.mn.s. re.i.tiia.i.

.o.p is obviously a preposition as it appears in .o.p vo.l.tiio leno‘up skyward fly’and in
one of the round stone inscriptions, but written up.

ADJECTIVES

When most of the descriptive modifiers of a word are expressed in case endings or
suffixes, an independent adjective out front, like in English, are expectedly rare in Finnic,
and in early Finnic like Venetic perhaps non-existent. The separate adjective, placed in
front, I believe is a new development in Finnic language as a result of influences from I-E
languages. Putting an adjective to the front is actually cumbersome in today’s Finnic in
that it requires the speaker repeat the case ending of the noun on the adjective in order to
connect the two. In analyzing Venetic, I very carefully looked for parallelism in case
endings, because that could mean that the first one modified the second. But often I found
a stem word assuming the first part of a compound word. And when there were two words
with the same case ending, one could either view the first as an adjective, or treat them
both as independent words. A sentence that presented such problems is the following:

.o..s.t..s. katus.ia .i.io.s. dona.s.to .a.tra.e..s. te.r.mon.io.s. de.i.vo.s
- [MLV- 125, LLV- Vi2]

The basic sentence here is dona.s.to .o..s.t..s. katus.ia ‘The bringing(offering) to vanish 
into being...’ Then we have destinations all in the Venetic Inessive/Illative but suggesting
‘into’   .i.io.s. .a.tra.e..s. would mean–if one of the words is an adjective– ‘into the end 
of infinity’ and the second pair says the same thing but in Indo-European loanwords
te.r.mon.io.s. de.i.vo.s which would mean–if one of the words is an adjective -  ‘into the 
terminus of the sky’  But it isn’t necessary to assume there are any adjectives here. It can 
simply be the same grammatical structure repeated. In other words, these words could
mean ‘into infinity, into the end, into the terminus, into the sky’. The same is true of the
frequent address‘s’a.i.nate.i. re.i.tiia.i where‘s’a.i.nate.i.can be regarded as an adjective, or
it can be regarded as its own word, in parallel with re.i.tiia.i. It is possible that if the original
languages of humanity attached all modifiers like suffixes, that the common modern
independent adjectives developed from such creations of parallels.
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I am inclined to think that Venetic, frozen over 2000 years ago, might not really have
any true independent adjectives, and the closest form to look like an independent adjective
would be the preposition described in the last section. That is to say, instead of in the
large farm one says in the large-farm, or in Estonian suures talus versus suur-talus where
creating the compound word excuses one from putting the case ending–s on both. Venetic,
in other words is strong in the latter, and made even more complicated because as we saw
above, Venetic Genitive too was like Estonian using a bare stem (without endings). Thus a
compound word might be a Genetive ahead of the main word, and two words both with the
same case endings might be purely noun repetition where the first one is not really an
adjective but from the repetition has a modifying effect.

COMPARISON?

Insofar as the Estonian and Finnish comparative forms are similar, we can expect
Venetic would have them. But are any detectable in the small body of Venetic
inscriptions?

Generally in Est. and Finnish, the comparative is shown by adding -em to the adjective,
and superalitve by adding -im to the adjective. The comparison levels clearly seem to be
marked by vowel level - the higher the vowel level before the m the more extreme. I
don't recall any ending in an -m to indicate a comparison of state, except there is v.i.rema
In the following sentence v.i.rema v.i.rema.i.s.t(na.i.?) may modify, be in parallel to,
re.i.tiia.i.

(a) vda.n dona.s[.to] v.i.rema v.i.[r]ema.i.s.t[-- re.i].tiia.i .o.p vo.l.t|[iio
leno] - [tablet- MLV-14 LLV-Es32]

(a) v.i.ugia v.i.rema.i.s.tna.i. doto | re.i.tia.i. - [stylus- MLV-23, LLV-Es42]

But we have not interpreted it in the comparative. See section 3.2.6(b) for our
interpretations with the concept of ‘energy-realm’  Perhaps it is possible to interpret
v.i.rema as ‘the more vital, energetic’ and then v.i.rema.i.s.tna.i. in a manner analogous to
Estonian viremaistseni  ‘until the one of the more vital’ (ie Rhea). This matter remains
unresolved. It is certainly a good hypothesis that the Goddess might be called, ‘derived 
from the more vital’. 

4.2.4 PRONOUNS

4.2.4.1. Personal Pronouns

The limited number of Venetic sentences presents us with only two examples of pronouns
mego and te.i. which we interpret as first and second person plural, possibly used in a
formal singular way. The pronoun mego we assumed was in the Genitive and te.i. in the
(dynamic) Partitive. Accordingly, without having direct evidence we can at least infer that
the Partitive of the first person plural was me.i. while the Genitive of the other was tego It
is possible to further guess other case forms, but only the underlined actually appear.
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1st pers pl (‘we’) 2nd pers pl   (‘you’)

Nominative mego tego

Genitive mego tego

Partitive me.i. te.i.

3.2.4.2. Possessive Pronoun Suffixes

Finnish adds pronoun suffixes to stems, to indicate possession. This is very ancient as
the adding of suffixes was quite standard at the origins of Finnic languages.

Finnish Pronoun Suffixes
'my' -ni

'your' -si
'his,hers,its' -nsa

'our' -mme
'your' -nne
'their' -nsa

Finnish today also will add pronouns to the front, thus creating some redundancy (for
example minun taloni) This relates to the concept of emphasis - modifiers migrated to the
front I believe for emphasis. But note that once there was this redundance, it was
possible to drop one of the two. And that is what happened with Estonian and Venetic,
already starting at the language that split off from the ancestor of Finnish. I feel I did detect
some possessive pronoun suffixes in Venetic. To be specific, the word mego appears only
in a sentence beginning mego dona.s.to which I interpreted as 'Our bringing' And yet
there is another sentence that begins ENONI, which no matter how I analysed the sentence,
seems to be 'my thirst' affirmed by resonance with Est, jäänu 'thirst' So far, I have only
noticed the personal pronoun suffix for ‘my’ –ni, which is equivalent to the Finnish suffix
–ni We also see in in the Roman alphabet urn inscriptions in the term of endearment
TITINI, which from the context very likely means ‘my Titi’.I believe, therefore, Venetic
still employed pronoun suffixes and that Estonian has lost them in the last 2000 years.

4.2.5 VERBS

4.2.5.1. General

Verbs are hard to distinguish from nouns. Sometimes endings on verbs mimic those on
nouns. I suspect that early language did not distinguish between nouns and verbs, and, like
the matter of static or dynamic case endings, the meaning was determined from the context
in which it was used –which was no problem as long as language existed only in spoken
form.
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We have to bear in mind that original language was always spoken, so that whether a
concept was verbal or nominal could simply depend on how forcefully it was spoken,
where the length and stress was placed. In our investigation of Venetic inscriptions we
found a great lack of clear use of verbs–often it was possible to express the same thought
by interpreting a stem nominally instead of verbally. For example, Venetic infinitives look
like noun stems with Partitive endings and sometimes we could have been interpreted the
stem of the infinitive as a noun with Partitive ending. For example a stem plus a Partitive,
could be interpreted verbally as an infinitive ‘to run’ or nominally with ‘to, towards, 
running’. It seems to me that people developed the knowledge of what was normally to be
taken as a verbal stem and what was to be taken as a nominal stem simply from experience
with the language. But that is how it is today in English, for example. We learn from use,
what stems are verb stems and what are noun stems.

Finnic languages today have many supposed verb forms, that can take case endings and
instantly they become nominal. Here are some examples taken from the stem jooks– ‘run’

jookse - ‘run’   (verb- imperative)
jooksma - ‘to run’ (infinitive)
jooksmas- ‘in run’(infinitive plus Inessive case ending)
jooksmal - ‘at running’(infinitive plus Adessive case ending)
jooksmana - ‘in the form of running’(infinitive plus Essive case ending)
jooksmast - ‘arising from running’ (infinitive plus Elative case ending)
etc, etc, etc
And then there are other verbal forms too that take case endings and suffixes. For

example the t-infinitive - but
jooksda - ‘to run’
jooksdes - ‘running’  (But wait, that forms the active present gerund!)
jooksdest - ‘out of running’( That now looks like an Elative attached to the gerund)
etc etc etc
And then there are ways of making a complex noun back into a verb, or a complex verb

back into a noun.
My opinion is that originally word stems were neither nouns nor verbs, but the way they

were used made them verbal or nominal. It would be analogous to usage for example of the
English word run. The same word is both a noun (‘the run’), and an imperative (run!) 
which only goes to show that nouns can be made verbal and vice versa depending on
context, and we do not really need to attach verb or noun markers since in actual use, from
context, the verbal or nominal character is clear. A good example today is the word text
used on cellphones. There is now a verb form as in text me a message I think this
transforming of nouns into verbs is very natural to humans, and is proof that at the roots of
language, the static (nominal) or dynamic (verbal) character of stems and endings were
ambiguous when taken in isolation and that the same stem served both nouns and verbs.

To take an example from Venetic, although technically dona.s.to gives evidence of
being a noun, sometimes it seemed it could be verbal. We stayed with interpreting it as a
noun if we could find another word stem that served as the verb. There were a few other
instances in which the temptation was to verbalize what seemed to be a noun, or vice versa,
and the basic meaning would not change –it would be another way of saying the same
thing.
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3.2.5.2. Imperative

3rd PERSON IMPERATIVE
A very noticable verb form in the body of inscriptions is the 3rd person imperative in

the word .e.go, which means ‘let remain, let endure, let continue’ It just happens that in
the funerary inscriptions it is most needed, as it is something similar to the common
modern idea of ‘rest in peace’Another 3rd person Imperative found in the body of
inscriptions is v.i.ugo‘let carry’. It indicates that–go is the marker, and it is analogous to
Estonian marker–gu as in jäägu

2nd PERSON IMPERATIVE
An example of that is voto‘water!’as in voto klutiiari.s. vha.g.s.to ‘water the clutch (of

flowers) well’
The most recognizable example in the body of inscriptions is the word leno in o.p.

voltiio leno‘up skyward fly!’
In general the 2nd Person Imperative is the most basic verb form, and one can imagine it

to be the first verb form in humanity, where a chief uses it to commands someone to
action. That is why the 2nd Person Imperative is a good indicator of the verb stem. For
example if .e.go is a 3rd Person Imperative, then its 2nd Person Imperative would be simply
.e. , and that would also be its verb stem in general (It would be analgous to Estonian jää)

3.2.5.3. Infinitive

Estonian has two forms of infinitive, the ta-infinitive (also called the 2nd infinitive –
example jooksda) and the ma-infinitive (also called the 1st infinitive –example jooksma)
The ma-infinitive is a new development probably intended to turn infinitives into nominal
forms. As Aavik writes –“the 1st infinitive was originally a verbal noun in the Illative”
Since it is new, it would not be found in ancient Finnic, and if there is a use of –MA in
Venetic, it would be as a verbal noun in the Illative. There are a couple of instances in
which maybe this was happening such as perhaps in v.i.rema. But in general, if we compare
Estonian and Venetic on the matter of the infinitive, we have to focus on the ta-infinitive
which has to be the original infinitive (even though grammars call it the“2nd”  infinitive).

What turned out to be infinitives in Venetic, I originally thought were nouns with
Partitive endings. The resulting interpretations didn’t work too well. Then in one instance I 
thought “it should be an infinitive” and went back through everything and found indeed 
that if “to” + noun were changed to “to” + verb, all the problematic interpretations became 
straightforward and elegant. The conclusion was that infinitives in Venetic are defined by
the verb stem plus what resembles the Partitive ending -(v).i. This is not peculiar if Venetic
already uses the Partitive in a dynamic sense translatable with ‘to’. Insofar as English
derived from a Germanic language with Suebic/Venetic substratum, it explains why in
English the infinitive is expressed by “to” + verb. This is one of the remarkable
coincidences that further supports the correctness of the entire thesis of Venetic origins in
Suebic, and Scandinavian and English Germanic having been superimposed on Suebic
since the mid Roman Age.

But is there resonance with Estonian too? If as we propose, Venetic and Estonian
shared a parent language, then how would that parent language lead to both Estonian 2nd

Infinitive, which is marked by -ta or –da, and also to Venetic marked by a Partitive-like
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ending? Answer: We already saw how the Venetic Partitive can be derived by changing
the T in the Estonian Partitive to J (.i.) This desire to use J is no doubt, as I already said, a
consequence of the strong palatalization. If we assume the parent language was closer to
Estonian, and convert the T in an Estonian ta-infinitive to a J then for example (to use a
clean example that illustrates well) põõrata 'to turn towards' becomes põõraja If we now
drop the final a then we have the Venetic infinitive! And in fact for this example it appears
in an inscription as infinitive pora.i

mego dona.s.to .e.b .v.i.aba.i.'s’a  p|ora.i. .o.p io|robo.s. [bronze sheet
MLV-8, LLV-Es23]
‘Our bringing(ie the offering) remains, to become free, to turn up into the infinite-way’
The key in the Estonian-Venetic relationship is the palatalized Venetic dislikes a final T

and converts it to J both in the Partitive and Infinitive and perhaps elsewhere. Thus the
relationship between Estonian and Venetic is described by the following using the stem
põõra- as the example: põõrata > põõrat > põõraj == pora.i.

This presents us with the way to form more infinitives, from verb stems that appear, but
not in the infinitive. For example perhaps the infinitive of .e. ‘remain’ would have been 
.e.i. (In Estonian jää >jääda which according to the transformatio would become jääj
(.e.i.) ) Examples of infinitives appearing in the body of inscriptions are:

pora.i. 'to turn towards;
votte.i ‘to take’;

ka.n.ta.i ‘to bear’;
mno.i ‘to go’;

kata.i ‘to cover’;
reniio.i.‘to climb’

They are all presented in the examples in section 2.
Identifying infinitives is still sometimes difficult because they resemble Partitive

endings on noun stems. To identify an infinitive we first have to generally translate the
sentence and identify the verbal idea and determine that the infinitive meaning actually fits
better and seems more natural. .

4.2.5.4. Present Indicative

The following table summarizes the endings for the Present Indicative, as revealed by
Venetic sentences. There aren’t very many examples, but from what there is we can 
construct the following table.

Estonian Venetic

Sing. 1. -n
2. -d
3. -b

-n (ie, vdan)
-d,-t (ie, o.s.dot)
-b (ie, .e.b)

Pl.
1. -me
2. -te
3. -vad

-m (ie, vdam)
-t (?- not enough data)
- (?)
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4.2.5.5. Past Participle

The Past Participle seems to be marked by a -to on the verb stem. This resonates with
Est -tud. Note that conversion between Estonian and Venetic mainly involves the way
Venetic palatalizes everything and the secondary effects of it. Thus the conversion from
tud > to is also the consequence of Venetic speakers (and their Suebic source) softening
endings to the extreme. Examples of Past Participles among the inscriptions include doto
'brought' moloto 'buried' . For example:

moloto .e..n.noniia [urn- MLV 91, LLV-Pa90]
‘buried (or made to ash) to unite with Venetia’

4.2.5.6. Present Participle

The Present Participle is marked in Estonian and Finnish by –v(a) and since it is in
both we might therefore expect to find it in Venetic. However the only instance among the
body of inscriptions in which it might appear is in the following:

iiuvant v.i.ve.s.tin iio.i. - [round stone- MLV -138, LLV-Pa8 ]
In the direction of infinity, would be carrying (??) to infinity.

The verb form expressed in v.i.ve.s.tin is hard to decipher, but it seems to have as a
stem v.i.v- which is a Present Partiticle (resonating with Est. viiv) From context alone, it
seemed it might be some complex passive verb form.

Needless to say, we need to find more examples to confirm the Present Participle.

4.2.5.7. Active Present Gerund

There are enough examples for this. This is marked by an .s. on a verb stem.
Examples: mno.s. ‘in going’; ka.n.te.s.  ‘in bearing, carrying’This has been determined
from how it fits very well in the context of the sentences, as well as resonance with
Estonian/Finnish. (For example Estonian minnes, kandes)

4.2.5.7. Other Complex Verb Forms

Other complex verb forms occur in Venetic, since I came across some that were
difficult to figure out, even when consulting Estonian or Finnish for ideas. The problem is
that Venetic was highly palatalized and it is difficult to understand what effect that would
have. Additionally there is a great lack of examples, and in the interpretation (like the
above v.i.ve.s.tin) I can only make a guess based on what the context of the remaining
sentence seems to require and some resonaces with Estonian. This methodology for
interpreting Venetic is an ongoing one, in which every stage although getting better and
better is still a suggestion based on what seems to work. As more examples of Venetic text
come to light, some problems may progress closer to solutions.
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4.3 VENETIC DIALECTIC VARIATION

4.3.1 Roman Era Compromised Venetic

As a language is displaced by a new language, the original language falls into disuse.
At first the original one is relegated to domestic use. The mother tongue is spoken at home,
while the language governing the larger sphere of life, is spoken in daily life away from
home. After several generations the new language creeps into home life, and alters it.
Eventually the old language vanishes, but some other facets of original culture may endure
longer. This has been played out in the last century with Livonian, a Finnic language
closest to and to the south of Estonian, in the Gulf of Riga. For five centuries Livonian has
suffered being located within a Latvian-speaking political order, and that had an impact on
the language. Livonian first became a home language, enduring primarily in isolated
communities; but as time went on, descendants spoke Latvian even at home, and soon the
only speakers of Livonian were grandparents. As the grandparents died out, speakers of
Livonian as a mother tongue disappeared. Yes the descendants still proclaim themselves
proudly to be “Livonian”, but they speak Latvian. Livonian now only survives as a 
scholarly language–one can learn it at university–but it is not a living language either at
home or in the larger sphere of life. It takes only three generations for a language to
disappear as an active language.

The disappearance of Venetic during the rise of the Roman era, would have taken such
a path. Venetic came under the influences of Roman language, institutions and laws.
Venetic would have been relegated to home use, and gradually it was used less until finally
one had a people who still called themselves “Veneti” but no longer spoke the language.

The best indicator of Venetic inscriptions being compromised by Latin, is a change
from using the Venetic alphabet to using the Roman alphabet. Obviously the very act of
using the Roman alphabet undermines Venetic tradition. This is evident in the inscriptions
on the cremation urns. The funerary urn inscriptions span several centuries and beginning
in Venetic alphabet and ending in the Roman alphabet.

In the beginning the urn inscriptions in the Venetic alphabet were quite typical of all
inscriptions in the Veneti alphabet –poetic, personal, individualistic, and actual sentences!
With the change to the Roman alphabet, the inscriptions cease to be well-formed
sentences, but seem to adopt Roman-style formality. They begin to abbreviate traditional
Venetic funerary words, as if now being added purely out of tradition. It is possible that in
the end, people didn’t know what some of the words meant any longerbut wrote them out
of custom.

For example, of the early Venetic period complete sentences on the urns, written in the
Venetic alphabet, one might find:

va.n.t.s. .a.v.i.ro.i. - [urn- MLV-78, LLV-Es77]
into the direction to uniting with the space-way

This is a typical Venetic sendoff –not following any formula but friends and family
creating something appropriate and original for the circumstances.

But now fast-forward into Roman times, and a typical inscription might be:
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/\/\/ - RVTILI - L - F - | - IVA - AIDRIA - VOL - F - [urn- MLV-120-22, LLV-Es
XXII]

Here L would represent a LEME word, F would represent FREMA (v.i.rema) IVA would
be IIUVANTS (iiuva.n.t.s.). VOL would be VOLTIO (vo.l.tiio) and F would be FREMA or
FREMAISTNA. (see Chapter 2 for their meanings)

Fortunately, we do not see the introduction of proper names right away. From what I
see, proper names only appear when the urn inscriptions are really Roman!!. In all earlier
inscriptions, including early ones in the Roman alphabet, if there is a reference to the
deceased it is their professional identity, location of origin, sometimes a family
relationship, and sometimes a term of endearment –in general there is an informality to
them. In the above example, the deceased I believe is represented by RUTILI which I
believe meant ‘trail-man’ and AIDRIA obviously names a location, maybe Adria. See
section 3.4.3 for more on these inscriptions.

But in the end, before Venetic disappears, one sees purely Roman-type funerary texts
that seem no longer to reflect any religiousness, but to simply declare the identity if the
deceased in Roman terms, for example

CASSIA ANNI F SECVNDA | CASSIA ANNI F | SECVNDA - [urn- MLV-120-
38, LLV-Es XLIV]

While there were a few inscriptions in Roman alphabet that still read like the traditional
inscriptions in the Venetic alphabet, most of the Roman alphabet inscriptions are best left
out of the comparative analysis of sentences, and, with a few exceptions, we have avoided
them. They have been covered in section 3.4.3 and sometimes we have made
presumptions about grammatical endings, but in general, the Roman alphabet inscriptions
are unreliable for determining the original Venetic words and grammar, and we are best off
to leave them as we have in 3.4.3 merely taking notes of mentions of profession, location,
terms of endearment, family relationship.

4.3.2 The Lagole Dialect–Increasingly Compromised

The archeological finds in the upper Piave River valley look, on the surface of it, like a
treasure trove of Venetic writing. The Lagole texts, written mostly on dipper handles,
begin in the late Venetic period and then proceed into the Roman period. Some of the
inscriptions from the Venetic period are usable, but it appears, from examples of Roman
words, that the Lagole dialect degenerated and yet continued with the Venetic alphabet for
a time even after the Roman era had begun. But even beyond Roman influences, there
appears to be in the Lagole dialect, various dialectic peculiarities that may reflect the
language coming south from other origins.. See 3.4.4

Since our intention is to discover the original Venetic language, we have, in developing
a grammar, viewed the Lagole inscriptions described in 2.4.4 with caution. There are some
obvious grammatical development, such as the ending –ko.s., but identifying peculiarities
in Lagole grammar will not serve any purpose –if it is even possible given the limited
number of inscriptions.
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4.3.3 The Middle Piave Dialect

When Rome grew in power, it became the new major consumer of amber (originally it
was Greece), and traders coming from the southeast Baltic amber source down the amber
road that reached the Danube near Vienna, now sought to turn westward to descend to the
north Adriatic plain closer to what was now or soon would be the Roman province of
Venetia. I believe that a Piave River valley route was developed by traders from the
southeast Baltic and as a consequence cultivated a dialect that even to the modern Estonian
ear resonates strongly like Estonian. We must bear in mind that the language coming
down from the southeast Baltic was not quite the same as the dialect coming down from
the Jutland Peninsula. For more see 3.4.5. Although there aren’t many inscriptions from 
the middle Piave Valley (where by the way, we find many place names that interpret well
with Estonian, and suggest colonization from the east Baltic sources), it produced two
amazing inscriptions –the two I identify inscribed on ale tankards or vessels and perhaps
deliberately written in the dialect of the traders from the  east Baltic Finnic (ie “Aestic”).
While, as you see from 3.4.5, the language resonates very much with the traditional
Venetic from the regions towards the west, I suspect there may be unique words and
expressions and maybe even some unique pronunciation and grammatical preferences.
Perhaps it was simply less palatalized. However, many words and grammar, especially on
the ale tankard of Canevoi, resonated with words and grammar in inscriptions towards the
west, and we generally accepted the Middle Piave Dialect as being a useful contribution to
our description of Venetic.

4.3.4 The Brittany and Native British Dialects

In his accounts of the Gallic Wars, Julius Caesar described in much detail the peoples of
the Brittany Peninsula called Veneti. They were masters of the sea, dominated all others
who sailed the seas, sailed regularly to Britain, were part of a confederation called
Armorica. They would be the perfect candidates for a northern version of the Phoenicians,
and their Brittany colony could be seen as being analogous to the Phoenician colony in
Portugal/Spain –just one major colony of a large number.of colonies large and small in
their trade systems.

Traditionally Celtic scholars have always claimed the Brittany Veneti were Celtic-
speaking. Like everywhere else, after the Roman era, Veneti adopted other languages and
their own disappeared. Unfortunately the Brittany Veneti did not leave behind the same
quantity of examples of their writing as people at the Adriatic. Maybe they wrote on wax
or paper and it was all lost. Inscribing hard objects takes some patience and effort - a
wealthy society that can afford refined practices.

But there are a couple of inscriptions done in Roman alphabet, that reveal a Venetic
language in Brittany. For example:

In August 1994, preparatory to the construction of a garage, some slate cist-graves were
discovered in Retiers, a town on the eastern edge of Brittany, 30km south east of Rennes.
According to Davies, W. et al. a year after it was found, a site assessment preliminary to
constructing a parking lot revealed four dug graves and another slate-lined grave. Six
months after that, in February 1996, another three dug graves and a further slate-lined
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grave were revealed; some Roman-period tegulae were found in the neighbourhood of the
burials. The left-hand panel of grave S3, the southernmost of the three graves found in
parcel no. 147 in 1994, south of the garage, bore an inscription, which was revealed when
the panel was washed.

[image after Davies, W. et al. (2000)
The Inscriptions of Early Medieval Brittany.

Les inscriptions de la Bretagne du Haut Moyen Âge Andover and Aberystwyth:
Celtic Studies Publications. DeanDavids/1892, Fig. I6.5]

While one interpretation has seen the first letter as a “W”, we could be seeing here 
another case of joining some Roman letters together, and it is generally believed the word
reads “MELITA” .

The significance of this word to me, is that it resembles Estonian mäleta ‘to remember’. 
This is a significant sentiment applied through the ages to gravestones, most recently in
Latin In Memoriam. It is a suitable inscription if that is all that is written.

Note that I said in Chapter 3 the most suitable sentiments on a grave marker would be
‘to remember’ and ‘rest-in-peace’. The latter is the reason we chose to interpret .e.go with
‘let remain’.

A grave marker stone is located near the chapel of Sainte-Brigitte on the Le Plec
peninsula of Morbihan.  Three incised ‘cup-marks’ are clearly visible on the north face of 
the stone below the inscription. Such cup-marks are incised singly or in groups of up to
twenty, or more, on Neolithic and Iron-Age monuments, and on natural rocks, throughout
Brittany. Such cup marks on stone are quite widespread. (There are numerous large
boulders with such marks in fields throughout Estonia. Was the custom distributed by
shippers?)

[image after Davies, W. et al. (2000)
The Inscriptions of Early Medieval Brittany.

Les inscriptions de la Bretagne du Haut Moyen Âge Andover and Aberystwyth:
Celtic Studies Publications. DeanDavids/1892, Fig. M7.3]

On this stone is only one word, written in a transitional form of
writing done in the very early Roman period. The issue among
scholars is the first letter. It has been interpreted by academics as
IAGU, JAGU and LAGU

No scholar has ventured a meaning for the word, other than the
easy way out, assuming it is a person’s name. But it seems to me it is
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obviously the Venetic .e.go which was used at the beginning of Venetic obelisques –
stones stuck into the ground like gravestones to mark tomb-sites. We interpreted .e.go with
‘let him/her remain, be’ (third person imperative of ‘remain, be’), which resonates with
Estonian jäägu
Let’s look north towards Wales. Everyone assumes Wales was settled by Celts, but 

maybe it was originally Venetic, since it is a strategic location in terms of seatrade routes.
Among Wales gravestones from the early Roman era, is the use of the word that is
identified with Latin iaceo ‘lie; be situated; be still; lie still; lie dead; lie in ruins’. With the 
rise of the Church and the use of Latin on gravestones, this Latin word is to be expected.
Thus many of the church cemetary inscriptions, have the Latin HIC IACIT, meaning ‘here 
rests’.  We can wonder if iaceo is really Latin. The word is a solitary one in the Latin
dictionary. Most Latin words in the similar form iaco- concern arrogant boasting, hurling,
throwing, etc. Solitary words with no cognates is evidence of the word being borrowed.
Thus the Latin iaceo is probably a borrowing from Venetic, a Latin version of the Venetic
.e.go.

In addition, there are several gravestones in Wales that have single words that resonate
with Estonian words relating to ‘remember’. One inscription reads MELITU, which is very
much like the one in Brittany, and another reads MEL –and still another reads MAILIS
(Est meeles ‘in memory’).  Wales has long been thought to have preserved the original
language of the native British, and perhaps that is correct, except that after the Roman
withdrawal, southwest British Isles were flooded with Celtic immigrants and the original
native British was overpowered by Celtic. “Bretonic Celtic”, thus would be the
consequence, but Bretonic Celtic was not the original British language. The original
British language according to Tacitus, was close to that of the Aestii. Tacitus wrote in his
Germania Ch 45: . . .the Aestii nations who have religious observance and demeanour of
the Suebi, but a language more like to that of Britain. This tends to confirm the idea that
the language of the boat-peoples of northern Europe, became widely distributed with the
development of long distance trade across the northern seas at around the same time that
Greek and Phoenician traders were developing their trade networks in the Mediterranean.

The plain truth is that while Greeks and Phoenicians were engaged in long distance
trade in the Mediterranean someone must have been doing the same in the north, and it is
impossible to find candidates for the northern long distance traders from any other source
than those people whose origins actually lie in long distance travel in boats who we can
identify with Finnic languages. I believe it is their language that is the parent of both
Estonian and Venetic (via Suebic)–the trade language between Britain and east Baltic.

The Venetic language of the inscriptions, established by a subdivision of traders who
carried on amber trade down the route from the Jutland Peninsula, could have represented
a widely used lingua franca, extending throughout the long distance trade networks
established in the north and through the waterways of continental Europe.
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POSTSCRIPT
The Finnic Language Tree that includes Venetic

Our observations about how Estonian, Finnish, and Venetic appear to have similar
Inessive cases (‘in’)  (-s, -ssa, -.s.) as well as several other cases, suggests that all three
share an ancestor. We can conclude that all grammatical forms found in all three date to
the ancestral language they all share. But where Estonian and Finnish differ, but Estonian
and Venetic are similar, that is indicative of Estonian and Venetic having a common parent
that is younger than the grandfather parent language from which all come.

Venetic, being an ancient Finnic, frozen since over 2000 years ago, had not developed
an explicit Illative case (‘into’). That means the Illative case developed in both Estonian
and Finnish separately subsequent to the time of the Venetic inscriptions, perhaps in
response to the development of literature. But the fact that Estonian developed the Illative
out of the Inessive (-s > -sse) suggests in the background of Estonian was a language
which interpreted the Inessive (-s) in both static ‘in’ and dynamic ‘into’ according to 
context. We have demonstrated this in figure 4.1

But this closeness of Estonian to Venetic appears in a number of other ways too as
described elsewhere in Chapters 3 and 4. Throughout the above descriptions of grammar, I
have pointed out instances in which we can arrive at the Venetic grammatical marker by
modifying the Estonian one under influence of strong palatalization. The main impact of
that would be the conversions of T’s to J’s.For example you can get a Venetic Partitive by
replacing the T,D ending with J, as in talut > taluj (=talu.i.) We also pointed out how the
Venetic infinitive form could be similarly arrived at by replacing the T in the Estonian
infinitive with a J and dropping the final A. In terms of noun forms (in chapter 3) it results
in a seeming raising of vowels as well, so that A’s sound more like E’s, E’s more like I’s , 
and I’s vanishing into J’s or H’s or even disappearing into breaks such as minna > mno.i.

Identifying Finnish with a deeper past is already encouraged by the fact that Finnish has
retained the syllabic, drawn-out, form of its prehistoric ancestor. Estonian like Venetic, has
lost much of it–final vowels dropped, etc.

Origins of Finnic in Boat Peoples at the End of the Ice Age

This and other instances of strong resonances in grammar, phrases, and words between
Venetic and Estonian, but less between them and Finnish, suggests that Venetic and
Estonian shared a parent about the time of long distance professional trade across the
Baltic Sea and north-south amber trade (between 2000-1000BC), and that the more distant
common parent of Venetic, Estonian, and Finnish occurred considerably earlier, and only
survived at higher latitudes –across what is now central Scandinavia and Russia –where
the speakers were isolated from the influences of civilization from trade, especially north-
south trade via amber routes.. One does not need science to understand this. If one finds
the origins of the Finnic (and more broadly Finno-Ugric) languages in the boat peoples
who emerged in the flooded lands beneath the glaciers in the late Ice Age, and first
identifiable as the archeological “Maglemose” culture, it comes as a natural conclusion that
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the more northerly, more remote boat peoples would change less from impacts of
civilization to the south.

Recently with the current scientific pursuit of population genetics, our deductions from
language, and from archeological information, seemed to appear also in a genetics tree
chart developed for y-chromosome of men, analyzed in a Y-STR perspective that
apparently detects finer changes and reveals more than other Y-chromosome studies. The
scientific article that describes the study of European males, is found in "Signature of
recent historical events in the European Y-chromosomal STR haplotype distribution" by
Lutz Roewer, Peter J.P Croucher, Sascha Willuweit, Tim T. Lu, Manfred Kayser, Rüdiger
Lessig, Peter de Knijff, Mark A. Jobling, Chris Tyler-Smith, and Michael Krawczak.
(Human Genetics 116(4):279-91) The authors themselves were unable to interpret their
findings and their chart in any meaningful way. They assumed that the chart showed quite
recent historial events. But I saw in it the evolution of north European boat peoples. The
following diagram superimposes my descriptive words and graphics on top of a portion of
the chart published in the article (in black), to show how it corresponds with what can be
determined from archeological and linguistic data. The position of Venetic is shown in
green a “B”
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I was able to superimpose perfectly the history of descent from the original prehistoric
boat people. Not only that, but theΦ STvalues from the original tree chart is proportional
to archeological dating for the key events. These values are a measure of mutation in the
chromosomes which is proportional to the passage of time. The formula (0.01 + Φ 
ST value shown) x 170,000 reasonably well transforms the Φ STvalues to years back
from present time as determined by archeological dating and history. I believe that this
chart more than anything else, fits all archeological and linguistic information and
deductions related to the northern boat peoples.

The pattern of expansion and divisions in boat peoples show up in Y-chromosome
studies (especially in the Y-STR approach which is more sensitive) because the people
who initiated events were invariably men in boats, and often, far from their origins took
wives at their destinations. (Hence the above pattern, I predict, would not show up very
well in mtDNA studies of female lineage. Female lineage would tend to be local and not
from elsewhere.)

I have shown the relationship between Estonian and Venetic in green. Note how Finnish
is derived from a higher more distant branching. It agrees with by chart of Figure 4.1 I also
had to show, in purple, the manner in which Indo-European military expansions have
displaced original Finnic and other per-Indo-European languages of Europe mostly in the
last two millennia. The branchings that this purple covers seem to identify development of
north-south trade routes. Note in particular the branch that leads to Danish and North
Holland men–this would represent male descendants at the source of Jutland amber. The
branch beside it, represented by Vienna and West Germany, would represent male
descendants along the amber routes. Veneto men are represented on the chart as a
branching from the east Baltic side. The Jutland amber source ran out from the Roman era
onward, and traders from the southeast Baltic amber source became the subsequent
contributors of genes, and would have diluted the previous genes from the Jutland
Peninsula.

In general the chart suggests that the northern boat peoples, preadapted to long distance
travel in boats, established and developed the world of trade in continental Europe, already
very early. As the agricultural and pastoral peoples developed in continental Europe, more
and more settlements and sedentary life evolved, and the long distance traders became
increasingly important, and produced male descendants everywhere they travelled, with
patriarchal families taking claims over particular trade routes, and that is what shows up in
the y-chromosome patterns.

This is a very controversial idea. It upsets conventional thinking (which generally
ignores the Finnic north, and even ignores the genetic and linguistic impacts of trade) but it
explains why Venetic is so evidently Finnic. It also suggests that Finnic trade languages
were even more widespread –that Minoan Crete and Etruscan, for example, were
fundamentally Finnic in origin too as both can be strongly connected to long distance
north-south trade . If scholars are looking for the Pre-Indo-European language of Europe,
they are wise to look northward to Finnic languages, and not just to Basque. (Basque
grammar has been noted to resemble Estonian grammar; so it must have been part of the
same early continental European organization under trade, industry and commerce.)

.

.
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CATALOGUE OF INSCRIPTIONS STUDIED

KEY TO PORTRAYAL OF VENETIC SENTENCES IN THIS ARTICLE: Veneti alphabet characters
are turned into equivalent Roman small case. Roman upper case represents Venetic whose
original is in Roman characters. Dots are in the positions in the original Venetic and introduce
tongue effects mainly palatalization that alter the normal sound of Roman characters. ‘s’ represents
a character that sounds like “ss” in  “hiss”. See Section 1 for more details. Spaces appearing 
between words are artificially introduced for easier analysis, and may cause shared dots to become
separated. Vertical lines | have no meaning other than recording changes in direction in the
original inscription. Content in square brackets [ ] represent reliable reconstructions in worn places
in the inscription. Our disagreements if they occur will be noted individually. Reference numbers in
small letters, represent numbering in cataloguing in MLV and LLV for those wishing to familiarize
themselves with the objects..These conventions are the ones used by MLV (Manuel de la Langue
Venete (1974)) The following digresses from the way MLV interprets the Venetic texts in that MLV
always interprets the Veneti characters v.i. as vh. While it may be true that v.i. tended to sound like
vh, from the Finnic perspective .i. was a palatalized “I” which sounds like a “J” or”H”.  We disagree 
with turning the palatalized “I” into an “H”. Since MLV did not show when the original Veneti 
showed v.i. and when it showed vh (later an actual H character developed), but turned them all into
vh, I have turned all vh’s back into v.i. as it is more correct.

While the methodology seeks to include all complete inscriptions known, naturally there will be
some omissions. The primary soure of the inscriptions studied is MLV - Manuel de la Langue
Venete (1974) - and LLV - La Lingua Venetica (1967). But I only wanted the complete inscriptions
since the methodology uses context and grammar to determine meanings, and so there is little
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value in fragments. In selecting the complete ones, I may have missed a few I could have included.
In addition, there may be other inscriptions here and there in museums etc, that did not appear in
the two 1974 and 1967 books.

Of the list I assembled at the start, I addressed them all in the following study, even if there were
a handful I failed to interpret or purposely didn't (such as compromised Roman era
inscriptions). The methodology requires, for good cross-analysis, that all inscriptions be more or
less in the same proper Venetic dialect. I have numbered all the inscriptions I used for easy
reference. In addition I have noted the location in the cataloguing in MLV - Manuel de la Langue
Venete (1974) - and LLV - La Lingua Venetica (1967) I generally use conventions adopted by
MLV, and accept what previous scholars have done in interpreting the raw inscriptions into Roman
alphabet form. I cannot use anything else, simply because the Finnic languages are in a
completely different language family to Indo-European, and very little of past thinking other than
observations of the raw archeological material is transferrable. I generally accept the small
reconstructions done by past scholars to the raw inscriptions, as shown by [square brackets]
because they are determined from other similar inscriptions. I sometimes disagree when looking at
the original characters in the original inscriptions.

In general, beyond the inventory of inscriptions, the following work departs completely from MLV
or LLV because they interpret Venetic from the Indo-European perspective, while the following
interprets it from a Finnic NON-Indo-European perspective, which is about as different as, say
English versus Chinese.

The order of the numbering below is somewhat arbitrary, except that they are grouped
according to category, and the categories are discussed according to what I considered the best
order of presenting then for analysis.

THE CREMATION URNS

By far the largest quantity of objects found with inscriptions on them have been cremation urns.
The Veneti followed the practice of cremating their dead, placing their cremations in urns, and
placing the urns in tombs or in burial vaults. Along with the urns there were valuables, perhaps that
belonged to the deceased. In some, goblets, plates, etc. were interred. This is important from the
point of view of context, because there may be references to that collection of valuables.

A. EARLY VENETIC ALPHABET URNS (in good Venetic)

1) [v]oltio.m.nio.i. - [urn- MLV-86, LLV-Es85]

2) v.i.rutana.i - [urn- MLV-87, LLV-Es86]

3) a.kutna.i - [urn- MLV-88, LLV-Es87]
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4) v.i.ugia.i.mu.s.kia.l.na.i. - [urn- MLV-83, LLV-Es82]

5)mo.l.dona.i.'s’o.i.- [urn- MLV-79, LLV-Es78]

6) va.n.t.s..a.v.i.ro.i. - [urn- MLV-78, LLV-Es77]

7) va.n.te.i v.i.o.u.go.n.tio.i..e.go - [urn–MLV-80, LLV-Es79]

8) lemeto.i..u.r.kleiio.i. - [funerary urn - MLV-82, LLV-Es81]

9) .u.konagalkno.s. - [urn- MLV-90, LLV-Es-89]

10) .u.ko.e..n.non.s. - [urn- MLV-92, LLV-Es91]

11) .a.tta - [urn- MLV-99, LLV-Es2]

12) [ .]m.mno.i.vo.l.tiio<.>m.mniio.i - [MLV-122, LLV-Es 118]
The above inscriptions are included in the comparative analyses as they are in typical original
Venetic. The following inscriptions in Roman alphabet, as many as there are, are not very useful in
revealing the Venetic language, because they are abbreviated, contain Latin, etc, and the Venetic
degenerates.

B. FROM ROMANIZED PERIOD (compromised, Latin-influenced)

13 = inscriptions most similar to earlier ones except in the Roman alphabet . These
inscriptions provide some usefulness in interpreting Venetic, and some references are
made to them

13a) FREMA .I.VANTINA • • KTVLISTOI VESCES - [urn- MLV-102, LLV-Es104]

13b) FREMA - ENNONIA - [urn- MLV-117, LLV-EsXXXIII]

13c) VANTAI | IVANTEIAI - FREMAISTINAI - [urn- MLV-105, LLV-Es107]

13d) GENTEI . IVANTIOI - [urn- MLV-107, LLV-Es109]

13e) CANTA VPSEDIA - [urn- MLV-115, LLV-EsXXVII]

13f) CANTA - LOXINA

13g) MOLTISA | CANTA - PAPHIA - C - [ ]NI - VXOR - [urn- MLV-120-23, LLV-Es XXIX]

13h) LEMONEI | LEMONEI ENNONIOI - [urn-MLV-106B, LLV-Es108].

13i) NERCA - VANTICCONIS - F - [urn- MLV-120-35, LLV-Es XLI].

13j) L. NERCA - [urn- MLV-120-43, LLV-Es L]

13k) FOVGO - [urn- MLV-119, LLV-EsLII]

13l) FOVGONTAI - FVGISONIAI - BRIGDINAI - EGO - [urn- MLV-103, LLV-Es 105]

13m) FO[VGON]TAI OST.INAI | FOVGONTAI , TOTICINAI - [urn- MLV-104, LLV-Es106].

13n) FOVGONTAI - EGETOREI - FILIA - FVGENIA - LAMVSIOI - [urn- MLV-109, LLV-Es111]

13o) ATAINA [urn- MLV-118, LLV-EsXLIX]
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14 = inscriptions that seem to identify locations (from which the deceased comes?) We
identify these places as locations by the Latin –ia ending

14a) IVANTINA TIRAGLONIA - [urn- MLV-112, LLV-EsXXIV]

14b) IVANTA | CARPONIA - [urn- MLV-113, LLV-EsXXV]

14c) KONIA - C[N-] F - LIBONIA (?) | QVATA C F (?) - [urn- MLV-120-20, LLV-Es XX]

14d) TERTIA - CRVMELONIA - TVRSTIACA - [urn- MLV-111, LLV-EsXXIII]

14e) IVSTA - CRVMELONIA - [urn- MLV-114, LLV-EsXXVI]

14f) T - CRVMEL - [urn- MLV-120-46, LLV-Es LIV]

14g) EGETOREI - CRVMEL[ONIOI] - [urn- MLV-110, LLV-Es112]

14h) CRETEILA - M - ENNIO - GRAICI - F - [urn- MLV-120-02, LLV-Es II]

14i) /\/\/ - TINTENI - LOCVS - CVRONINI - [urn- MLV-120-12, LLV-Es XII]

INSCRIPTIONS THAT IDENTIFY THE DECEASED BY THEIR PROFESSION

15 = ENNIUS 'water-shipper profession' (?)

15a) VANTIO - ENNIVS - PVLIONIS - F - [urn- MLV-120-33, LLV-Es XL]

15b) VANTI. ENONIO.TI.F - [urn- MLV-120-07, LLV-Es VII]

15c) L ENIVS - CANVS - [urn-MLV-120-24, LLV-Es XXX]

15d) L ENNIVS - P - F - FOVGO - [urn- MLV-120-26, LLV-Es XXXII]

15e) T ENNI T F VRCLESONI - [urn- MLV-120-13, LLV-Es XIII]

15f ) P. HENIVS - C - F - [urn-MLV-120-28, LLV-Es XXXV]

15g) L.ENIVS.P.F - [urn- MLV-120-29, LLV-Es XXXVI]

15h) T. ENNIVS P. F - [urn- MLV-120-30, LLV-Es XXXVII]

15i) C. ENNIVS - [urn- MLV-120-31, LLV-Es XXXVIII]

15j) CRISPVS - ENIVS - [urn- MLV-120-32, LLV-Es XXXIX]

16 = RUTILIUS 'trailman profession' (horseback trader)(?)

16a) NIRCAE - RVTILIAE - P - F - [urn- MLV-120-04, LLV-Es IV]

16b) SEPTVMA - - SEX - F -T - RVTILI - VXOR | AEMILIAE - [urn- MLV-120-03, LLV-Es III]

16c) C - RVTILIVM Q F | C - RVTILI - [urn- MLV-120-17, LLV-Es XVII]

16d) /\/\/ - RVTILI - L - F - | - IVA - AIDRIA - VOL - F - [urn- MLV-120-22, LLV-Es XXII]

16e) T.RVTILIVS - L - F - MARSCVS - [urn- MLV-120-25, LLV-Es XXXI]
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16f) Q RVTILIVS - RVTVBA - [urn- MLV-120-27, LLV-Es XXXIV]

16g) P - RVTILIV - [urn- MLV-120-40, LLV-Es XLVI]

16h) CN - RVTILIVS M FIL - [urn- MLV-120-40, LLV-Es XLVI]

16i) CN . RVTILIVS . Q . F Q - [urn- MLV-120-42, LLV-Es XLVIII]

16j) L - RVTILIVS - TI - F - PVLLIO - TRIBV - ROMILIA - [urn- MLV-120-45, LLV-EsLIII]

16k) /\/\/ RVTLI[ - [urn- MLV-120-47, LLV-Es LV]

16l) L RVTILIO PVSI[O]NI - [urn- MLV-120-06, LLV-Es VI]

16m) C - RVT - MATID[ ? ] - [urn- MLV-120-48, LLV-Es LVI]

DECEASED REFERRED TO IN OTHER WAYS

17 = SOCCI mentioned of amber

17a) IVANTA SOCCINA - PVSIONI - MA - [urn- MLV-120-01, LLV-Es I]

17b) FVXSIAE - RVTILIAE - SOCCI - [urn- MLV-120-10, LLV-Es X]

17c) FREMA RVTILIA P F SOCIACA - [urn- MLV-120-21, LLV-Es XXI]

18 = AMELIO/A 'loved one, dear one'

18a) A AEMILIO Q F QVALTI - [urn- MLV-120-09, LLV-Es IX]

18b) [... A]EMILIO Q F - [urn- MLV-120-16, LLV-Es XVI]

18c) ..]AEMILI[. . - [urn- MLV-120-49, LLV-Es LVII]

18d) C - AIMILIVS - C - F - SONIVS - [urn- MLV-120-39, LLV-Es XLV]

18e) AEMILIA - S[TL]APVRN - VXOR - [urn- MLV-120-34, LLV-Es XLbis]

19= TITENI = term of endearment

19a) /\/\/ TITINI - MATER - [urn- MLV-120-36, LLV-Es XLII]

19b) /\/\/ TITNI - VXOR - IVANTA - [urn- MLV-120-37, LLV-Es XLIII]

19c) FVXS TITINIA MANO MATREM - [urn- MLV-120-18, LLV-Es XVIII]

19d) /\/\/ TITINI - [urn- MLV-120-15, LLV-Es XV]

19e) L TITINIO L F - [urn- MLV-120-08, LLV-Es VIII]

19f) L TINTINI C F - [urn- MLV-120-14, LLV-Es XIV]

20 = miscellaneous, unusual, some with actual names The last three sound typically Roman

20a) GAVIS RAVPATNIS MILES POLTOS OSTINOBOS FRIVI PATER - [urn- MLV-110bis, LLV-
Es113]

20b) CASSIA ANNI F SECVNDA | CASSIA ANNI F | SECVNDA - [urn- MLV-120-38, LLV-Es XLIV]
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20c) MAXSVMA - DOMITIA CAESARIANAM - [urn- MLV-120-19, LLV-Es XIX]

20e) SEX . STLAPVRNAE - [urn- MLV-120-05, LLV-Es V]

The obvious purpose of the inscriptions on the urns is to give a message that is connected with
the deceased and the Venetic religious worldview. If we consider the matter fresh, we realize that
once inside the tomb, nobody read the inscription any longer. . There was no need for formal
declarations of the deceased name, relatives, or anything else, such as one would find on public
monuments intended for the general public to see. The chances are higher, that if the urn
inscriptions will not be on public view, the inscription was likely an immediate message associated
with the sendoff, with the funerary rites, etc. This means that the message could be relatively
personal from those people involved in the funeral. What other external context do we get from
the urns? Another is that a cremation involves a portion going into the sky via smoke, and then the
remaining ash. This invites us to look for the concept of remaining on the earth, perhaps eternally
in a tomb, as well as flying into the sky as spirit. This helped us interpret a stem mo.l.t- with
'ash,dust' But this is partly based on resonance with Finnic 'earth, dirt' (ie Est muld)

OBELISQUES MARKING TOMBS

Let's look at the inscriptions on obelisques marking tombs next. Although much fewer than the
urns, the obelisques, protruding above the ground, we can expect to have a little more formality to
them. Formality means that there will be a standard approach to the inscriptions - and that is
evident from the repeated use of .e.go What can it mean? It has to be a sentiment shared by all
markers of tombs, not unlike modern gravestones repeatedly having "in memorium" or "rest in
peace" or "peace" regardless of what else. We have to look for such a meaning, especially since
modern traditions have evolved from past traditions and human nature does not change.

Looking at all the obelisques for what they have in common in the texts we find as we said,
sentences that begin with .e.go. Traditional studies from a Latin perspective, assumed the word
was the same as Latin ego 'I'. If we get rid of all preconcieved ideas, and with an open mind think
of a better meaning for .e.go, then it would be something that we find consistently on gravestones -
sentiments like 'rest-in-peace' (We can investigate grave markers through all history and find that
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none of them begin with "I". Monuments relating to conquests, actually installed by the conqueror,
may say "I conquered this land"

Thus if we combine the two concepts - the low probability that there would be formal name
identifications in pre-Roman times, and the long tradition of funerary markers having best wishes to
the deceased, leads us to an external context that is looking for something like 'lie in peace for
eternity' or 'rest in peace for the eternal journey', and that sort of thing.

21) .e.go v.i.u.k.s.siia.i.|vo.l.tiio.m.min|na.i. [obelisque- MLV-57 LLV-Es2]

22) .e.gone.i.rka.i.iiuva.n.t|s’a.i. [obelisque- MLV-58, LLV-Es3]

23) .e.go vo.l.tiiomno.i.iuva.n.tiio.i [obelisque- MLV-59 LLV-Es4]

24) [.e.g]okata.i.|ege.s.tn[a.i.] [obelisque- MLV-66, LLV-Es11]

25) .e.go.o.s.tiio.i.e.ge|.s.tiio.i. [obelisque - MLV-61, LLV- Es6]`

26) .e.go.u.r.kli.e.ge|toriio.i.a.kutiio.i. [obelisque- MLV-60, LLV-Es5]

27) [.e.go]vho.u.go.n.te[.i.|u.]r.kle.i.io.[i.] [obelisque - MLV-68, LLV-Es13]

28) e.gomo.lone[.i.]s’up|[i]io.i. (?) [obelisque - MLV-70, LLV-Es15]

29) [.e.go]ka.n.ta.i.|ta.i.no.n.[tiia.i.] or -[tna.i.] [obelisque- MLV-67, LLV-Es12]

30) [.e.go]vise.i.iobo... [obelisque- MLV-63, LLV-Es 8]

While they all begin with .e.go we note that the remaining words strongly resemble some of the
words in the urn inscriptions and on the styluses discussed below.

ROUND STONES AT BOTTOM OF TOMBS

To complete our viewing inscriptions associated with funerals, we look next at round stones
found at the bottom of tombs, in the Padua region. It could have been a local custom.

These round stones, inscribed with Venetic letters, seem to be very informal, as if friends or
family created the, to leave at the bottom of a tomb before it was closed up. They seemed so
playful when I first encountered them in illustrations that I initially thought they were part of a game.
We can therefore expect that the sentiments written on them will be sendoff messages that are
very informal, almost like what a friend or relative would say to the deceased - no particular poetic
or profound sentence is wanted here - just a plain farewell wish

That is all the context provides, but at least it lets us judge results we get later when we have
established many of the words. The following is a list of all the inscriptions on these round stones -
they include all that I could find in the cataloguing, and would be pleased if some reader knew of
more and sent me the texts on them
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31) mu.s.ta.i. - [round stone- MLV 140, LLV Pa10]

32) iiuvantv.i.ve.s.tiniio.i. - [round stone- MLV -138, LLV-Pa8 ]

33) ho.s.tihavo.s.to.u.peio - [[round stone- MLV-137, LLV-Pa7]

34) pilpote.i.kup.rikon.io.i. - [round stone- MLV-139, LLV-Pa9;]

35) tivale.i.be.l.lene.i. - [round stones- LLV Pa 26]

The first item in the stone mu.s.ta.i. produces another one of those single-word challenges that
people with false theories will automatically interpret as a proper name because that is all they can
get. Here then is another example in which the context puts great restrictions on what it could
mean. In this case, looking for resonances in Finnic, I found Estonian muiste . Finnish has muisti
'memory' or the verb muistaa 'to remember'
In the course of analysing Venetic, I became aware that the ending (vowel).i. functioned as an
infinitive when on a verb stem. And so mu.s.ta.i is a very very simple inscription that says 'to
remember'

It is just such single word challenges to find Finnic resonances that do not require resorting to
meaningless proper names, that demonstrate more strongly than anything else that Venetic was
Finnic. While it is possible to manipulate long sentences, a single word is hard to manipulate into
another meaning.

But the remaining inscriptions are longer. If we analyse them after we have determined some of
the words. it is easier to break them up properly into words and then we are left with circumstances
in which we know many of the words and can begin to infer the rest. The context - both external
and internal - becomes a guide to choices. We know there is a tomb, and the spirit is seen to rise
to the open sky, that the spirit will fly as on wings. (We finally translated the last anove (#35) as
'onto wings to fly' )

In general, the above funerary contexts (4.1, 4..2, 4.3) involve eternity and infinity. But the non-
funerary inscriptions may also convery something to eternity, as the practice of making burnt
offerings at sanctuaries to the Goddess, as well as leaving objects there at shrines, also involved
eternity as that was where she was located. As I said above, aside from the fact that "God" is a
goddess, there is a great deal of resemblance to Christianity - and why should there not be?
Christianity as a religion evolved in the ancient environment of the Italic Peninsula and so the early
Christians deliberately resonated with existing practices and beliefs to attract followers at a time
when many religions were in competition with one another.

THE "ECUPETARIS" PEDESTAL TEXTS

There exist a number of inscriptions of the Padua area that are recorded on pedestals. Such a
context suggests they were not funerary items but memorials, celebrations. What is intriguing
about them is that most of them are accompanied by images with horses and the word
"ECUPETARIS" An analyst approaching these inscriptions from the Latin direction will be inclined
to try to find equus 'horse' in the word, but is that supported by the contexts. Perhaps the images
of horses support some references to horses, but why would ECUPETARIS appear like a tag at the
end. It suggests something more like 'happy trails' 'have a good horse-ride' etc. There are a few
inscriptions that are not on pedestals, but which use "ECUPETARIS". We will include them here as
well, in order to demonstrate there is flexibility in the use of ECUPETARIS (just as the word .e.go
was not always on the obelisques)

Most of these inscriptions are surrounded by pictures of horses and chariots developed in relief
- a great amount of time was used in creating them, therefore they were not casual funerary
sendoffs. They were more like memorials. They were probably positive in tone, which is why I don't
think we are talking about something funerary. Or perhaps there was no rule - it was a memorial
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and could also commemorate a death of an important person. Mores study of the contexts in which
these were found might yeild some truths.

The following lists the Padua pedestal inscriptions and a couple non-pedestal inscriptions with
ECUPETARIS

36) (?.i.)plete.i.ve.i.gno.i.|kara.n.mniio.i.|e.kupetari.s. e.go - [pedestal side- MLV-131, LLV-Pa2]
Additional external context: image with horses, chariot and warriors (above illustrations)

37) .e.nogene.i..e.|netiio.i..e.p.pe|tari.s.a.l.ba|reniio.i. - [pedestal side MLV-133]
Additional external context: image of a warrior on horseback

38) v.i.ugiia.i.a.n.detina.i.v.i.uginiia.i.e.p.petari.s - [pedestal side- MLV-136]
Additional external context: image with horses, ..?

39) v.i.ugiio.i.u.|posediio.i.|e.petari.s. - [pedestal side- MLV-135]
Additional external context: image with man in chariot

40) ENONI . ONTEI . APPIOI . SSELBOI SSELBOI . ANDETIC OBOSECUPETARIS - [container -
MLV 236, LLV B-1]

External context: not a pedestal inscription - inscribed on a contrainer about the size of, and with
a detached possible handle, an ale tankard. Finder of this wrote he had seen two other identical
ones (part of a set?) In addition, inscription PIIS on the detached handle.

41) pupone.i.e.gorako.i.|e.kupetaris - [pedestal side MLV- 130 LLV- Pa1]
Additional external context: image with plain man holding a duck to an obviously well dressed

important man

42) vhugiio.i.tivaliio.i.a.n.tetiio.i.vku*.e.kupetari.s.e.go - [ image of ?Pa26 (error?)]
Additional external context: design with text going around in a figure 8 on its side.

These inscriptions are significant in terms of external content, because most of them include
pictures, such as the one shown above, with horses pulling a chariot. The image more than
anything else supports the fact that ECUPETARIS, .e.kupetari.s., .e.e.petari.s. and other dialectic
variations, has something to do with horse-journeys. But the fact that there are a few inscriptions
that do not have a picture with horses, suggests the word may not be about horses, but journeys.
We already say this in our earlier demonstration study of the inscription accompanying the image of
a plain man giving an elder a duck. (item 7 in the list above)

With images of horses, perhaps at least a couple should have the word for horses. With that
hypothesis, we see if there is any resonance with Estonian and we find it in #4 and #5 in .u.posed
and OBOS the first being plural and second singular (Estonian hobused, hobus). We have

already looked at #5 in an earlier demonsration of methodology
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If we have already interpreted some of the other words, we note the appearance of some words
here that have occurred elsewhere. We note .e.go in #1 and #6 The use of .e.go here helped us
to determine that those in the obelisques were not special to the obelisque situations. But if we
selected .e.go to mean 'rest, remain, endure' then it is a word that could be used anywhere just like
the word jäägu in Estonian.

BARATELA PRAYERS TO "REIA":
ENDURING PRAYERS ON STYLUSES

While the ECUPETARIS inscriptions are a little uncertain whether they are funerary in nature, or
memorials, or something else, the purpose of the styluses found at the sanctuary at Baratela near
Este, are clearly intended as offerings to the deity REIA (Rhea in Greco-Roman references). All
the inscriptions make direct or indirect reference to the Goddess, and indicate that the stylus or
other offered item has been left at a location at the sanctuary as an offering.

Sanctuaries were walled or fences areas setting them apart from the normal urban
environment. Inside the sanctuary space one would find the facilities –including pillars, statues,
pedestals, etc–for practicing the religion whether it be processions, rituals, prayers, offerings. Gifts
and offerings, including sacrifices, accumulated in such places. Permanent temple structures were
found in more important sanctuaries in the larger cities. The religious rituals carried out at the
sanctuaries included purification rituals involving liquids, and sacrifices of animals. It follows that
the inscriptions on items left there would have messages consistent with practices at such a
sanctuary, in this case one dedicated to Rhea.

At the Baratela site a large number of bronze tablets and styluses were found, inscribed with
Venetic writing often addressing the “reitia” or, according to our analysis, the original pre-Indo-
European, pre-Greco-Roman, REIA (Latin Rhea). There are also a couple of architectural
columns supporting bronze figures of an equestrian nature that had some inscriptions on the top
part of the columns.

The fact that most items archeologists found at the sanctuary site did not have inscriptions on
them, suggest that the writing on them were not intrinsic to the ceremony but additional - perhaps
to add impact to the prayers insofar as writing recorded the prayer forever. The foil-like bronze
sheets were obviously one way of leaving an impression. Possibly wax tablets like Phoenicians
used were another. Possibly the normal practice was to write on a bronze sheet or wax tablet at the
sanctuary and then leave the stylus behind, whether it had writing on itself or not.

External context below - written on stylyses like the one shown above

43) (vda.n)dona.s.tore.i.tiia.iv.i.etiana.o.tnia - [stylus- MLV-32 LLV-Es51]

44) v.i.o.u.go.n.talemeto.r.na[.e.]b[.](?) | - [stylus- MLV-38bis, LLV-ES-58]

45) megodotov.i.ogo[.]n[.]tamo.l.dna.e.b. - [stylus - MLV-24B, LLV-Es43]

46) v.i.o.u.go.n.tai.v.i.o.u.go.n.tnadona.s.tore.i.tiia.i. - [stylus- MLV-21, LLV-Es40]

47) megodona.s.tore.i.tiia.i.|ner.kalemeto.r.na - [stylus- MLV-34, LLV-Es53]

48) megodotov.i.u.g.siiavotnas’a.i.n|ate.ire.i.tiia.io.pvo.l.tiioleno - [stylus- MLV-25, LLV-Es44]

49) v.i.ugiiaso.u.v.naton.a.s.tore.i.tiia - [stylus MLV-36, LLV-Es55]
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50) v.i.ugiav.i.rema.i.s.tna.i.doto|re.i.tia.i. - [stylus- MLV-23, LLV-Es42]

External context below: on columns with equestrian figures also left as offerings:

51) megodona.s.toka.n.te.s.vo.t.te.i.iio.s.a.kut.s.s’a.i.nate.i.re.i.tiia.i.- [LLV Es64]

52) megov|a.n.t.s.e.g|e.s.t.s do||na.s.to|re.i.tia.i - [pedestal–MLV-53, LLV-Es73]

See next for the bronze tablets found at the Baratela site.

BARATELA PRAYERS TO "REIA":
STRANGE BRONZE PLATES WITH "OEKA"

The bronze plates were around 15-20cm in width and 10-15cm in height, and so thin that letters
could be pressed into them with a stylus. Because all but one have the repetition of the letters
OEKA on them, they may actually be student scribe practice plates, where the additional text is for
student practice.

53)megodona.s.to.e.b.v.i.aba.i.'s’a p|ora.i..o.pio|robo.s.- [bronze tablet- MLV-8, LLV-Es23]

54)megodona.s.tovo.l.tiiomno.s.iiuva.n.|t.s.a.riiu|n.s.'s’a.i.nate.i.re.i.tiia.i. - [tablet MLV- 10 LLV-
Es25]

55) [vda.]n[.]vo.l.t[iio.n.]mno.s.[do]na.s.tokela.g.[s.]to's’a.i.nate.i.re.i.tiia.i. o.p[vo].l.tiiolen[o]
- [tablet- MLV-12A, LLV-Es27]

56) megodona.s.tova.n.t.s.mo.l.donke|.o.kara.n.mn.s.re.i.tiia.i. - [tablet-MLV-9, LLV-Es24]

57) megolemetore<.i. v>.i.ratere.i.do|na.s.tobo.i.iio.s.vo.l.tiio.m.mno.i - [tablet- MLV-18, LLV-
Es28]

58) vda.ndona.s[.to]v.i.remav.i.[r]ema.i.s.t[-- re.i].tiia.i.o.pvo.l.t|[iio leno] - [tablet- MLV-14 LLV-
Es32]

59) vda.m.v.i.ugia.u.r.kle.i.na|re.i.tie.i.dona.s.to - [tablet- MLV-28, LLV-Es47]

The external contet of these bronze foil tablets is that obviously the above stylus were used to
write on them. Giving REIA a bronze plate as an offering does not seem correct. It was probably
just a vehicle for writing. Perhaps the visitors to the sanctuary brought styluses to leave behind,
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but wrote a prayer first on the bronze foil. Another surface a stylus would write on would be wax -
we know Phoenicians used wax tablets for recording sales, etc.

As far as concerns the inscriptions, they are all similar to the ones on the styluses. As we
interpret them, they all speak of people bringing something to send to Rhea. It seems to me from
the inscriptions that burning something was involved. In those times animal sacrifices were
performed, but we must not be revulsed by that. In ancient times it was a way of making the
slaugher of a farm animal palatable. The sacrificed animal was always eaten, became the meal,
even if there was much religion attached to it.

LAGOLE MATERIALS: DIPPERS AND OTHER OBJECTS FOR
"TRUMUSIA" AT A SPA-LIKE SANCTUARY IN ROMAN PERIOD

A great number of objects with Venetic-like inscriptions have been found at a hot springs site
they have termed “sanctuary of Lagole-Calalzo” near Pieve di Cadore one the banks ofthe upper
Piave River, mid northern Italy. Specialists date the inscriptions to "late Venetic period", "Veneto-
Latin period", and "fully Latin". The fully Latin period is claimed to be less than 100BC, but I think
that because of its isolation high up in the Piave Valley and because it served merchants coming
from the southeast Baltic origins, the dating is short by some centuries. Most important, is the fact
that the Piave Valley trade route from the north developed because Rome increasingly became a
consumer of amber. Earlier, when Greece was the major consumer of amber, southeast Baltic
amber trader took a more direct route to Greece - there was no need to veer west when
descending to the Adriatic. If that is the case, then the entire Lagole collection of inscriptions may
begin just as the Veneti come under Roman influence.

We can therefore expect it to have dialectic features unique to its special location and its
lateness in the Venetic period, compared to most of the inscriptions investigated in the earlier
chapters which deal with the region at the lower end of the Adige (Atesis), near Este (Ateste), and
earlier periods up to 500BC or more. Because there is so much dialectic deviation, and words
from Latin and other unidentifiable languages, we will not do as much detailed analysis on these
inscriptions.

The Lagole-Calalzo inscriptions are characterized by plenty of objects associated with handling of
water. By the Finnic theory, if most of the traders were of nothern Finnic origins, they would have
pursued dry steam baths called saunas. There is nothing here to contradict that what was located
here was a steam-bath facility in a sauna style

For example, the archeological objects with inscriptions include a great number of dipper
handles. Rivet holes prove that a cup was attached to them with rivets..

The above dipper handles are highly reminscent of the styluses of the Baratella sanctuary to
Rhea near Este in having writing on both sides of the dipper, plus the word 's'.ainate.i. we have
associated with worship of a deity - however Rhea is not mentioned here

Because, as mentioned earlier, the lack of only a few letters can lead to completely different
outcomes, this study only looked at the best and most complete inscriptions selecting 25 listed
below.

Offerings to TRUMUSIA naming staff at the spa/resort
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60) ke.l.lo.s.ossoko.s.dotodono.m.|trumuijate.i. - [situla of bronze MLV-158, LLV-Ca5]

61) ke.l.lo.s.pi.t.|ta.m.mniko.s.tole.r.truusijatee.i.dono.m. - [plaquette MLV-160, LLV-Ca14]

62) voto.s.na.i.son.ko.s.tona.s.totribus.iiati.n - [dipper handle MLV-154, LLV-Ca9]

63) e.s.kaivaliber.tos.a.rs.petija|ko.s.dona[s.t]os’aina[t.|tr-u]sijate.i. - [plaque of bronze MLV-212,
LLV-Ca11]

64) ku.i.juta.ametiku.ss.tule.r. - [dipper handle MLV-159, LLV-Ca12]

65) o.p.po.s.aplisiko.s.dotodono.m.|trumusijatei [dipper handle MLV-211, LLV-Ca19]

66) butijako.s.{- - - -]kos.|dono.m.trumusijate.i.toler - [dipper handle MLV-161, LLV-Ca17]

67) ku.i.juta.ametiku.ss.tule.r. [dipper handle MLV-159, LLV-Ca12]

68) suro.s.resun.ko.s.tona.s.to|trumus.iiatin [dipper handle MLV-152, LLV-Ca7]

69)broi.joko.s.|dono.m.doto's’a.i.nate.i.|trumusijate.i.- statue of man MLV-167, LLV-Ca23]

70)avirobro.i.joko.s.dotodonon.|.s’.ainate.i.- [dipper handle MLV-157, LLV-Ca20]

71) fovofouvoniko.s.dotodono.mtrumusijate.i - [dipper handle MLV-198, LLV-Ca66]

72) futto.s.aplisikos.tris’iko.s.toler.|[tru]musijate.i.dono.m - [dipper handle MLV-210, LLV-Ca15]

73) le.s.satole.rdono.m.s’a.i.nate.i.- [dipper handle MLV-208, LLV-Ca68]

74) fo.u.vo.seneijo.s.dotodono.m|trumusijate.i. - [dipper handle MLV-165, LLV-Ca21]

75) fugene.s.inijo.nti[kosdoto|sono]ms’a.i.nate.i - [dipper handle MLV-199, LLV-Ca67]

other inscriptions to TRUMUSIA

76) iion.ko.s.tona.s.|to s’a.i.nat. trumus.iiat. per. vo|.l.te.r. kon. vo.n.ta.r. --- [bronze plaquette
MLV-151, LLV-Ca6]

77) trumu --- [dipper handle MLV-179, LLV-Ca37]

78) .e.n.nodi[.] p.piko.s. do(to) truusija|te.i. ---[bronze statue of man MLV-205, LLV-Ca69]

79) klutaviko.s. doto dono.m. s’a.i.|nate.i. --- [small pitcher of bronze MLV-207, LLV-Ca18]

80) trumuijatei oler fu.t.to[.]s. vo.l.to pari ko.s.[ --- [cup rim MLV-209, LLV-Ca65]

81) turijonei.okijai.jo.ie.bos.kea.perou.teu.ta[m.] --- [dipper handle MLV-203, LLV-Ca24]

no indications of being an offering/donation:

82) kalodiba --- [handle with hook MLV-162, LLV-Ca48]

83) inijonika... ---- [dipper handle MLV-173, LLV-Ca30]

84) vot.tso.m --- [dipper handle MLV-188, LLV-Ca46]

85) met's’o --- [dipper handle MLV-190, LLV-Ca49]

The context of these inscriptions as objects left as offerings, payments, etc or objects part of the
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regular activity at a facility, maybe part of a sauna for merchants coming down the Piave Valley,
has been described above. We note that it is dominated by dipper handle inscriptions, which
suggests something analogous to the stylus inscriptions of Baratela.

TRUMUSIA can also be interpreted as a deity, because of 's’a.i.nate.i.|trumusijate.i. which
parallels the Baratela's’a.i.nate.i.|re.i.tiia.i 

ISOLATED MISCELLANEOUS OBJECTS

The following are objects are miscellaneous finds, or failed to be included in one of the above
groupings. Miscellaneous inscriptions are sometimes interesting as they represent Venetic writing
not found in funerary or worship contexts, and sometimes show very ordinary uses, such as simply
labelling what the object is.

86) augar [fibula object]
External context - a fibula, with the word written on the back

87) es...niiuikuru - [spatula object - MLV 236A, LLV B12]
External context - a spatula-like object of bone or ivory with words worn down at location of

thumb holding

88) lah.vnahvrot.a.h - [small container - MLV 252-253, LLV Is -1,2]
External context - a small container of bronze, elegant, with fancy handle and thumbhole, round
bottom obviously meant to be carried around rather than set down somewhere. Another small

container exists with the same words - suggesting a universal message, and not personal.

89) votoklutiiari.s.vha.g.s.to [vase - MLV 128, LLV Pa -16]
External context - a well designed vase, with text circling around it between two lines - as if text

is integral to the vase and not a custom message.

90) ituria makkno.s. - [ irregular stones MLV-75bis, LLV-Es21]
External context - shapeless stone with writing on it, found randomly - Another has been found

too.

91) .o.te.r.g - OPTERG N - [on lead projectile used by slingers in war - MLV-75bis, LLV-Es21]
External context - oblong lead projectiles used by slingers in war. One side is in Venetic with

.o.te.r.g and the other side in Latin with OPTERG N

92) pueia - [image on mountain side]
External context - image found on mountain side, showing a handmade image of five men in

forground, three with fists raised, and one further off seemingly chasing a more distant man with
shield and spear. The word pueia is accompanied by a treelike symbol that suggests five men

shouted it in unison.

93) .e..i.k.go.l.tano.s.dotolo.u.dera.i.kane.i - [container - MLV- 242, LLV- Ca4]
External context - in very small letters on the rim of a container (only fragments have been

found) - found in the Piave River Valley.

94) .o..s.t..s.katus.ia.i.io.s.dona.s.to.a.tra.e..s.te.r.mon.io.s.de.i.vo.s - [MLV- 125, LLV- Vi2]
External context - a limestone lintel 132cm long, 40cm wide, 30cm thick found south of Vicence.

Purpose of this unusual item is unknown.
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FINAL NOTES

THE LIST WAS COLLECTED MAINLY FROM MLV, SELECTING ONLY THE COMPLETE
INSCRIPTIONS BECAUSE THE METHODOLOGY DOES NOT ALLOW GUESSING UNKNOWNS
IN FRAGMENTARY SENTENCES. THIS LIST IS NOT EXHAUSTIVE. ON THE ONE HAND SOME

USABLE EXAMPLES MAY HAVE BEEN MISSED IN THE SELECTING PROCESS, WHILE
LATER THE AUTHOR CAME ACROSS A FEW OTHERS FROM OTHER SOURCES WHICH

WERE INCLUDED AND INVESTIGATED (Such as the Brittany and Wales examples)




